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1 Introduction

This dissertation is about laser spectroscopic gas sensing. One might ask why is gas
sensing important and what information is correlated with the gas concentration? We
are surrounded by a variety of gases, in daily life and in industrial processes. For
example, persons sitting in a small closed room will very soon start become tired. One
of the reasons for this is the build-up of a high concentration of carbon dioxide which
causes their tiredness. The carbon dioxide concentration in the exhalation of a person
(50,000 ppm) is 100 times stronger than the usual concentration of carbon dioxide
in ambient air (400-600 ppm). In this case, the comfort of a person is correlated
with the carbon dioxide concentration. Also, many gases are poisonous, therefore
their concentration has to be monitored in workplace environments where these gases
are worked with. The presence of carbon monoxide may also indicate a dangerous fire
situation. For fire detection, carbon monoxide monitoring is a much better method than
optical particle/smoke detection, because the latter does not distinguish between real
smoke and false readings from insects or hair spray for example, thus producing high
false alarm rates. At airports up to 50 % of all alarms are false alarms. Moreover, gases
exhaled by a person can indicate his or her health condition. A prominent example is
nitrogen oxide, which is an early indication for an asthma attack. Furthermore, the
concentration information of exhaust gases e.g. CO, NO, O2, CH4 can help for process
optimization, saving of energy and reduction of pollutants emission. The lambda probe
is a mature technology used in the vehicle industries aimed at measuring the contents
of exhaust gases. But better solutions have yet to be found to look at the exhausts
from medium or small scale burners, for example those found in domestic heating
appliances.

All in all, the knowledge of the gas concentrations can increase our comfort and pro-
tect us from poisoning and fire. It enables detection of diseases and efficient process
control in industrial production. Gas sensors are therefore in widespread use every-
where: in office buildings, in households, and in industry. The techniques that are used
are catalytic combustion types [1], electro-chemical cell [2] and metal oxide based sen-
sors [3], which are cost-efficient, but suffer long-term stability problems and/or cross-
sensitivity to other gases. Equipments using optical measurement principles are based
on non-dispersive infrared spectroscopy. However, these techniques are not calibration-
free. Among all the techniques for gas concentration measurement, tunable diode laser
spectroscopy (TDLS) exhibits unique and excellent properties, like long term stability,
inherent self monitoring and lowest possible cross-sensitivity to other gases. TDLS is
developed over the last decades in parallel with progression of diode laser technology,
which was basically driven by the optical communication technology.

The existing TDLAS analyzing equipments have the following applications:

� Process control in power plants, waste incinerators and emission monitoring. The
companies offer these equipments are e.g. Norsk Electro Optikk, AS (Norway),
Unisearch Associates Inc. (Canada) and Siemens Laser Analytics (Sweden).

� Measurement of isotopic composition in stable compounds. The companies are
for example Picarro, who use cavity ring down spectroscopy and Aerodyne re-
search, who use direct spectroscopy with multipass cell [4].
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1 Introduction

Fig. 1.1: An example for existing TDLAS equipment: isotopic composition measure-
ment from Aerodyne research [5], which contains reference cells and many optical
elements.

These equipments are large in dimensions, complex and of comparable high cost
(Fig. 1.1). Attempts have been made to open a wider market for TDLS with cheaper
equipment, e.g. oxygen breath monitoring from company Oxigraf or natural gas leak
detection initialized by British Gas. However these attempts have not yet been really
successful, partly because the laser diodes are still too expensive, and partly because the
sensor design is not optimized towards a minimum number of components. Additional
optics are needed for measurement of spectral features originating from the optical
cells and the laser itself, and for determination of the wavelength actually scanned.
To achieve certain detection sensitivity, large dimension optical cells are needed for
long optical pathlength [6]. Also, complicated evaluation algorithms need PC-based
computation to fulfill the real-time operation [5]. Possible issues due to laser and
detector cooling systems exist especially for the mid-infrared range. These all lead to
high-cost and high complexity of the sensor.

The successful development of long wavelength VCSELs [7, 8] during the last years
may help to bring this technology into a broader application field. Optical elements can
be eliminated and the missing functionality can be implemented by improved signal
processing to achieve comparable sensitivity and reliability. Decisive parts of the novel
VCSEL-based gas sensor technology are to be developed within this thesis.

The outline of this work is the following: an initial analysis of the problems, followed
by an introduction to the fundamentals of the subject of this thesis, then four main
chapters about the laser, optical cell, signal evaluation and the whole sensor set-up
components. The fourth chapter looks at the suitability for TDLS applications of the
VCSEL technology. The question of how fast the laser wavelength can be tuned is to
be answered in this section. The fifth chapter looks at how a new design of optical cell
is developed and makes a comparison between different optical cells, giving a figure of
merit to each. This is followed by an explanation of the development of optimized mea-
surement procedures and signal processing methods. In the seventh chapter, several
application examples are given for the optimized sensor design, utilizing the compo-
nents investigated in the previous chapters. And at the end, the optimized sensor
concepts are proved in real applications.
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2 Analysis of the requirements for development of an
optical gas detector

TDLS exhibits excellent properties for gas sensing, like long term stability, inherent self
monitoring and lowest possible cross-sensitivity to other gases. These properties pre-
destine this method for a range of applications where highest reliability is demanded,
e.g. in aviation and medical engineering. The successful development of VCSELs dur-
ing the last years may help to bring this technology into broader application fields.
These lasers have a significant advantage compared to conventional edge-emitters be-
cause of their low-cost potential and low power consumption. Decisive parts of the
novel VCSEL-based gas sensor technology are to be developed within this thesis. The
goal is to develop miniaturized and low cost TDLS sensors. To achieve this, one has

LD PD

Gas
c

other parameters

Optical cell
(Ch. 5):

Signal processing (Ch. 6):

Laser diode
(Ch. 4):

ĉ

Fig. 2.1: Schematical overview of a sensor system. The three basic components are
laser diode, gas cell and signal processing.

to understand the difficulties and challenges of building a laser-spectroscopic sensor.
TDLS is a method for gas concentration determination by measuring gas absorption
lines with high resolution. However, distortions always occur during the measurement
process, including noise and unwanted spectral features. The conventional method for
eliminating noise is averaging, but averaging will always result in time delay of the
measurements. Therefore, there is a trade-off between sensing accuracy and response
time. Also deterministic spectral features may exist, which cause errors and can not
be removed by averaging. These can originate e.g. from multi-mode propagation in
the gas cell geometry. The gas cell is a container needed for the interaction between
light and gas. Usually a gas cell is constructed by optical elements like mirrors, lenses
and windows. However, these elements can cause multi-mode propagation via physical
effects like unwanted back-reflections or scattering. This multi-mode propagation then
causes additional spectral features that distort the measurement of the gas spectrum
(’cell background’). Since 10−5 absorbance should be resolved in a low-cost sensor, the
demand on suppression of ’cell background’ is very high. Anti-reflection (AR) coatings
on optical surfaces alone are usually not sufficient. The traditional way of compensat-
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2 Analysis of the requirements for development of an optical gas detector

ing these residual interferences in the measured spectra is to measure the background
when the gas cell is purged with nitrogen and subsequent subtraction of it from the
gas spectra [9]. This, however, is unsuitable for miniaturized sensors because it re-
quires a very complex setup and also a continuous supply of non-absorbing gas such as
nitrogen. Furthermore, the dead-times significantly limit the application areas of the
sensor. In this thesis, other methods to avoid or compensate the background have to
be developed. For this, the ’cell background’ has to be investigated and analyzed in
detail (Chap. 5).

One additional problem is the cell transparency. In harsh conditions, the cell could
have low transmission due to contamination and only a small fraction of the light is
detected. The detector noise is then a bigger proportion of the measured absorption
signal and the signal-to-noise ratio decreases. Therefore, means to avoid this have to
be developed, for example by using a diffuse reflector intended to be robust against
thermal cycles. Also movement of waterdrops in a condensing environment may give
an additional intensity noise that could further lower the signal-to-noise ratio. This all
has to be characterized and examined in this thesis (Chap. 5).

Another difficulty is to achieve high sensitivity with miniaturized sensor design.
Usually, short interaction length is provided by the compact single-reflective cells.
Conventional multipass cells are very sensitive to alignment and require large sample
volume. Hence alternatives are needed to realize the efficacy of such compact and
sensitive sensors. New developments of gas-permeable fibers could provide for such
a solution by using in-fiber gas sensing. But the difficulties are again the spectral
background caused by the fiber itself and a possibly large gas exchanging time due
to the small inner diameter of the fiber. These issues are examined and a solution is
provided in Chap. 5.

A tunable laser is required for TDLS. A large tuning range of laser wavelength is
very important. However, if the tuning speed is too fast, the laser wavelength may
not follow instantaneously, because wavelength tuning is caused by a self-heating effect
inside the laser. Therefore, it is important to know what is the speed limitation of
the VCSEL wavelength tuning. If tuning does not immediately follow current, the
scanned wavelength can not be predicted reliably. The measured spectrum may have
distorted shape and the gas parameters can not be extracted. Furthermore, the laser
aging problem gives uncertainty of the long-term operation of the sensor. The laser
parameters like the linear-nonlinear current-to-wavelength tuning coefficient could vary
during time. Ideally the sensor operation should not depend on these parameters. It
would be ideal to develop a spectroscopic operation mode that allows for continuously
monitoring of these parameters. Finally, there are spectral features caused by the laser
diode itself (’laser background’), which has also to be understood and eliminated if
possible (Chap. 4).

When the gas absorption spectrum is measured with required accuracy, the next
question is how to extract the gas parameters from it. Since the new sensor should
be reliable, miniaturized and have low power consumption, limited numerical calcula-
tion effort, but still reliable algorithms are required. Again as mentioned before, the
measured spectrum is superimposed with noise, which has to be removed as much as
possible using optimized signal processing. This is not straightforward, because con-
ventional lowpass or bandpass filtering will also distort the measured spectrum if it
should effectively remove noise. To overcome this, a more sophisticated signal-model,
i.e. a description of the measured signals including noise has to be developed. Another
difficulty is to find out the wavelength scale of the measured spectrum. If wavelength is
known, the theoretical spectrum can be calculated with data from the HITRAN data
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base [10]. However, the laser current and not laser wavelength is directly controlled.
Conventionally, to find out the scanned wavelength, a reference etalon or external gas
reference cell is used, which again increases the sensor complexity. One task of the
work is to find methods sparing the extra reference etalon and the additional reference
cell and extract all the parameters out of the measured spectrum (Chap. 6).

All in all, an important question is, what is theoretically the overall best sensing
resolution achievable at a given optical pathlength and detection wavelength. Knowing
this, all sensor implementations using a certain signal-processing and spectroscopic
method could be compared with this optimum value. This would be very useful in
finding limitations of existing designs and methods and may direct future research in
the right direction. Furthermore, the best spectroscopic method may be found.

The problems can be grouped into three categories: laser diode (Chap. 4), optical
cell (Chap. 5) and signal processing (Chap. 6).
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3 Fundamentals

Laser spectroscopy determines the gas concentration by measuring gas absorption line.
The gas properties such as composition, concentration, pressure and temperature are
all encrypted in the spectrum. Using a monochromatic light source like a laser, the
spectral features are recorded with high spectral resolution and then later analyzed.
Each gas molecule has many absorption bands. The wavelength position and strength
of different absorption bands of the different molecules in the near and mid-infrared
range are shown in Fig. 3.1. The y-axis denotes the gas concentration where at 1 m
path length a 10−5 absorbance is achieved. It is an indication for the strongest line in
an absorption band. For the same molecule, the linestrength in the infrared range is
typically higher at longer wavelength. For example for CO molecules, the absorption
at 2.3 µm is 160 times stronger than the absorption at 1.5 µm (see Fig. 3.1).

Fig. 3.1: The schematical figure of the absorption bands of the different molecules in
the near and mid-infrared range (provided by A. Hangauer, data taken from [10]).
The y-axis is the achievable concentration resolution that corresponds to 1 m path
length and 10−5 absorbance resolution.

In the following, the physical reasons behind the observed absorption bands are
explained and techniques for measuring the absorption spectrum as well as the laser
diodes used are outlined and compared.
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3 Fundamentals

3.1 Absorption by molecules

Absorption and emission are correlated with transition between different states of a
gas molecule. A photon enables an energy transition of a gas molecule to a higher
energy level, which is called absorption. By deexcitation of a molecule, either photons
are emitted (’fluorescence’) or heat is generated when the deexcitation is caused by a
molecule collision. A photon of wavelength λ, wavenumber ν or frequency f can only
be absorbed, when a gas molecule has states i, j with energy levels Ei and Ej ,

Ej − Ei = h f =
h c

λ
= h c ν (3.1)

and the molecule is in the ’lower state’ i. Here h denotes the Planck constant and c
the speed of light. Different gas molecules have different energy levels and therefore
fundamentally different energy transitions are observed. Therefore, absorption lines are
very characteristical for a special gas molecule. The different types of energy transitions
as well as the physical reasons behind are discussed in the following sections.

3.1.1 Energy transitions of molecules

For molecules, there are general three classes for energy transitions shown in Fig. 3.2:
coupled electron-vibration-rotation transitions (visible and ultra-violet range), rotation-
vibration transitions (near infrared range and mid-infrared range) and rotational only
transitions (far-infrared and radio frequency range).
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Fig. 3.2: Correlation between part of electro-magnetic spectrum and the type of molec-
ular transition.

Electron transition

The passage of an electron in an atom or molecule from one energy state to another
state (e.g. orbital change) is called electron transition. An electronic transition is
accompanied by the emission or absorption of energy corresponding to the difference
in energy between the two states. The energy difference is in the range of several eV up
to the ionization energy, which corresponds to wavelength in the visible and UV range
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3.1 Absorption by molecules

[11]. Electron transition occur in conjunction with vibrational/rotational transitions,
which is called ’Rovibronic coupling’. Single atoms only have electronic transitions,
they do not have vibrational or rotational states.

Vibrational transition

A vibrational transition is a change in vibrational energy of the atoms of a gas molecule.
The energies are in the range of several 100 meV up to the dissociation energy of the
molecule [11]. To determine the vibration states of a two-atom gas molecule e.g car-
bon monoxide, the molecule can be approximately described with a harmonic oscillator
model [11]. There the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation is solved with assuming
parabolic energy potential V (x) = 1

2
kx2 for approximation of the intermolecular po-

tential. Then the following energy states are obtained:

Ev =
h
√
k

2π
√
m

(ν + 1/2) ν = 0, 1, . . . (3.2)

with k being a spring constant describing the intermolecular force. m is the reduced
mass of C and O atoms, which is effectively given when the atoms are oscillating:

m =
mC mO

mC +mO
(3.3)

This model is valid for molecules with two atoms and low vibrational excitation. In
this case, the energy state is approximately linear to the state number, which means
that the vibrational bands have a constant spectral frequency spacing. For higher
energy states the parabolic approximation to the interatomar potential is no longer
valid and deviations in the experimentally observed spectra and the prediction with
the discrete state harmonic oscillator are obtained.

C O
(a) Rotation of a carbon
monoxide molecule.

C O
(b) Vibration of a car-
bon monoxide molecule.

Fig. 3.3: Schematic illustration of vibration and rotation states of a carbon monoxide
molecule. Vibrational states are approximately obtained by applying a discrete
harmonic oscillator model. Unlike a classical harmonic oscillator, these only take
discrete energies. Rotational states are obtained by using a rigid rotator model.

Rotational transition

A rotational transition is a change in angular momentum of a gas molecule. The most
simple model that qualitatively describes the observed spectra is the rigid rotator
model [11]. There the distance of the two atoms is considered to be independent on
the rotation level. In order to determine the possible energy states of this rigid rotator,
the Schrödinger equation is solved with the substitution potential energy V = 0 and
reduced mass m of C and O atoms. The first assumption is made because the rotator is

9



3 Fundamentals

considered rigid and no potential energy is associated with the rotator. The Schrödinger
equation appropriate to this problem is therefore:

d2Ψ

dx2
+

d2Ψ

dy2
+

d2Ψ

dz2
+

8π2m

h2
EΨ = 0 (3.4)

where x2 + y2 + z2 = r2
0 is a constant and r0 the distance between the C and O atom.

The solution of the Schrödinger equation is given by:

Ej =
h2

8π2 I
j (j + 1) j = 0, 1, 2, . . . (3.5)

with the moment of inertia I:

I = mr2
0 (3.6)

The corresponding wavefunctions |Ψj,µ(x, y, z)|2, µ = −j, .., j give the probability dis-
tribution of the rotator on the sphere with radius r0. It clearly can be seen in Eq. (3.5),
that the discrete energy state increases quadratically with quantum number j.

Combined vibration-rotation transitions of carbon monoxide molecules

Generally, vibrational transitions occur in conjunction with rotational transitions,
which is called ’Rovibrational coupling’. In Fig. 3.4(a), the vibrational states of car-
bon monoxide are denoted with the symbols ν0, ν1, . . ., corresponding to Eq. (3.2)
with ν = 0, 1, . . .. The rotational states are superimposed with the vibrational states,
whereas the energy difference between rotational states is usually much smaller than
the vibrational state differences. The fundamental band is formed by the most prob-
able transition ν0 → ν1 (@ 4.6 µm) [10, 11, 12]. The first overtone band of carbon
monoxide is the transition ν0 → ν2 (@ 2.3 µm). At this wavelength also the other
bands ν1 → ν3, ν2 → ν4, . . . are present. Which one is dominating in the spectrum is
strongly dependent on the number of molecules in the corresponding upper and lower
states, which in turn strongly depends on temperature. At room temperature usu-
ally only the fundamental vibrational state is occupied, so the transition ν0 → ν2 is
dominating.

The different lines in one vibrational band, e.g. ν0 → ν2 are formed by different
rotational transitions additional to the vibrational transition. These lines are also
called ”rotational fine structure” (Fig. 3.4(b)) [11]. The absorption band of CO has
two branches: the P and R branch. Transitions in the P branch correspond to rotational
transitions ∆j = −1 and those in the R branch correspond to ∆j = 1 (Fig. 3.4(a)).
Other values of ∆j are not allowed, i.e. have a transition probability of zero. Which
values are allowed is dependent on the molecule specific ’selection-rules’. In some
diatomic molecules like NO also a Q-branch exists, which contains ∆j = 0 transitions
[10]. The Q-branch is visible as large peak in between the R and P branch in the
spectrum. It is large because all Q-transitions have approximately the same energy
difference and are thus overlapping.

For an electromagnetic wave to cause a vibrational transition the gas molecules
needs to have an electric or magnetic moment. Otherwise the molecule would be not
absorbing. Most strong molecular transitions are electric dipole transitions. However,
also magnetic dipole or quadrupole transitions exist. Homonuclear diatomic molecules
like O2, N2, H2 have due to symmetry no electric dipole moment. They are thus
typically not IR active, i.e. have no or extremely weak absorption lines in the infrared.
The absorption band of O2 at 760 nm corresponds to an electronic transition.

10



3.1 Absorption by molecules

(a) Schema of the energy states of carbon
monoxide molecule.

(b) The first overtone absorption band of carbon
monoxide molecule.

Fig. 3.4: P branch (∆j = −1) and R branch (∆j = +1) by different rotational transi-
tions in addition to the ν0 → ν2 vibrational transition of the CO molecule.

The mathematical description of a single gas absorption transition line is given in
the next section.

3.1.2 Lambert-Beer law

The gas transmission T (ν) for an optical path length l is described by the Lambert-Beer
law [12]:

T (ν) = e−α(ν) c l = e−σ(ν)n l (3.7)

≈ 1− α(ν) c l = 1− σ(ν)n l (3.8)

with α(ν) being the wavelength-dependent gas absorption coefficient (unit: cm−1) and
σ(ν) (unit: cm2) the absorption cross-section of the gas species. The concentration
(mixing-ratio) is denoted as c and n (unit: 1/cm3) is the number density (number
per unit volume) of absorbing particles with n = c p/(kBT ). Here kB denotes the
Boltzmann constant, p the pressure (unit: bar) and T gas temperature (unit: K).
The negative logarithm of the transmission − log(T (ν)) is called absorbance. If the
absorbance is very small, i.e. < 0.1, an approximation can be made that transmission
is one minus absorbance. The relative error of this approximation is maximal 0.5 %.
The approximation enables the linear relationship between the measured transmission
T (ν) and the gas concentration c. σ(ν) can be expressed as the product of line profile
Φ(ν) with the integral normalized to one and line strength S, i.e.:

σ(ν) = S Φ(ν) (3.9)
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Line profile Φ(ν) and line strength S = S(T ) are discussed in the following sections.
The absorption coefficient is given as

α(ν) = σ(ν)
p

kBT
=

p

kBT
S Φ(ν) (3.10)

The peak absorption coefficient αc is the absorption coefficient at line center νc:

αc =
p

kBT
S Φ(νc) (3.11)

3.1.3 Absorption line width and absorption line profile

Spectral lines in absorption or emission spectra are never strictly monochromatic. Due
to the finite lifetime of the states and the principle of energy uncertainty, also photons
with slightly different frequency/wavelength can be absorbed. This is one of the reasons
for the observed broadening of absorption lines. In the following, different line profiles
are described and the corresponding line widths (half-width at half-maximum) are
shown.

Conversion between wavelength, frequency and wavenumber To describe a gas spec-
trum, different units are used such as wavelength, wavenumber and frequency. The
relationship between wavelength λ, frequency f and wavenumber ν is:

ν =
1

λ
=
f

c
(3.12)

The speed of light is denoted as c.

The halfwidth is sometimes written in terms of wavelength difference ∆λ, or wavenum-
ber difference ∆ν, or frequency difference ∆f . The relationship between the three is
the following:

∆ν = −
∆λ

λ2
=

∆f

c
(3.13)

In spectroscopy usually frequency or wavenumber is the more natural unit than wave-
length. Frequency difference is often an absolute value and is independent on the center
frequency or the medium. However, ∆λ is different for different basis wavelength λ, if
∆f is constant. This is also the reason for the typically larger line width in wavelength
in the mid-infrared range compared to the near-infrared range.

Natural line profile and line width The ’absorption line’ is not a line, but has a certain
width [12]. The absorption profile can be obtained from a classical model of a damped
harmonic oscillator, which gives a Lorentzian shape, it reads:

ΦL(ν) =
γL/π

γ2
L + (ν − νc)2

(3.14)

νc is the center wavenumber corresponding to the transition. The line width is given
by γL = γL,nat (unit: cm−1), which is anti-proportional to the lifetime τ of the energy
state [12]:

γL,nat =
π

c τ
(3.15)
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3.1 Absorption by molecules

The lifetime of an energy state is given by the average time after the unperturbed gas
molecule goes back to the lower energy state with an emission of a photon.

Doppler broadening (Gaussian profile) Doppler broadening is given when the gas
molecules are moving [12]. The gas molecule ”sees” another frequency of light because
of the Doppler effect. Therefore, the light with higher or lower frequency corresponding
to the transition is also absorbed. Since the molecule velocity in x-,y- or z- direction
is Gaussian distributed, the Doppler frequency shift is also Gaussian distributed. The
Gaussian profile ΦG(ν) thus describes the Doppler broadening, which is given as:

ΦG(ν) =

√
log(2)
√
πγG

exp

(
− log(2)

(ν − νc)2

γ2
G

)
(3.16)

νc is the center wavenumber corresponding to the transition. The halfwidth at half
maximum for a Doppler broadened line γG (unit: cm−1) is then theoretically derived
as:

γG = νc

√
log(2)

2kBT

mc2
(3.17)

with m being the mass of one molecule (unit: kg), kB the Boltzmann constant and T
the gas temperature (unit: K). The lighter the gas molecule and the larger the center
wavenumber is, the broader is the line width. Hence, in visible and UV light range
the Doppler broadening is much stronger than in the mid-infrared range. Among all
stable gas molecules, the hydrogen molecule has the lowest mass and therefore the
highest velocity, which results in the broadest linewidth due to Doppler broadening.
If required, ν and γG can also be converted to wavelength or frequency according to
Eq. (3.12).

Pressure broadening (Lorentzian profile) Pressure broadening is given by the finite
lifetime of the upper energy state. At normal conditions the lifetime is much shorter
than the natural lifetime and determined by collisions between gas molecules. This
effect is more dominant if the gas pressure or temperature is higher. In addition to
the natural linewidth, pressure broadening has to be included to the Lorentzian profile
as well (Eq. (3.14)). The Lorentzian halfwidth is given by the sum of the natural
linewidth and an empirical pressure broadening halfwidth. This is proportional to gas
pressure p (unit: bar) and has a temperature dependence of T ζ with ζ ≈ 1/2:

γL(c, p, T ) = γL,nat + γ p

(
296K

T

)ζ
≈ γ p

(
296K

T

)ζ
(3.18)

Practically, the pressure broadening coefficient γ (unit: cm−1/bar) and the exponent
ζ is dependent on the transition because it is strongly influenced by collision effects
between the molecules. Thus it also depends on the type of the buffer gas or the other
gases in the mixture. For air as buffer gas, γ is composed with an air-broadening
coefficient γair and self-broadening coefficient γself (both unit: cm−1/bar), with gas
concentration c as weighting factor:

γ = γair(1− c) + γself c (3.19)

Both coefficients are tabulated in HITRAN (High Resolution Transmission) molecular
spectroscopic database, which is a database for absorption line parameters [10]. For
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gas mixtures with more components and certain mixing-ratios, a completely different
broadening behavior may occur. It can be clearly seen, that γL also depends on gas
concentration c. If the self- and air- broadening coefficients are in the same order of
magnitude and c < 0.01, the dependency can be neglected, i.e.:

γL(c, p, T ) ≈ γL(p, T ) = γair p

(
296K

T

)ζ
(3.20)

Otherwise, the effect of line broadening or narrowing by increasing gas concentration
has also to be considered. Nevertheless, the integrated area of the absorption line is
independent on all these broadening effects and proportional to the number density of
absorbing molecules n.

Voigt profile If both pressure and Doppler broadening effects are present, the Voigt
profile has to be used. That is the convolution of the Gaussian and Lorentzian profile:

ΦV (ν) = (ΦG ∗ ΦL)(ν) (3.21)

Unfortunately, no analytical closed form expression for the Voigt profile exists. An
empirical formula for the Voigt half-width with maximum error of 0.02 % is [13]:

γV = 1/2

(
γL 1.0692 +

√
0.86639 γ2

L + 4 γ2
G

)
(3.22)

Examples are given for absorption of carbon monoxide at 2.3655 µm and absorp-
tion of oxygen at 763 nm. As clearly can be seen in Tab. 3.1, line width caused by
Doppler broadening for an oxygen absorption line at 763 nm is much higher than for
the carbon monoxide absorption line at 2.3 µm because of its larger center wavenumber
(Eq. (3.17)). Since the ratio of the Lorentzian and Voigt half-width is nearly one for
both cases, it is clear that the Doppler broadening can be neglected for atmospheric
pressure. For much lower pressures (millibar range), only the Doppler broadening has
to be considered and pressure broadening can be neglected. In a transition region
with moderate pressure, the Voigt profile has to be used. The life time τ can also be
calculated from the natural linewidth as given in Eq. (3.15). τ is approximately 0.2 s
for carbon monoxide, while it is around 4 s for oxygen.

carbon monoxide @ 2.3 µm oxygen @ 763 nm
γL 1.774 GHz (0.0591 cm−1) 1.475 GHz (0.04915 cm−1)
γG 0.1477 GHz (0.00492 cm−1) 0.478 GHz (0.01426 cm−1)
γV 1.787 GHz (0.0596 cm−1) 1.597 GHz (0.05323 cm−1)
γL,nat 0.81 Hz (2.7× 10−11 cm−1) 0.04 Hz (1.36× 10−12 cm−1)
γL/γV 99.3 % 92.3 %

Tab. 3.1: The line width in frequency and wavenumber units of a carbon monoxide
and oxygen absorption line at room-temperature and atmospheric pressure. For
pressure broadening only air broadening is considered, i.e. γ = γair.
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3.2 Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy

Linestrength

The temperature dependent line strength S (see Eq. (3.9)) for a transition is given by:

S(T ) = S(296K)
Q(296K)

Q(T )

exp(−EL/(kBT ))

exp(−EL/(kB296K))

1− exp(−h c νc /(kBT ))

1− exp(−h c νc/(kB296K))
(3.23)

Q(T ) is the total internal partition sum for the gas molecule [10], EL is the lower state
energy of the transition and kB is the Boltzmann constant. This temperature correction
represents the fact that the observed absorption cross section σ(ν) is proportional to
the probability of a single molecule being in the lower state times the probability
that a single molecule is not in the upper state. The number of the gas molecule in
lower state is proportional to the Boltzmann factor exp(−EL/(kBT ). For lower EL
or higher gas temperature T , there are more gas molecules in the lower state and
absorption corresponding to this energy transition is more likely to happen in a large
ensemble of molecules. This also corresponds to a stronger observed linestrength S.
The characteristic envelope of the CO spectrum shown in Fig. 3.4(b) is basically due
this effect.

3.2 Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy

Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy is a spectroscopic method for gas detec-
tion. It is basically distinguished between direct spectroscopy or wavelength modu-
lation spectroscopy, that is using a small sinusoidal wavelength modulation to detect
the harmonic component of the spectrum. Other methods include photoacoustic spec-
troscopy, where the absorbed energy is directly detected by observing pressure waves
emitted from the gas. For this method, however, calibration factors like the resonator
Q-factor are needed, which can change over time and are especially temperature de-
pendent.

3.2.1 Direct spectroscopy

Direct spectroscopy is schematically shown in Fig. 3.5(a). By ramping of the laser cur-
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Fig. 3.5: The schematical plot of direct spectroscopy and wavelength modulation
spectroscopy

rent (or laser chip temperature), the emitting laser wavelength is tuned approximately
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linearly. The measured gas absorptions are small dips on the large background resulted
by the laser P -I-characteristic. The difficult detection of these dips is also the main
drawback of this method.

3.2.2 Wavelength modulation spectroscopy

Wavelength modulation spectroscopy is an established method for sensitive absorbance
measurements [14]. This is due to its advantages of efficient noise suppression, i.e. in-
susceptible to 1/f noise, and removal of the laser amplitude modulation [15] in the
measured data. As shown in Fig. 3.5(b), in addition to a slow current (or wave-
length) sweep, a small and significantly faster sinusoidal modulation with frequency
fm is applied (typically in the kHz range). The gas absorption converts the frequency
modulation to an intensity modulation. Because the gas absorption spectrum is a
strongly nonlinear function of wavelength, the resulting amplitude modulation is not
sinusoidal any more, but contains harmonic components at multiple of the modulation
frequency fm. Using a lock-in amplifier, the detector signal is decomposed into its har-
monic components. The formation of first-/second-harmonic spectrum is schematically
shown in Fig. 3.6. The second-harmonic spectrum, i.e. second harmonic component

Fig. 3.6: The steps of creation of first-/second-harmonic gas spectrum. Here a constant
laser intensity during wavelength tuning is assumed. A sinusoidal wavelength
modulation with a shifted bias wavelength is converted to an intensity modulation
by the gas absorption line. The intensity modulation is not sinusoidal anymore,
but contains higher harmonics. The amplitude of the first and second harmonic of
the detector signal are plotted against the bias wavelength, which forms the first-
and second-harmonic spectrum.

of the gas absorption is usually used for signal evaluation. Although in theory any
harmonic spectrum may be chosen, the influence of the laser AM on the second har-
monic spectrum is small enough compared to the first harmonic while the amplitude
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3.2 Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy

of the second harmonic is still relatively large compared to the higher harmonics. The

LD PD
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DC
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1f

D0

D1

D2

sinusoidal modulation
(small signal, kHz range) I

ref

TIA
laser
controller

second harmonic spectrum

Fig. 3.7: The experimental setup of wavelength modulation spectroscopy

experimental setup of wavelength modulation spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 3.7. In the
laboratory, the ramp signal and high frequency sinusoidal modulation are generated
by the function generator and the sum of the two are injected to the laser controller,
which controls the laser current. The detected intensity of the photodiode is converted
into a current and amplified by a trans-impedance amplifier. Lock-In amplifier is a
mixer and is used to decompose the detector signal into its harmonic components. To
obtain the second-harmonic spectrum, the intensity at 2 fm is divided by the intensity
at DC, so the effect of the varying laser intensity is removed. This is a significant
advantage over direct spectroscopy.

Direct Spectroscopy Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy

0

0

Ideal laser

(constant intensity

during tuning):

real laser

(vary intensity

during tuning):

Transmission spectrum Second-harmonic spectrum

Second-harmonic signal (measured)“Transmission” spectrum (measured)

Fig. 3.8: Schematical comparison between direct spectroscopy and wavelength modu-
lation spectroscopy. The non-constant laser intensity during tuning has almost no
influence on the harmonic spectrum.

It can clearly be seen in Fig. 3.8, that the measured absorption by direct spectroscopy
is a small signal overlapped with a large slope/offset because of the nonlinearity of the
laser P -I-characteristic. It is practically difficult to detect a small signal from a large
offset. In contrast, the second harmonic spectrum has only a slight negative slope on
a small negative offset. This enables a simplified signal processing. A detailed signal
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model for the measured spectra is given in section 6.1. The n-th harmonic transmission
spectrum is mathematically described by [16]:

Hn(λ) =
εn

2π

∫ π

−π
T (λ+ λa cos(θ))e−j n θdθ (3.24)

with εn = 1 for n = 0 and εn = 2 for n > 0 and λa the wavelength modulation ampli-
tude. For the case of unsaturated Lorentzian absorption line (with center wavelength
λc, peak absorbance αc c l, HWHM γL), Hn(λ) has a closed form analytical expression
based on Arndt’s formula [17]:

T (λ) = 1− αc c l
γ2
L

γ2
L + (λ− λc)2

(3.25)

Hn(λ) = αc c l Sn((λ− λc)/γL, λa/γL) +

{
0 n ≥ 0

1 n = 0
(3.26)

with Arndt’s formula

Sn(x,m) = −
εn

2π

∫ π

−π

1

1 + (x+m cos(θ))2
e−j n θdθ (3.27)

=
−εn in

2mn

(√
(1− i x)2 +m2 − (1− i x)2

)n
√

(1− i x)2 +m2
+ c.c. (3.28)

c.c. stands for conjugate complex and x and m are the normalized wavelength and
normalized modulation amplitude, respectively. Here γL has a unit of wavelength.

3.3 Single-mode semiconductor tunable lasers

Only electrically pumped laser devices, which can be operated continuous wave at room
temperature, are particularly suitable for compact and low-cost applications. Also a
narrow emission linewidth i.e. a single mode laser source is required, to sample the gas
absorption spectrum with high resolution. Two candidates can be considered for this
application: VCSELs (vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers) and DFBs (distributed
feed-back lasers).

3.3.1 VCSEL and DFB

A short comparison between the two single-mode laser types is given in Tab. 3.2.
Compared to DFB lasers, VCSELs show lower threshold and operating currents. Even

VCSEL DFB
Threshold current ∼ 1 mA ∼25 mA
Operating current ∼10 mA ∼100 mA
Output power ∼0.6 mW ∼3 mW
On-wafer testability yes no
Current tuning coefficient ∼0.6 nm/mA ∼0.02 nm/mA

Tab. 3.2: Comparison between VCSELs and DFBs @ 2 µm [18, 19]

though the output power is lower, it is sufficient for the tunable diode laser absorp-
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3.3 Single-mode semiconductor tunable lasers

tion spectroscopy application (explanation see section 6.1.2). Because of the on wafer
testability of VCSEL, it has a significant low cost potential.

Laserchip (300µm2)

Active area (28µm2)

Heater/Cooler

(TEC)

~ 1cm

Temperature

Sensor (NTC)
Isolating

Ceramic

Submount

Fig. 3.9: A photograph of commercial InP-based vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser
on a TO header including a thermo-electric cooler for laser temperature control
(courtesy of VERTILAS GmbH).

A photo of a commercially available InP-based vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser
is shown in Fig. 3.9. The laser chip temperature is controlled by the thermal-electric
cooler (TEC) and measured by the temperature sensor (NTC). Since the NTC is
mounted directly on the TEC, the measured temperature is the temperature of TEC,
but not the temperature of laser chip, which is glued or soldered on the TEC via a
ceramic submount. Therefore, the emission wavelength can not be controlled very
exactly. An evaluation algorithm is needed for wavelength calibration of the emitted
laser light, which is introduced in Chap. 6.

3.3.2 Wavelength range and material system

NIR MIR

GaN GaAs GaSb

1.3 2.3

InP

1 2l (µm) 3 4

VCSEL
DFB

(Material System:

III –V semiconductor)

Fig. 3.10: The material systems for electrically pumped, room temperature, CW in-
terband semiconductor lasers of different emission wavelength. The commercially
available wavelengths ranges for VCSELs and DFBs of this kind are also shown.
VCSELs up to 2.6 µm [8, 20, 21] and DFB lasers up to 3.06 µm [22] have been
demonstrated.

In Fig. 3.10, different material systems for achieving different emission wavelengths
by interband transitions in semiconductor lasers are shown. Because of the high
bandgap energy, GaN is suitable for emission of visible or UV light and room-temperature,
continuous-wave and electrically-pumped VCSELs were recently demonstrated [23].
The GaAs material system covers the red range and near-infrared range up to 1.3 µm.
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InP covers the wavelength range from 1.3 µm to 2.3 µm, whereas GaSb is a suitable
candidate from 2.0 µm onwards. Continuous wave, room-temperature DFB-QCL lasers
are based on intraband transitions and these energy transitions have much lower en-
ergies. A wavelength range from 4.5 µm to 10.5 µm is commercially achieved with
lasers operating at room temperature [24, 25]. However, these lasers are not as mature
as conventional interband lasers and have high power consumption in the Watt range,
therefore they are not considered in this work. Mid-infrared PbTe-based VCSEL de-
vices [26] are optically pumped and not operating at room temperature, so they are
also not suitable for compact sensor designs.

Commercially available interband DFB lasers reach up to 2.7 µm provided by data-
com companies like NEL (InP-based up to 2 µm) and Nanoplus GmbH (InP- and GaSb-
based, up to 2.7 µm), whereas the wavelength of commercially available InP-VCSEL
is up to 2 µm provided by VERTILAS GmbH. Material system for long wavelength is
interesting for gas sensing application, because then strong gas absorption bands can
be accessed. The recently developed GaSb-based VCSELs [20] are investigated in this
work in terms of gas sensing relevant aspects. Up to 2.6 µm wavelength, extended
InGaAs detectors are available. For up to 1.1 µm wavelength, silicon detectors are
preferred.
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4 VCSEL characterization

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers have gained increasing importance for numerous
optoelectronic applications because of their intrinsic advantages, such as low threshold
current and potential for low fabrication cost [27, 28]. While short wavelength single-
mode VCSELs (< 1 µm) have been available for more than one decade [28, 29, 30], high-
performance long-wavelength InP-based (1.3 µm - 2.3 µm) VCSELs were realized in the
past ten years [31, 7, 32]. Recently, GaSb-based very long wavelength (2.3 µm - 2.6 µm)
VCSEL have been developed [20, 21]. In this chapter, VCSELs are characterized in
terms of suitability for TDLS. Main issues are:

LD PD

Gas

other parameters

Optical cell
(Ch. 5):

Signal processing (Ch. 6):

Laser diode
(Ch. 4):

ĉ

Fig. 4.1: Schematic overview of the sensor system. The three decisive components of
the sensing system are laser diode (this chapter), optical cell and signal processing.

� What is the speed limitation of the wavelength tuning of VCSELs and how quick
can gas detection be carried out? Since in a gas sensing system the laser tuning
rate is the ultimate limiting factor of the gas detection speed, the two questions
are equivalent. The FM response is a measure of the dynamic tuning behavior
of the laser wavelength. It shows the dependency of the wavelength tuning range
on the modulation frequency. Since wavelength tuning is basically a thermal
effect, the FM response typically has a lowpass behavior. Prior to this work, FM
response measurements for VCSELs did not exist in literature. The FM response
of a laser diode including VCSELs has been theoretically described with a first
order low pass model [33, 34, 35, 36]. The obtained typical values of the VCSEL
thermal time constants τth are around 1 µs [36, 37], which corresponds to a 3 dB
cutoff frequency of fc = 1/(2πτth) ≈ 160 kHz. In a first order low pass model,
the current-to-wavelength tuning coefficient above cutoff frequency is inversely
proportional to the frequency, i.e. the tuning coefficient drops by a factor of 2 if
the frequency is doubled. The experimentally demonstrated high speed tuning
by Lackner [38] would then be impossible, because at 1 MHz only one-twelfth of
the DC tuning coefficient is still available according to the first order low-pass
model. This contradiction gave an inspiration to carry out measurements of FM
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response of VCSELs and also develop a physically based model to explain it.

� Which properties of VCSELs are favorable for gas sensing? How is the sensor
sensitivity influenced by the laser diode? For an ideal laser, i.e. constant laser
intensity during tuning, there are no laser-caused features on the measured spec-
trum caused by the laser, neither with direct spectroscopy nor with wavelength
modulation spectroscopy. For a real laser, the laser intensity changes nonlinearly
if the laser current is tuned. This gives a nonlinear baseline if gas absorption
is directly measured and typically an offset and slope on the second harmonic
spectrum. The term ’laser background’ therefore denotes the baseline of the mea-
sured spectrum due to a non-ideal laser current to intensity behavior. The laser
background for WMS is not investigated in literature.

The second important point is the absolute current tuning range of VCSELs.

4.1 Static tuning behavior

Like edge emitting lasers, VCSELs allow tuning of the wavelength via laser current.
Up to the MHz range, the tuning of the wavelength is basically a thermal effect: the
injection current causes an internal heating in the laser, which results in a refractive
index variation in the laser material, so that the emitted wavelength changes [39].
An additional effect that changes the wavelength is the plasma effect, which describes
the influence of the carrier density on the refractive index [40]. In case of a directly
modulated VCSEL, the plasma effect is significantly lower than the thermal effect at low
frequencies [41, 42]. The absolute tuning range of ”good” VCSELs in the NIR is around
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Fig. 4.2: Absolute current tuning range of different VCSELs (adapted from [43]). The
usable current range was taken to be from threshold to rollover (InP- and GaSb-
based VCSELs (solid), GaAs (dashed)) and threshold to 3 mA for GaAs VCSELs
(single-mode operation regime, solid).

300-600 GHz (Fig. 4.2). This is given by 6-11 mA usable current range with tuning
coefficients of 45-60 GHz/mA for InP- and GaSb-based VCSELs in the wavelength
range 1.3-2.3 µm [42, 41]. GaAs-based VCSELs have 300 GHz/mA with only 2-3 mA
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4.2 Dynamic tuning behavior

usable current range, where the single mode emission is achieved. The tuning range of
a typical NIR DFB laser diode is around 100-200 GHz (100 mA @ 1-2 GHz/mA). The
large current-to-wavelength tuning range of VCSEL enables the inherent wavelength
scale calibration concept, which will be introduced in section 6.2.2. The current tuning
coefficient is correlated with the thermal resistance, which is 1000-3000 K/W for single-
mode VCSEL, and in the order of 100 K/W for DFBs [44]. In contrast to VCSELs the
usable current range of DFB lasers is far below roll-over, because otherwise the output
power is too high and catastrophic optical damage may occur. For DFB lasers the
current tuning range can not easily get improved by increasing the thermal resistance
because of the high threshold currents. Then a high temperature rise will occur inside
the laser even before lasing sets in and the laser will not work at room temperature.

4.2 Dynamic tuning behavior

For small current variations around a bias point the differential current to wavelength
shift behavior is linear. The laser behavior can be considered linear and time invariant
with respect to its frequency/wavelength modulation (FM) behavior, which means that
a small sinusoidal current variation always results in a sinusoidal wavelength variation
(see Eq. (6.15)). The tuning coefficient given by the ratio of the amplitudes is frequency
dependent, and it is obvious that it will have a kind of low-pass behavior because heat
conduction is an inert process. In the following, the frequency response of the current-
to-wavelength tuning rate is defined as ’FM response’. The FM response of a laser is
of considerable interest for wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) applications,
because in this application the wavelength of the emitted light is modulated sinusoidally
through the injection current. It is important to know how the current to wavelength
tuning efficiency depends on the modulation frequency. Furthermore, this allows for a
general characterization of the laser, because if the FM response is known, the small-
signal wavelength response can be computed with a Fourier transform for arbitrary
waveforms.

This section essentially summarizes the papers [45, 46, 47] published within the frame
of this work.

4.2.1 Accurate measurement method for the FM response of tunable
diode lasers based on wavelength modulation spectroscopy

There are several methods to measure the ’FM Response’ of a laser diode [48, 49, 50].
To measure a wavelength variation, a conversion frequency/wavelength modulation
(FM) to amplitude modulation (AM) is needed. Conventionally, an interferometer is
used for that purpose [49, 51]. Another approach was presented by S. Schilt, who
first used the change in the amplitude of the harmonic-spectrum of gas absorption to
determine the FM response [48]. In this case, the FM to AM conversion is carried out
by the gas absorption. However, the amplitude of the detector signal always depends on
the bandwidth of the measuring equipment like the pre-amplifier, which is the reason
for the upper frequency limit (100 kHz) in the measurement by S. Schilt.

In this work, also gas absorption is applied for FM response determination. But
instead of the amplitude, the distance between two zero crossings of the measured
second-harmonic spectrum is evaluated. The reduction of sinusoidal wavelength varia-
tion due to high speed tuning is indirectly measured via observing the narrowing of the
measured second harmonic signal. A very simple experimental setup was developed,
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4 VCSEL characterization

which allowed for measurements up to 1 MHz. In doing so, a time distance instead of
amplitude is detected, which is in principle insensitive to bandwidth and noise issues.
Therefore no high bandwidth photodetector is required, i.e. an overall bandwidth of
≈ 2 MHz is sufficient. This is a significant advantage against interferometer measure-
ments and S. Schilt’s measurement.

The width of the second harmonic spectrum given by the distance between the
two zero crossings or minima not only depends on the gas temperature and pressure,
but also highly on the wavelength modulation amplitude λa. This effect is shown in
Fig. 4.3(a).
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(a) The second-harmonic spectrum and its de-
pendence on the wavelength modulation ampli-
tude, with λz(λa) representing the distance be-
tween the two zero crossings at modulation am-
plitude λa. By doubling λa, λz is also almost
doubled.
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(b) Simulated relationship of the distance be-
tween the zero crossings λz of the second har-
monic spectrum and the wavelength modula-
tion amplitude λa. A constant laser intensity
is assumed. A H2O absorption line at 1853 nm
with 20 cm path length and laboratory air con-
ditions was used.

Fig. 4.3: Schematical and functional relationship of the modulation amplitude λa and
distance between zero crossings λz .

Let λz(λa(f)) =: λz(f) be the distance of the zero crossings of the second harmonic
spectrum at modulation frequency f and λa(f) = |H(f)| Ia dλ

dI
the corresponding

wavelength modulation amplitude (see Eq. (6.15)). Ia is the current modulation am-
plitude and λ(I) the static current-to-wavelength tuning behavior of the laser. The
FM response H(f) is the normalized value of the tuning coefficient:

H(f) =
λa(f)

λa(0)
= F

(
λz(f)

λz(0)

)
. (4.1)

For simulation of the function F , three important models for laser AM can be distin-
guished, where P (I) denotes the laser’s P -I-characteristic measured at DC condition:

� ideal model:
PL(t) = P (I) = const. (4.2)

� static model:
PL(t) = P (IL(t)) = P (I + Ia cos(2πft)) (4.3)

� dynamic model:

PL(t) = P (I + IaH(f) cos(2πft+ φ(f))) (4.4)
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4.2 Dynamic tuning behavior

Ideal model In the ideal case, the laser intensity is constant (see Eq. (4.2)). As
outlined in section 3.2.2 a closed form expression for the harmonic spectrum of a
Lorentzian line is available. Since this is usually fulfilled at atmospheric conditions
(see section 3.1.3), the relationship between the distance of the zero crossings λz and
the modulation amplitude λa can be computed (Fig. 4.3(b)). This is done by evaluating
the zeros of Arndt’s formula with an standard iterative algorithm. There is an almost
linear correlation between λz and λa, which however does not cross the origin. It
seems that the distance of the two zero crossings is limited by the Half-Width at
Half-Maximum (HWHM) of the gas absorption line, which is in this case about 33 pm.

Static model If it is assumed that the output power of the laser immediately follows
the laser current, then the static model Eq. (4.3) is used.

However, this model is incorrect at high frequencies, because the nonlinearity of
the current to intensity behavior is due to the temperature variation in the active
region. With increasing frequency the amplitude of the temperature variation decreases
because heat conduction is a slow process. So the nonlinearity of the intensity variations
should decrease as well. This gives rise to the other model that represents the opposite
extreme case as compared to the static model.

Dynamic model For the dynamic model it is assumed that the current to intensity be-
havior is dynamic and has the same dynamics as in the current to wavelength behavior
Eq. (4.4). If the nonlinearities of the P -I-characteristic are only due to the internal
heating of the laser, it is reasonable to assume that the frequency behavior of the non-
linearities are the same as the current-to-temperature (or current-to-wavelength) be-
havior. This model can be simplified when the intensity scale of the P -I-characteristic
is translated to the wavelength scale. Then the translated P -I-characteristic can sim-
ply be multiplied with the transmission function to simulate the effect of the laser AM
on the second harmonic spectrum. However, this is an empirical assumption and the
exact model is to be developed within the doctoral thesis of A. Hangauer.

The P -I-characteristic of the laser causes a background distortion of the harmonic
spectra [52], whereas its quadratic term causes an offset [16] of the second harmonic
spectrum that changes the distance of the zero crossings. It means that the curve
representing the relationship between λz and H will be shifted. A comparison for
different models for the InP-based 1853 nm VCSEL [32] is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Experimental setup for the measurement of the FM response of VCSELs

The measurement setup as shown in Fig. 4.5 is the basic setup for a WMS system to
measure a second harmonic spectrum but with the difference that a frequency analyzer
is used instead of a lock-in amplifier and that the laser diode is driven directly by the
function generator (Agilent 33250A) with a shunt series resistor.

The limiting factor of the high speed measurement is the system bandwidth, all
the equipments have to have a cutoff frequency above at least 1 MHz. Therefore, a
commercial laser controller with limiting bandwidth is not used to control the laser
current. Instead, the laser chip is connected to the voltage sources directly by an
additional shunt resistance of 100 Ω to monitor the laser current. A sinusoidal current
with the amplitude 373 µA and 43 µA was applied to InP VCSEL (1853 nm) and
GaAs VCSEL (763 nm), respectively, as well as an appropriate bias current of 5.1 mA
and 1.8 mA. The amplitude of the sinusoidal current is small enough compared to the
bias current to assure that the current to wavelength behavior is still linear. The heat
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Fig. 4.4: The correction function F in double-logarithmic scale. The solid curve rep-
resents the simulation result of the Arndt formula (ideal model, Eq. (4.2)). The
dotted and broken curves resemble the model of Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4), respec-
tively. An H2O absorption line at 1853 nm measured with 20 cm path length
under laboratory air conditions was used. The correction function is mostly linear
and independent of th P -I model for large H(f). The suitable range is about a
factor of 5 decrease of H(f).
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Fig. 4.5: Experimental setup for measuring the FM response with the WMS method.
LD: Laser diode, PD: Photo diode, OAP: Off Axis Parabola. Difference to the
basic laboratory setup for WMS (Fig. 3.7): frequency analyzer is used instead of
Lock-in amplifier. Instead of using a laser controller, the laser is directly controlled
with a function generator with a shunt series resistor inbetween to monitor the
laser current.
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4.2 Dynamic tuning behavior

sink temperature of the laser chip is kept at about 32 ◦C with a temperature controller
(Profile LDC 200) with a precision of 0.01 ◦C.

The pre-amplifier (Hamamatsu C6438) utilized has a cutoff frequency of 2 MHz at
a gain of 103 V/A. The frequency analyzer (HP 3585A) measures a single frequency
at twice the modulation frequency f . The resolution bandwidth is set to 10 Hz to en-
able a low noise measurement, therefore the synchronization of the oscillator frequency
becomes very important. It is a notably advantage that the frequency analyzer out-
puts the logarithm of the absolute value of the second harmonic spectrum log |H2(λ)|
because the two zero crossings are transformed into two very easily detectable sharp
peaks as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4.6: Experimental second harmonic spectrum measured with a frequency analyzer:
log |H2(λ)|. The characteristic points are the maximum (square), the two minima
(triangles) and the zero crossings (circles). By observing the narrowing of the
sharp peaks, the FM response is obtained by applying an (approximately linear)
correction function to the distance of the zero-crossings.

It is also possible to determine the maximum and minima of the second harmonic
spectrum, which correspond to the primary and secondary maximum of the signal of
the frequency analyzer. The distance of the two minima as well as the ratio between
the maximum and minimum could be also taken as a measure for the modulation
amplitude λa. However, the minima are no sharp structures like zero crossings in
logarithm scale and are therefore not so precisely detectable.

Measurement procedure To summarize, the measurement procedure works as follows:

� Select a gas absorption line in the tuning range of the laser which gives a strong
enough absorbance, so that the offset on the second harmonic spectrum due to
the laser P -I-characteristic is minimized.

� Measure the second harmonic spectrum at different modulation frequencies with
a spectrum analyzer instead of a lock-in amplifier.

� Detect the distance of the two sharp peaks (zero crossings) off-line.

� Normalize the distances with the distance of the zero crossings at a near DC
frequency.
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4 VCSEL characterization

� Use the correction function F to get the normalized FM response.

Verification of the method To guarantee the correctness of the new method, reference
measurements with a step scan spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 70) were carried out. The
laser was modulated with a sinusoidal current at frequency f and the same amplitude
as in the WMS measurement. The temperature of the laser was also stabilized with a
temperature controller. A step scan spectrometer uses a Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) to get the momentary spectrum of the light at certain short time intervals
with a minimum time resolution of 5 ns. The time intervals were shifted until at
least one period of the modulation signal (i.e. T0 = 1/f) was covered. The emission
peak of the spectrum taken at each interval is detected and taken as the momentary
wavelength of the laser diode. With sinusoidal injection current a sinusoidal variation
of the emission peak is expected and practically observed. The wavelength modulation
amplitude is then determined by evaluating the shift of the emission peak. In Fig. 4.7
the measurement data for the InP-based 1853 nm VCSEL from the WMS method and
step scan spectrometer are shown. Both methods show very good agreement. Due to
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Fig. 4.7: The measurement data of FM response of a InP-based 1853 nm VCSEL using
WMS method (gray curve) and spectrometer (black curve). The results from both
methods show excellent agreement.

the automatic control of the WMS measurement equipment, it was possible to take
more samples around the cutoff frequency (about 100 kHz) and to measure the FM
response up to at least 1 MHz. Compared to the spectrometer measurement, the
correction with ideal model gave a maximum error of 6 %, the dynamic model 8 %
and the static model 5 %. Since all the models describe extreme cases, the correction
should be good enough to approximate the real case. It is important to note that these
error values not only depend on the PI model, but also strongly on the strength of the
gas absorption. In Fig. 4.7 the static model is used for the correction.

4.2.2 Experimental characterization of the FM response of VCSELs

Using the characterization method developed in the last section, the performance of
the following two different VCSEL structures shown in Fig. 4.8(a) and Fig. 4.8(b) could
be studied:
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4.2 Dynamic tuning behavior

� InP-based VCSEL at 1853 nm, which is packaged in a windowless TO-46 housing
and placed on a thermoelectrically cooled laser mount. The long-wavelength
(λ ≥ 1.3 µm) InP-based VCSEL is described in detail in [32].

� GaAs-based VCSEL at 763 nm in a TO-5 housing with window and thermoelec-
tric cooler. The fabrication and performance of this kind of VCSEL is described
in [53].

GaAs-Substrate

DBR

DBR

Aperture

Active
Region

(a) GaAs-based VCSEL (763 nm)

integrated Au-Heatsink

Dieletric-
mirrorAperture

DBR
Active
Region

(b) InP-based BTJ-VCSEL (1853 nm)

Fig. 4.8: (a) Schematical cross-section of λ = 763 nm VCSEL. (b) Schematical cross-
section of λ = 1853 nm BTJ-VCSEL. DBR: Distributed Bragg Reflector.
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(a) GaAs-based VCSEL (763 nm) at I = 1.8 mA
and Ia = 43 µA
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(b) InP-based BTJ-VCSEL (1853 nm) at I =
5.1 mA and Ia = 373 µA

Fig. 4.9: Measured FM response of the VCSELs (red ’+’). The dotted and solid curves
correspond to slope of −0.5 and the first order low-pass case, respectively. The
dashed curve resembles the empirical model Eq. (4.5) with n = 0.52 (GaAs) and
n = 0.65 (InP). The good agreement with the empirical square root model confirms
the square root behavior of the measurement data.

The measured FM responses for both VCSELs are depicted in Fig. 4.9(a) and
Fig. 4.9(b). It can clearly be seen that the frequency behavior of both VCSELs follows
a square root law, since the slope reaches approximately −1/2 in the doubly loga-
rithmic scale (see dotted line in Fig. 4.9(a) and Fig. 4.9(b)). The following empirical
model for the normalized FM response H(f) was found to describe the FM amplitude
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response quite well:

H(f) =
1√

1 + (f/fc)2n
(4.5)

Where fc is the 3 dB FM cutoff frequency and −n the slope in a doubly logarithmic
scale for f →∞. The curve fit for the 763 nm VCSEL gives n = 0.52, which is in very
good agreement with the observed square root law. Although the slope parameter for
large frequencies for the 1853 nm VCSEL is n = 0.65, the measurement data show
good agreement with the slope −1/2 in the measured frequency range as well.

The 3 dB cutoff frequencies fc are fc ≈ 88 kHz (1853 nm) and fc ≈ 110 kHz
(763 nm).

When the amplitude of the sinusoidal injection current was varied, the behavior of
the normalized FM response did not change for both lasers.

Although both VCSELs show a low-pass behavior, it clearly does not correspond
to a first order low-pass, but follows a square root law above cutoff frequency (about
100 kHz). This means that doubling the frequency of the injection current will cause
the current to wavelength tuning rate to drop only by about 30 % (1/

√
2) instead of

50 % as expected by the first order low-pass. This is a clear advantage for wavelength
modulation spectroscopy applications with VCSELs, because the wavelength of the
laser can be tuned at rather high frequencies without significant loss of the tuning
efficiency compared to DFB lasers. For the 1853 nm VCSEL, the current to wavelength
tuning rate of 0.6 nm/mA at 1 kHz drops only to 0.12 nm/mA at 1 MHz.

Additionally, it is concluded that the step response of the VCSELs is not an exponen-
tial function as with a first order low-pass. As a result, the FM cutoff frequency of the
VCSELs cannot be determined easily by a exponential curve fit with a measurement
of the wavelength step response.

It is remarkable that in spite of their different device structure both VCSELs show
nearly the same FM response. Obviously, the square root law behavior of the two
different VCSELs is due to general thermal properties of the specific geometry of VC-
SELs. To find out the reason of the surprising square root law, a thermal model for
VCSEL is developed in the next section.

4.2.3 Theoretical model of the dynamic thermal tuning behavior of
VCSELs

A theory of the FM response for distributed feedback (DFB) lasers already exists
that well matches the measured laser behavior [54]. For a theoretical analysis and
explanation of the measured square root law of FM response of VCSELs, a simplified
thermal VCSEL model based on the heat equation is developed and the FM response
is computed analytically. The active region of the VCSEL is modeled as a Gaussian-
distributed instantaneous plane heat source. The average temperature in the active
region over time is assumed to be proportional to the wavelength of the laser. The FM
impulse response (thermal impulse response) is therefore the variation of the average
temperature in the mode volume over time, when a heat impulse is generated at time
t = 0. The Fourier transform of this impulse response then gives the FM response of
the laser.
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4.2 Dynamic tuning behavior

Simplified thermal VCSEL model and derivation of the FM response

For theoretical calculations the following assumptions about the heat source, con-
duction medium and optical mode distribution have been made (see illustration in
Fig. 4.10):

� Heat source: The active region generates the heat and is modeled as an infinitely
thin plane heat source at z = 0. The strength of heat generation in the infinitely
thin plane is radially Gaussian-distributed with the standard deviation R0. The
heat production is a δ-function and occurs at t = 0.

� Optical mode: The optical mode is radially Gaussian-distributed with the stan-
dard deviation R1 and the average temperature of the active region affects the
emitted wavelength. The z extension (h) of the optical field is neglected in this
simplified thermal analysis, which fits well to usual VCSELs with small h/(2R1)
ratio.

� Conduction medium: The medium is isotropic and extends infinitely in the x, y
and positive z direction. The substrate acts as an ideal heat sink, i.e. it is kept
at a constant temperature.

2 R0

D

Substrate

DBR

x

DBR

Light

z T (x, y, z)

T = const.

Fig. 4.10: Schematic cross-section in the x− z plane of the idealized VCSEL structure.
The active region (solid black) is modeled as an infinitely thin plane at z = 0 that
generates heat with radially Gaussian distributed intensity (standard deviation:
R0). The substrate is located at z ≤ −D and kept at a constant temperature.
DBR: Distributed Bragg reflector. The optical mode is also assumed to be radially
Gaussian-distributed.

The equations for the transient heat distribution in the VCSEL are given by the heat
equation for an isotropic solid (Eq. 1.6.7 in [55]) with appropriate boundary condition
and intensity distribution of the heat source q (unit: W/m3):

d2T

dx2
+
d2T

dy2
+
d2T

dz2
+
q(x, y, z)

K
δ(t) =

1

κ

dT

dt
, (4.6)

T (x, y, z, t) = 0 for z = −D. (4.7)

The thermal diffusivity κ = K
cρ

is a material constant, which is a measure of transient

heat flow and is defined as the thermal conductivity K divided by the product of
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specific heat capacity c times density ρ. The plane heat source is assumed to have a
Gaussian-distributed intensity, i.e.

q(x, y, z) = δ(z − z0)
1

2πR2
0

exp

(
−
x2 + y2

2R2
0

)
, (4.8)

whereby the source is located in the plane z = z0 and the standard deviation of the
distribution is assumed to be the current aperture radius R0.

The transient temperature response Tg(x, y, z, t) at an arbitrary point (x, y, z) at
time t can be calculated by spatial convolution of the transient point heat source
response and the source distribution q(x, y, z) (Eq. 10.2.5 in [55]). The boundary
condition Eq. (4.7) is satisfied by using the method of images (section 10.10 in [55]).
With the disc heat source located at z0 = 0, we associate the mirrored sink with the
same strength but opposite sign at z0 = −2D. The superposition of this two sources
will give a zero temperature at z = −D.

The average temperature T g(t) of the active region is determined by averaging
Tg(x, y, z, t) with respect to the optical mode distribution M(x, y, z).

T g(t) =

∫∫∫ ∞
−∞

Tg(x, y, z, t)M(x, y, z)dxdydz. (4.9)

As noted in the assumptions above, the optical mode distribution is also chosen to be
a Gaussian function

M(x, y, z) = δ(z)
1

2πR2
1

exp

(
−
x2 + y2

2R2
1

)
. (4.10)

The FM frequency response is the Fourier transform T̂g(f) of the thermal impulse
response T g(t). The results are

T g(t) =
1

4π3/2
√
κt (R2

0 +R2
1 + 2κt)

(
1− exp

(
−
D2

κt

))
, (4.11)

T̂g(f) =

√
f0

4
√

2κ3/2

(
exp

(
i
f

f0

)
erfc

(√
i
f

f0

)
− exp

(
i
f

f0
+ d2

)
erfc

(√
i
f

f0
+ d

))
,

(4.12)

and the normalized FM response H(f) is defined by:

H(f) := T̂g(f)/T̂g(0). (4.13)

Basically, H(f) depends on two parameters. Firstly, the frequency scale parameter

f0 := κ/
(
π(R2

0 +R2
1)
)

(4.14)

scales the FM response in frequency. The 3 dB cutoff frequency fc is approximately
proportional to f2

0 , i.e.

fc ≈
f2
0

64 T̂g(0)2 κ3
=

κ

(1− exp (d2) erfc(d))2 2π(R2
0 +R2

1)
, (4.15)

or rather

fc · T̂g(0)2 ≈
(
(8π)2κ(R2

0 +R2
1)2
)−1

. (4.16)
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If κ, R0, R1 are held constant, the cutoff frequency fc has an inverse quadratic
relationship with the tuning coefficient at DC condition, which is proportional to T̂g(0)
(Fig. 4.11(a)).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.11: (a) Exact (solid curve) and approximate (Eq. (4.15), broken curve) relation-
ship of the normalized cutoff frequency fc/f0 and the tuning coefficient at DC
condition with constant R0, R1 and κ, when d is adjusted. (b) The ”tuning coef-

ficient” T̂g(f) for different d with constant R0, R1 and κ (the curves are shown in
the same order as listed in the legend).

The second parameter is the VCSEL form factor

d := D/
√

(R2
0 +R2

1)/2, (4.17)

which is the quotient of the distance of the active region to the substrate D and the
square mean of the current aperture radius R0 and the optical mode radius R1. A
decreasing D (active region nearer to the heat sink) or d with constant R0, R1 and
κ increases the cutoff frequency but lowers the tuning coefficient (Fig. 4.11(b)). It
should be noted that the tuning behavior for high frequencies does not depend on
D or d (constant R and κ parameters), because the curves have the same asymp-
tote. In the simulation, the heat source and the optical mode are assumed to be both
Gaussian-distributed with the same radius. This is not a limitation, because according
to calculations the same result for T g(t) is obtained if R2

0 +R2
1 is kept constant.

In case of no boundary condition, (i.e. d→∞) the normalized FM response can be
expressed in terms of a confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind (13.6.39
in [56]), which is related to the generalized hypergeometric function:

H(f)|d→∞ = exp

(
i
f

f0

)
erfc

(√
i
f

f0

)
(4.18)

= π−1/2 U

(
1

2
,

1

2
; i
f

f0

)
(4.19)

= π−1/2 1√
i f/f0

2F0

(
1

2
, 1;−

1

i f/f0

)
. (4.20)

Note that
∣∣
2F0

(
1
2
, 1;− 1

z

)∣∣ approaches its final value 1 very quickly for f > f0. This

demonstrates that U has basically 1/
√
if/f0 behavior for f � f0 and thus shows that
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H(f) follows a square root law. For decreasing d the slope of the FM response at high
frequencies in doubly logarithmic scale remains to be 1/2 (see Fig. 4.11(b)), because
the second summand in Eq. (4.12) reaches zero very quickly for increasing f .

Comparison with experimental data

In Fig. 4.12 measurement data of the FM response of two different types of VCSELs
(Fig. 4.9(a) and Fig. 4.9(b)) are shown in conjunction with the theoretical model
presented in this section with fitted parameters for f0 and d. The values in parentheses
behind d are the expected values determined by dividing the current aperture radius
of the VCSEL and the approximate distance of the active region to the substrate.
An expected value for f0 (Eq. (4.14)) is not known, because the average thermal
conductivity as well as the average thermal diffusivity of the compound semiconductor
material are difficult to obtain.
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Fig. 4.12: The normalized FM response H(f) of GaAs VCSEL (triangles) and InP
VCSEL (circles) and the simplified thermal model (broken curve). The solid curve
represents the first order low pass with the cutoff frequency 110 kHz, which is same
for the GaAs VCSEL. It clearly can be seen, that the developed thermal model
explains the square root behavior of the experimental data quite well.

.

� GaAs-based VCSEL (763 nm, ULM Photonics): R0 = R1 = 1.5 µm, d = 2.7
(expected: 2.6), fc = 110 kHz (f0 = 190 kHz)

� InP-based VCSEL (1853 nm, VERTILAS): R0 = R1 = 2.5 µm, d = 0.82 (ex-
pected: 0.8), fc = 85 kHz (f0 = 42 kHz)

4.2.4 High-speed wavelength tuning

For several applications, high-speed wavelength tuning is desired. For instance, a spa-
tial gas concentration measurement in combustion environments e.g. in motor com-
partments requires fast sensing (down to the sub-ms range) [57]. Also for 2D imaging
fast tunability is required. This is because the point of the image are measured se-
quentially and thus a high measurement rate for each spatial point is needed.
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4.3 Gas sensing limitations by the laser diode

4.3 Gas sensing limitations by the laser diode

GaAs-and InP-based RT-CW-VCSELs covering a wavelength range from 700 nm to
2.3 µm are well known [53, 32, 7]. The absorption of most gases such as methane and
water is by more than one order of magnitude stronger at wavelengths above 2 µm than
at shorter wavelengths [10]. Especially for carbon monoxide (CO), only the utilization
of wavelengths around 2.3 µm (second overtone band) enables sensing with the required
ppm resolutions applying a few ten cm path length and one second averaging time for
a typical sensor system using TDLS (see Fig. 3.1). For long wavelength VCSELs ( >
2 µm), the GaSb material system is the preferable candidate because of the small band
gap energy and large optical gain in this spectral region, whereas the newly developed
highly strained InP-based VCSELs at 2.3 µm have reached the upper wavelength limit
of the InP material system [7]. For these reasons, GaSb-based VCSELs have a great
potential to significantly extend the application areas of TDLS. Recently, single mode
EP-CW-RT VCSELs based on GaSb emitting around 2.3 µm have been reported [20,
58]. In this section, VCSELs emitting at 1680 nm and 2300 nm are examined and their
suitability for gas sensing is investigated. Special emphasis is placed on the 2.3 µm
GaSb-based VCSEL, because these VCSELs just became available and the material
system is not yet as mature as the GaAs or InP based material system.

As for the measurement cell, there is also a spectral baseline caused by the laser. This
may be caused by kinks in the P -I-characteristic, which display as unwanted ripples
on the second harmonic measurement signal. The laser background is the stronger the
higher the nonlinearity of the laser P -I-characteristic is. If especially kinks in the P -I-
characteristic are observed, a high level of ripples on the second harmonic measurement
signal will be present.

4.3.1 InP-based laser at 1680 nm
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Fig. 4.13: The background on the second-harmonic spectrum caused by an InP-based
VCSEL at 1680 nm (”laser background”). An amplitude fluctuation of as low as
2 × 10−6 superimposed on a parabolic background, originated from the bending
of the P -I-characteristic of the laser is observed.
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4 VCSEL characterization

As can be seen in Fig. 4.13 InP- based VCSELs have a rather low laser background
below 10−5. Additionally, a negative offset and a negative slope are observed on the
second harmonic measurement signal. This is attributed to the slight negative bending
of the P -I-characteristic, while the second harmonic laser background is approximately
given by its second derivative.

4.3.2 GaSb-based laser at 2330 nm

Utilizing GaSb-based 2.3 µm VCSEL, the measured second harmonic spectrum for CO
(Fig. 4.14(a)) and mixture of CO and CH4 (Fig. 4.14(b)) together with their curve fits
are shown. The curve fittings using parameters from the HITRAN database [10] show
very good agreement with the measurement data. The Lorentzian profile based second-
harmonic formula from Arndt (Eq. (3.2.2)) is used to program the model function for
the minimal mean square error curve fit (section 6.1). With curve fit, the tuning
coefficient was determined to be 0.23 nm/K, which is 30 % higher than 0.17 nm/K for
the 2.3 µm InP devices [59].

This section summarizes work published in [60, 61].
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Fig. 4.14: Measured second harmonic spectra (solid curves): (a) with 57 ppm CO (b)
50 ppm CO and 140 ppm CH4 and the corresponding curve fits with tabulated
line parameters (broken curves). The laser background was measured separately
and subtracted.

Laser background

A complex background pattern has also been observed during the CO measurement
(Fig. 4.15), which was measured separately by filling a single-reflective cell (section 5.4)
with nitrogen and subtracted in the measurement to enable a good curve fit. A com-
plex background pattern exists in a current scan spectrum as well. Because the cell
background is far below 10−5, the complex spectral pattern may only originate from
the laser diode itself. To understand the origin of the laser background, the device be-
havior is investigated at varying current because the background pattern in the second
harmonic spectra can be attributed to features in the P -I-characteristics.
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Fig. 4.15: Second harmonic spectrum (broken curve) and measured background (solid
curve) with temperature scan. This complex spectral pattern is caused by the
laser diode.

Origin of Laser background

The P -I-characteristics of the laser device is measured and also the approximate first
derivative of the P -I-characteristics by measuring the first harmonic without gas ab-
sorption. It can be seen clearly that the first derivative shows steps (Fig. 4.16, mid-
dle), which corresponds to kinks in the P -I-characteristic (Fig. 4.16, top). The second
harmonic without gas absorption (Fig. 4.16, bottom) approximately represents the
second derivative of the P -I-characteristics. For typical single mode lasers the P -I-
characteristics shows no kinks and the laser induced second harmonic background is
typically a negative offset with a slight negative slope (see Fig. 4.13).

Two possible causes for the spectral background could be excluded. One assumption
for a possible reason for the kinks in the P -I-characteristics is that the emission pattern
of the transversal mode rotates with the laser current and thus causes a change in light
intensity at the photodetector. To investigate the behavior of transversal modes, the
far-field of the laser diode is recorded with an InSb based infrared camera. A LP 01
transversal mode emission has been observed (Fig. 4.17(a)). However, measurements
of the far field for different injection currents showed no rotations. Another assumption
are mode flips while tuning of the laser current. A successful curve fit to measured gas
absorption spectra (Fig. 4.17(b)) showed that no wavelength/mode flips are associated
with the kinks on the laser P -I-characteristics. With mode flips, it would not be
possible to fit the spectra because the wavelength scale changes discontinuously. The
dynamic range/amplitude of the background pattern is different for the temperature
scan (5× 10−4) (Fig. 4.15) and the current scan (10−3) (Fig. 4.17(b)), which indicates
that the complex background pattern is not caused by any optical resonance.

The exact nature of the kinks in the P -I-characteristic causing the spectral back-
ground is still unclear. This effect was, however, not observed in the second generation
lasers.
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Fig. 4.17: (a) Measurement of the far field of the GaSb VCSEL with injection current
of 11 mA (b) Measurement of CH4 second harmonic spectra with current tuning
and the curve fit (broken curve) which proves continuous wavelength tuning. The
kinks are thus not associated with mode-jumps and rotating the far-field is not
observed.
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4.4 Conclusion

Dynamic tuning of VCSELs In this chapter, the characterization of the FM response
was shown for two different types of VCSELs up to frequencies of 1 MHz: GaAs-based
VCSEL (763 nm) and InP-based VCSEL (1853 nm). Both of them show the same
qualitative FM response behavior, which can be described by a square root law, and
therefore cannot be modeled by a conventionally assumed first order low-pass. The
square root law behavior is a significant advantage for laser spectroscopy applications
with VCSELs, because the decrease of the current-to-wavelength tuning coefficient is
less severe compared with the case of the first order low-pass. These characteristics have
been very beneficial, for example for high-speed tuning at 5 MHz of a 1680 nm VCSEL
used for methane sensing [38], which would be impossible if the thermal tuning has a
first order low pass behavior with a cutoff frequency around 160 kHz. Compared to
existing measurements of DFB lasers up to 100 kHz [48], measurements at frequencies
up to 1 MHz are performed. These are enabled by using a novel and accurate charac-
terization method based on wavelength modulation spectroscopy. There the distance
of the zero crossings of the second harmonic spectrum with a constant modulation cur-
rent is detected for each modulation frequency. A reference measurement with a step
scan spectrometer was carried out, which validates the WMS measurement. The WMS
method requires only standard equipment and a simple mechanical setup compared to
an interferometer measurement. Also no high bandwidth photodiode is required. It
was also possible here to derive closed analytical expressions for the FM impulse and
frequency response that give a significantly better qualitative description of the ac-
tual device behavior than the common first order low pass model. The calculation is
based on the assumptions of a two-dimensional Gaussian-distributed plane heat source
and optical mode distribution. The analytical expression of the FM response shows a
square root behavior for high frequencies and recreates the measurement result with
good accuracy. VCSELs show a 2D heat generation in a 3D space, which results in
this square root behavior and a high cutoff frequency compared to conventional edge
emitting lasers.

GaSb-based VCSELs The newly developed CW EP GaSb-based VCSELs are suitable
for simultaneous gas detection of CO and CH4 at 2.3 µm. Compared to the InP based
VCSEL, the GaSb based VCSEL has a 30 % higher temperature tuning coefficient,
and a lower threshold current. The GaSb material system is a suitable candidate for
wavelengths over 2.3 µm. For the first generation lasers, the complex background
pattern in the second harmonic spectrum is caused by kinks in the PI characteristics.
These are not associated with mode flips because the device remained in stable single
mode operation during spectrum scan with current/temperature. Moreover, there is
no rotation in the far field emission pattern during current tuning. The reason for
the kinks in the P -I-characteristics is still unclear, but they were no longer present in
selected second generation lasers. The presence of kinks clearly shows that the laser
background can give the limiting factor of sensing sensitivity. For gas sensing with the
necessary sensitivity, a laser background below 10−5 is needed. It is also shown that
this performance is easily achieved, as an example measurement of a VCSEL from the
mature InP material system indicates.
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5 Optical gas cell

The optical cell is a container where the interaction between gas and light takes place.
Thus discussion of the physics and properties of the optical gas cell are essential in order
to understand how the cell detects trace (or bulk) gases. High sensitivity is the most
desirable property, which is given by the smallest resolvable gas absorption coefficient
αres. This quantity depends on the interaction length l (inverse relationship) and
the resolvable absorbance ares (direct relationship). ares is the smallest fraction of
absorbed light intensity that can be resolved. This is determined either by the noise
produced by the detector or laser, or the random spectral baseline given by the cell
geometry itself (an example of ’cell background’ is given in Fig. 5.7). In the literature,
only the sensitivity of the total sensor system is mentioned, without characterization
of ’cell background’. Thus the literature does not deal separately with the influence
of the cell, detector and/or laser noise and signal processing on the overall sensor
performance.

LD PD

Gas

other parameters

Optical cell
(Ch. 5):

Signal processing (Ch. 6):

Laser diode
(Ch. 4):

c

single-reflective multipass

fiber-based

^

Fig. 5.1: Schematical overview of the sensor system. Both ’conventional’ gas cell -
single/multi-reflective cells and newly developed fiber-based gas cells are analyzed
and characterized in this chapter.

High sensitivity conventionally refers to the minimum detectable mixing ratio of the
gas (i.e. concentration). However, the minimum detectable number of molecules may
also be significant, but this is not usually considered in the literature.

The gas exchange time also has to be considered to enable efficient gas detection. A
large gas exchange time given by the small area of the gas inlet/outlet predominantly
limits the detection speed. Therefore, the gas exchange time for a fiber-based sensor
may be an issue not discussed so far, except for the case of gas diffusion into the fiber
[62].
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5 Optical gas cell

Following from the above factors, different types of optical cells are studied with the
focus on the suitability for low-level (sensitive) and low probe volume (ml) gas sensing.
Robustness in harsh conditions is also an important aspect which is investigated.

The following questions are to be answered:

� How to measure the ’cell background’ and identify its origin (section 5.3)?

� How to develop robust sensing in harsh conditions, i.e. an optical cell which is
robust against thermal cycling, condensation and contamination (section 5.4)?

� How to produce sensitive measurements with a simple setup and without the
disadvantages (for example, sensitive alignment or large sample volume) of the
multi-pass cells known from the literature (section 5.7)?

� What is the lowest resolvable number of molecules for different cells (Tab. 5.1)?

� What is the gas exchange time limit, especially for fiber based cells (section 5.6
and section 5.7)?

The gas absorption spectrum is linearly superimposed upon the cell background
(section 5.1). According to the theory, design criterion are given (section 5.2). After
a discussion of geometric sources of ’cell background’ within the cell itself, different
cell variants are investigated to determine their contribution to ’cell background’. The
resolvable absorption coefficient and a newly defined ’cell cross section’ is then cal-
culated for each cell type and compared in Tab. 5.1. The investigation starts with
’conventional’ cell designs (i.e. single-/multipass cells), and then moves on to a novel
fiber-based cell, which showed the most interesting properties.

5.1 Theory of the optical cell

In this section, a theory for the ’cell background’ is derived, which is useful for analysis
for the optical cell and for deriving the design criterion of the optical cell. If it is
assumed that the gas does not influence the light propagation, except for an overall
attenuation, the total transmission T (λ) is given by gas transmission Tgas(λ) multiplied
with the cell transmission Tcell(λ):

T (λ) = Tgas(λ) T0,cell (1−Abg,cell(λ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tcell(λ)

(5.1)

Tcell(λ) is the transmission of a cell under vacuum conditions. It has an attenuation
factor T0,cell and wavelength dependent fluctuation Abg,cell(λ) (the ’cell background’,
example shown in Fig. 5.7).

Among the conditions investigated within this work, the absolute cell transmission
T0,cell can be in the range of 0.001 to nearly 1. It depends on the type of the cell
and its condition e.g. contaminated, condensation, mirror reflectivity, etc... . The cell
background is ideally zero but typically |Abg,cell| ≤ 0.001. When 0.9 ≤ Tgas ≤ 1, the
following relationship is obtained:

T (λ) ≈ T0,cell

(
Tgas(λ)−Abg,cell(λ)

)
(5.2)

The interpretation of this is straightforward: the cell background/interferences are
directly superimposed on the gas transmission, if the background is small and the gas
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5.1 Theory of the optical cell

transmission is close to one, which is the case in the framework of the investigations.
From Eq. (5.2) we obtain for the WMS harmonic spectra an equivalent relationship:

Hn(λ) ≈ T0,cell

(
Hn,gas(λ) +Hn,bg,cell(λ)

)
. (5.3)

Hn,gas is the harmonic spectrum for the gas (Eq. (3.24)) andHn,bg,cell(λ) the harmonic
spectrum of the cell background. Eq. (5.3) indicates that the cell background and gas
spectrum simply add.

The resolution of detection in terms of concentration cres (mixing ratio, unit: 1) is
given by:

cres =
ares

αc l
(5.4)

αc is the peak gas absorption coefficient (unit: 1/m) in the scanned wavelength range
and is an intrinsic property of the gas species. The absorbance resolution ares, i.e. the
smallest fraction of absorbed light power that can be resolved. When the absorption
line to be detected is fixed, cres is basically given by the ratio between ares (unit: 1)
and the interaction length l.
ares consists of noise resolution ares,noise, cell background resolution ares,cell and

laser background resolution ares,laser. Therefore, it is influenced by the following
factors:

� noise: ares,noise is influenced by the noise power density Syy on the measured
spectra (see Eq. (6.34)) and therefore also by the absolute cell attenuation T0,cell,
because the signal to noise ratio depends on the light power arriving at the
detector. The noise can be reduced by lowering the measurement rate. If the
filtering effect by a linear curve fit is taken into account (observation matrix
Ψ, N spectral samples and measurement rate R, all introduced in the later
section 6.1.3), the following expression is obtained:

ares,noise =

√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 Syy RN (5.5)

� cell background: strictly speaking, ares,cell is given by the result of the linear
curve fit applied to the cell background. However, the filtering effect is neglected,
because σ(Hn,bg,cell(λ)) is simple to measure (section 5.3.3) and is a good ap-
proximation for the absorbance resolution after the curve fit.

ares,cell = σ
((

(ΨTΨ)−1ΨT Hn,bg,cell(λ)
)

1

)
≈ σ(Hn,bg,cell(λ)) (5.6)

� laser background (spectral baseline due to nonlinearity of the laser P -I-character-
istic): as for the cell background, the absorbance resolution from the laser back-
ground ares,bg,laser is exactly given by the result of the linear curve fit applied
to the laser background Pn/P0. This again is approximated as the standard
deviation on the second harmonic laser background for the same reason.

ares,laser = σ
((

(ΨTΨ)−1ΨT Pn/P0

)
1

)
≈ σ (Pn/P0) (5.7)

Here Pn denotes the n-th harmonic component of laser amplitude modulation
(also given in Eq. (6.25)).

In contrast to noise, the laser background and cell background can not be eliminated
by averaging over time. Both are deterministic structures, which, however, change
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5 Optical gas cell

slowly during the measurements. To subtract them from the measured spectrum,
additional measurements including venting with non-absorbing gas are required, which
increases setup complexity and introduces dead times or is even impossible to realize
for in-situ measurements.

5.2 Requirements on the design of the optical cell

According to Eq. (5.2), Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4), the requirements for a high-sensitivity
optical gas cell are:

� Long interaction length l between gas medium and light Eq. (5.4).

� Smooth spectral background of the gas cell, i.e. Abg,cell or Hn,bg,cell as close as
possible to zero, so that ares is minimized (Eq. (5.6)). Specifically, the frequency
components of the cell background spectrum should not be in the passband of
the WMS filtering (for explanation see Fig. 5.4 and later section 5.3.2).

� Sufficient high cell transmission, i.e. T0,cell value should be high enough to
guarantee laser RIN noise is dominating detector noise. Assuming an laser output
power of 1 mW, a µW range power arriving on detector is sufficient for NIR range,
giving a minimum T0,cell = 0.1 %. In this case, laser RIN noise is dominant and
no signal to noise ratio improvement by increasing laser power is possible. For
detailed discussion see later section 6.1.2 or Fig. 6.6,.

Further requirements are:

� Small sample volume (ml range) required to fill the gas cell.

� Mechanical stability and robustness, easy-alignment and no alignment drift over
time. For applications like in-situ combustion optimization, the cells must be
robust against thermal cycles, condensation and contaminations.

5.3 Cell spectral background

In the following section, analysis and characterization methods of the cell background
are developed:

5.3.1 Origin of the spectral background

Generally speaking, the spectral background of an optical cell originates always from
interference of different optical modes. There are several modes propagating in the
optical cell. Each mode has a different propagating path, resulting in different loss
mechanisms or back-reflection coefficients, which is possibly wavelength dependent.
For Fabry-Perot etalons, interference is created by reflections from both surfaces, but
with an exponentially decreasing amplitude. For fibers, there is also probably mode
dependent back-scattering at the end of the fibers or mode-dependent incoupling losses.
The fiber ending is a waveguide discontinuity, which results in backscattering. In case
of two optical paths or modes, the optical interference has a free spectral range (FSR)
[63] of ∆f :

∆f =
c

nOPD
, (5.8)
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5.3 Cell spectral background

where c is the vacuum velocity of light and n is the refractive index of light in the
medium. OPD is called the optical path difference of light paths. By dividing OPD
by light velocity, the time difference of two paths is obtained. For second harmonic
detection, the interferences with a FSR corresponding to 4-6×γL (usually 10 GHz) are
least attenuated (see explanation in next section 5.3.2). This is because the wavelength
modulation amplitude is adjusted to be 2-3×γL because then the maximum signal is
obtained. The FSR of 4-6×γL is then the dominant frequency component of the
second harmonic signal. Therefore, interference with FSR of 4-6×γL is difficult to be
eliminated with a filtering method without losing information of the wanted signal.
At atmospheric conditions 4-6×γL is approximately 10 GHz and corresponds to 3 cm
OPD in gas and 2 cm in glass (n=1.5).

The following origins of interferences could be identified within the frame of this
work:

1. Reflections between parallel optical surfaces.
A) between laser chip/window and photodiode chip/window (Fig. 5.2(a))
B) inside optical components such as lenses or windows (Fig. 5.2(b))
C) between laser/photodetector to lens/window (Fig. 5.2(c)).

Recalling the worst OPD of 2-3 cm, it is concluded typical laser/detector ge-
ometries have to be designed very carefully and optical components with optical
thickness or spacing of 1-1.5 cm should be eliminated.

2. Multiple paths of reflections on a diffuse reflector, causing wavelength dependent
laser speckle pattern on the photodetector. It is diffuse-reflector specific and
schematically shown in Fig. 5.3(a). There are two types of ’speckle pattern’
[64, 65]: ’subjective’ and ’objective’ speckle pattern. A ’subjective’ speckle is
generated if a lens is used to image the diffuse surface to the photodiode. In this
case, the interfering light beams have optical path length differences in ≤ mm
range and result in fringes with much larger FSR compared to ’objective speckle’
where no imaging optics are used. Interference created from the diffuse reflector
is also called ’speckle noise’.

3. Optical interferences due to diverse propagating paths/modes in a waveguide.
It is also called ’modal noise’. For a multimode fiber, the optical fringes have
OPDs corresponding to the optical path length differences of all fiber modes
(Fig. 5.3(b)). Therefore, the spectral background of a highly multimode fiber
is a combination of a large amount of optical fringes with different FSR in a
possibly large span.

One possibility of cell background elimination is signal processing, e.g. filtering and
curve fit. This is carried out in the sensor system and is very efficient if the FSR of the
interference to be filtered does not match the frequency components of the measured
signal, i.e. for OPDs much larger or much lower than 2-3 cm. The second possibility
is to reduce the side-mode generation, this includes eliminating coupling elements,
lenses, windows or at least use anti-reflection coatings for the optical elements, using
’strictly’ single-mode fiber i.e. only one possibility for light propagating in the fiber.
The third possibility could be to generate many modes with comparable amplitude
and statistical phase, which will partially cancel each other out and may result in a
smooth cell transmission. The mode distribution may further be randomized by using
mechanical vibration of optical elements.
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A:

(a) Reflection between laser diode and photodi-
ode: OPD = 2n l, with n = 1, 2.... It corre-
sponds to a multiple of twice the optical path
length l, due to the back-and-forward reflections
between the laser and photodiode. The FSR of
this etalon type is usually much smaller than the
gas absorption width, because 2n l� 3 cm. It is
therefore easily filtered by signal processing e.g.
curve fit.

PD

D

PD

D

B:

DD

(b) Reflection inside optical elements e.g.
lens/window, D: thickness of the optical ele-
ments. The OPD = 2D can be in the order of
a few cm, which is most disturbing the mea-
surement. It can be overcome if very thin
lenses/windows (< mm) are used with ap-
propriate AR coatings.

LD

C:

d

(c) Reflection between laser diode/photodiode and lens/window. The OPD = 2 d
with d being the distance between laser chip/detector chip and window/lens, which is
typically in the few 100 µm range (easy filtering) or in the cm range (most disturbing).
It can be lowered by using tilted windows together with AR coatings.

Fig. 5.2: Various types of optical etalon formation by parallel surfaces in an optical
cell. Depending on the distance of the surfaces the OPD of interference is given.

Diffuse
Reflector

laser diode

l0

photodiode

(a) Fringes due to speckle noise, for a diffuse
reflector geometry. For ’subjective’ speckle
noise (using a lens to image the diffuse surface
to the photodiode), the interfering light beams
have OPDs in ≤ mm range

LD PDPD

(b) Fringes due to a multitude of light prop-
agating paths in a fiber (’modal noise’). The
different fiber modes interfere and result in
non-smooth fiber transmission. Due to the
many different OPDs between the modes, also
fringes with OPD = 2, . . . , 3 cm may exist.

Fig. 5.3: Interference due to several light propagation paths.
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5.3 Cell spectral background

5.3.2 Cell background on the second harmonic spectrum

’Cell background’ is interference phenomenon on the cell transmission. However, in
literature and also in this work, detection of the second harmonic spectrum is carried
out. The question is how the cell background appears on the harmonic spectrum?
Detection of second harmonic yields approximately the second derivative of the trans-
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Fig. 5.4: The filtering achieved by wavelength modulation spectroscopy with typical
wavelength modulation amplitude λa of 5 GHz (blue curve with circles) and by the
filter inside the lock-in amplifier in a typical system (green curve with rectangles).
The product of both (red curve with diamonds) gives the relationship between
the measured second harmonic and the transmission spectrum in the frequency
domain.

mission spectrum, or more exactly according to Hangauer, a band-pass filtering of
the transmission spectrum [16]. The relationship between H2(λ) and T (λ) is shown
in Fig. 5.4: the Fourier transform of the detected second harmonic is the product of
the Fourier transform of the detected transmission spectrum and a 2nd order Bessel
function [16]. If additionally low pass filtering in the lock-in amplifier (SRS, model
SR830[66]) is taken into account, the following formula is obtained:

F {H2(λ), k} = F {T (λ), k} (−2)J2 (2πλa k) ·
1

(1 + i2πkτβ)n
(5.9)

where λ, k denote wavelength and wavenumber, and λa denotes modulation amplitude
in wavelength. λ and k are conjugate variables of the Fourier transform F :

F(f(λ), k) =

∫ ∞
−∞

f(λ) exp(−2 iπλ k)dλ. (5.10)

The filter in the lock-in amplifier is a n-th order low pass with its cutoff frequency de-
pending on the lock-in time constant τ (unit: s) and the spectrum sweep rate β (unit:
nm/s). The typical values are: τ = 1 ms, β = λa 16/s, n = 4 (24 dB/oct). The spectral
features on the transmission spectrum are partially attenuated by detecting the second
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5 Optical gas cell

harmonic spectrum, which, however, keeps the interferences with FSR corresponding
to the dominant frequency component of the recorded harmonic spectrum. The in-
terference on the second harmonic is thus relatively narrowband even if broadband
interferences on the transmission spectrum exist.

As explained before, the wavelength modulation amplitude is chosen for maximum
amplitude of the harmonic spectrum, which is λa =2-3γL depending on whether the
amplitude or peak to peak amplitude should be maximized [17, 14, 67]. In the ex-
periments the modulation amplitude λa was thus set to approximately 5 GHz at all
wavelengths (HWHM typically 1-2 GHz).

5.3.3 Characterization method of the spectral background

The ’cell background’ characterization is done in the following procedures with the
setup shown in Fig. 5.5. The cell background is characterized with wavelength modu-

LD PD
non-
absorbing
gas, e.g. N2

wavelength scanning

Lock-In
DC

2f

1f

D0

D1

D2

sinusoidal modulation

I

ref

H2, bg, cell ( )l

Fig. 5.5: The standard experimental setup for characterization of the cell background.
The experimental setup for second harmonic generation is applied with a nitrogen
filled cell, so H2,bg,cell(λ) is measured. Strictly speaking, the laser background and
the cell background are simultaneously measured. However, the laser is selected so
that the amplitude of its background is negligible compared to the cell background.

lation spectroscopy, with which the gas absorption is measured. The individual steps
are outlined as follows:

� The cell is purged with a certain gas with absorption lines at the scanned wave-
length.

� The WMS modulation amplitude λa is adjusted to 5 GHz by maximizing the
second harmonic gas absorption line amplitude, and kept constant for the later
measurements for cell background. The absorption features also allow for an
initial determination of the wavelength scale.

� The cell is purged with nitrogen and the second harmonic spectrum of the cell
is recorded and optionally sweep averaged to remove noise. The averaged value
is then the sum of cell background and laser background. The utilized laser is
selected by a previous characterization for a laser background of below 10−5, so
that the cell background dominates. However, the constant offset of the laser
background is not removed.
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5.4 Single-reflective cell: diffuse reflector

5.4 Single-reflective cell: diffuse reflector

For in-situ gas measurement in harsh conditions, robust cells are needed. Harsh con-
ditions means thermal cycles e.g. in a gas furnace, condensation and dirt. Due to
thermal cycles, the cell alignment is not easy to maintain during life time, which will
result in the loss of detector power and possibly an increase of the cell background due
to additional unwanted reflections. Condensation/contamination of optical surfaces
causes low cell transmission. In case of condensation, additional intensity noise may
be given by moving waterdrops. Parts of this section has been published within the
frame of this work in [68, 69].

Single-reflective optical cells are one of the simplest variants of the optical gas cells.
The laser light is reflected by a diffuse reflector Fig. 5.6(a) or a spherical mirror
Fig. 5.6(b) to the photodetector. The diffuse-reflector based cell is a new type of
cell which is not common in literature. For compact cells, as examined here, l = 2 l0
and l0 = 5, . . . , 10 cm are used, with l0 being the cell length. In contrast to the es-
tablished spherical mirror cells, the diffuse reflector offers unique features in terms of
robustness in harsh conditions. A diffuse reflector for the near infrared range can be
made of anodized aluminum or sand-blasted aluminum.

diffuse

reflector

laser diode

l
0

Lens

photodiode

(diameter )D

d

a

L

(a) Diffuse reflector based cell

Spherical

Mirror

photodiode

laser diode

l0

(b) Spherical mirror based cell

Fig. 5.6: Schematic figures of (a) a diffuse-reflector based and (b) a spherical-mirror
based single-reflective cell. For the diffuse-reflector based cell, the lens with aper-
ture a in distance L of the detector (diameter D) serves as an optical light collector
and enables detection of a higher light intensity because the effective area of the
detector is significantly enlarged. According to the calculations using Eq. (5.11),
the spectral background due to speckle noise is very low in the 10−6 range. For
a spherical mirror based cell, laser diode and photodiode should be both in the
focal plane of the mirror. Therefore, this cell type is very sensitive to alignment,
but has an overall high transmission.

5.4.1 Thermal cycles

A significant advantage of a diffuse reflector lies in the simplicity of alignment: almost
no alignment is required and optical setup changes due to thermal cycles can be toler-
ated. This is because even if the alignment changes during the thermal cycles, always
the same amount of light is arriving at the photodetector and the cell background stays
approximately the same. On the contrary, focusing the light on the photodetector by a
spherical mirror is very alignment-sensitive, which is difficult to maintain with thermal
cycles.
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5 Optical gas cell

5.4.2 Cell spectral background

The measured second harmonic spectral background H2,bg,cell(λ) for the diffuse re-
flector based cell is shown in Fig. 5.7. The wavelength is tuned by laser temperature,
which is given as x-axis. The intensity fluctuation on H2,bg,cell(λ) has a peak to peak
amplitude of 10−5 with a dominant FSR of 10 GHz. By using the theory of section
5.3.1, the fringes are probably originated by the Fabry-Perot etalon between laser chip
and the laser window (∼ 1.5 cm distance, see Eq. (5.8)) (Fringe source: 1C, Fig. 5.2(c)).
The etalon between laser diode and photodiode has a much smaller FSR and is already
filtered with a curve fit.

The baseline fringes due to diffuse reflector i.e. speckle noise (Fringes source: 2,
Fig. 5.3(a)) is thus below 10−5 and is also expected to stay stable during the time.
This may not be the case for a spherical mirror based cell when a drift of adjustment
occurs and the amount of back-reflected light from the detector surface interferes. The
low speckle noise can be also explained theoretically. According to Hodgkinson [65],
the speckle noise, i.e. the total fluctuation during the wavelength tuning for second
harmonic detection is theoretically:

σ(H2,bg,speckle) =
1.4π hλa√
N λ2

(5.11)

with h the standard deviation of the roughness of the surface, which basically gives
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Fig. 5.7: The measured cell background H2,bg,cell of the diffuse-reflector based cell.
The lasing wavelength is around 763 nm and was varied by changing the laser
chip temperature (tuning coefficient 0.06 nm/K). The etalon fringes have a peak
to peak value of 10−5 and corresponds to a resonator length of 1.5 cm caused
by parallel surface between laser and window. The fringes are distorting the
gas measurement and limiting the resolution, because their frequency component
overlaps with the dominant frequency component of the wanted signal (indicated
by the residual O2 absorption lines at 38 ◦C, 43 ◦C, 45 ◦C and 50 ◦C. .

the length difference between several paths of the light propagation. N is the number
of the speckle points on the detector surface and λ the detection wavelength. λa
is the WMS modulation amplitude and typically set to 5 GHz in frequency scale at
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5.4 Single-reflective cell: diffuse reflector

atmospheric conditions. For sand-blasted aluminum h is in the µm range according to
a measurement with a profilometer. N is given by the squared ratio of the detector
diameter D and the average speckle diameter ε [65]:

N =

(
D

ε

)2

=

(
Da

1.2Lλ0

)2

’subjective speckle’ (5.12)

=

(
Dd

1.2 l0 λ0

)2

’objective speckle’ (5.13)

For ’objective’ speckle, a/L is the ratio of the aperture of the lens and its distance
to the photodiode and for ’subjective’ speckle d/l0 is the ratio of the diameter of the
lightened part of the diffuse reflector and its distance to the photodiode [65]. Applying
typical values (a = L = 1 cm, D = 3 mm, d = 3 cm, l0 = 10 cm, λ0 ≈ 1 µm), N is
in the order of 106, which gives for both subjective and objective speckle a spectral
background σ(H2,bg,speckle) in the order of 10−6. The theoretical detection limit of
the diffuse-reflector cell based sensor is very good. The ’subjective’ speckle is relevant
here, because the diffuse reflector is imaged to the detector by the lens. Furthermore,
the ’subjective’ speckle noise has much larger FSR compared to gas absorption line
width, which is easily filtered (section 5.3.1). The examined cell, however, is currently
limited by interference of the laser window. The calculation shows that a significant
improvement should be possible before the ’speckle noise’ becomes dominant.

5.4.3 Contamination and condensation noise in furnaces

The hot and humid combustion gas causes condensation on colder surfaces like the laser
window, lens and the reflector. It turned out that an additional diffusion by water
droplets has less impact on diffuse reflector as for a focusing optic like a spherical
mirror. According to the measurements, the power decreases by a factor of 5 due
to condensation for diffuse reflector based cell, whereas the power decreases by at
least a factor of 50 applying the spherical mirror. Additionally, condensation causes
intensity noise because the waterdrops move on the optic surfaces: even at a constant
laser intensity, the detector receives an intensity noise. The relative intensity noise
spectrum is recorded and shown in Fig. 5.8. It has a lowpass first order behavior with
a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz. Therefore it has low influence on the measurement because
power normalization is done in 1 msec intervals for each measured wavelength point
separately.

During a long-term test over more than one year in an operated gas furnace, the
sensor using a diffuse-reflector based cell showed no significant drift (published in Ref.
[70]). The absolute transmission T0,cell decreased by about 25 % in the first few months
and then remained stable, which shows that no contamination exists in gas furnaces
(Fig. 5.9, blue curve). The situation is different in oil furnaces where strong contami-
nation exist. After few months the transmission reduced to 10 % due to contamination
on the reflector as well as the detector and laser window (Fig. 5.9, red curve). This
shows that additional means against contamination have to be applied to make the
sensor suitable for maintenance-free operation over years. Contamination could be re-
duced by appropriate heating of optical surfaces. For spherical mirror the influence of
contamination is much stronger, it may result in total vanishing of the photo current.

A brief comparison between diffuse reflector and spherical mirror is shown in Tab. 5.1
in section 5.8, together with other optical cells. Using single-reflective cell, absorbance
resolution of ares = 10−5 is achieved. By assuming typical optical pathlength of 20 cm,
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Fig. 5.9: The relative change of the cell transmission caused by contamination of the
diffuse reflector cell in gas furnace (blue curve) and oil furnace (red curve). The
cell transmission stabilized after few months in the gas furnace and after that
remained stable showing the desired long-term stability in harsh environments. In
the oil furnace contamination is far more severe. Although measurement at 10 %
transmission is still possible, further contamination over longer periods is expected
(measurement done by A. Spitznas, Siemens SBT, Rastatt).
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5.5 Multipass cell: Herriott cell and White cell

absorption coefficient resolution of αres = 5 × 10−7 cm−1 is ultimately obtained. To
achieve a higher sensitivity, longer optical pathlength is needed. For this a multipass
cell is conventionally utilized.

5.5 Multipass cell: Herriott cell and White cell

The basic idea of the multipass cell is an extension of optical path length l by multiple
reflections on the spherical mirrors on both sides of the cell. The optical path is given
by:

l = l0 (2N +m) (5.14)

with l0 being the cell length and N the number of the light spots on one side of
the mirror (for white cell, the object mirror). Each light spot is related to two light
paths (bidirectional reflections) and additionally the light path given by the in- and
outcoupling. We have m = 1 for the Herriott cell [71] (when entrance and exit are
on opposite sides of the cell) and m = 2 for the White cell [72]. The spot number
N is limited by the ratio between the mirror area (reflecting area) and the size of the
spot. By overlapping of two light spots, optical interferences will occur. To achieve
long optical path length, large N and/or l0 are required, which results in an increased
sample volume to fill the cell. Here a specifically designed Herriott cell, optimized for
low volume, by the Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement Techniques (IPM)
is investigated (l = 4.9 m, l0 = 10 cm, N = 24, V = 40 ml).

(a) Structure figure and photograph of the
Herriott cell designed by Fraunhofer IPM [73].
It is a traditional design employing 5 cm ra-
dius spherical mirrors and a base length of
10 cm. 24 reflections give a pathlength of
4.9 m (l0= 10 cm, N = 24, m = 1). The in-
coupled light is required to be a focused beam
with focal point exactly between the mirrors.

(b) Photograph of the White cell designed by
Fraunhofer IPM [73]. It has an optical path length
of 1.56 m and employs three spherical mirrors.
N = 9 reflections give a pathlength of 1.56 m
(l0 = 7.8 cm, N = 9, m = 2). Compared to the
Herriott cell the incoupled light is not required to
be focused which allows for direct coupling of the
laser without additional lenses.

Fig. 5.10: The design and photograph of the Herriott cell and White cell

As all conventional Herriott cells, it utilizes a spherical mirror and the light spots
lie on a circle at the perimeter of the mirror (Fig. 5.10(a)). An inner pipe is used
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5 Optical gas cell

to reduce the needed sample volume to fill the cell. Astigmatic Herriott cells using
elliptical mirrors offer more optical pathlength because the light pattern can cover the
whole mirror in a rectangular pattern. However, it is more difficult to manufacture.
A 76 m optical path length in 500 ml volume cell is achieved [4]. For Herriott cell, a
laser collimation optics is necessary to focus the light into the center of the cell with a
focal length of l0/2.

The characterized spectral background is shown in Fig. 5.11. An interference with
amplitude of 10−4 and ∆f = 10 GHz is visible. This corresponds to 3 cm pathlength
difference (Eq. (5.8)). Thus the distance between laser and lens is identified as the
cause. The AR coating on the lens is limiting but not completely preventing interfer-
ences being created. The possible solution for this problem is to use a lens with shorter
focus length and move it very close to the laser (∼100 µm). Other possibility is to use
a mirror-based objective to focus the laser light to the cell, as done in a commercial
high precision laser based instrument [4]

In contrast to the Herriott cell, the White cell is also suitable for light source with
large divergence. This extended feature gives an advantage of the White cell: no
collimation optic like lens or mirrors are needed, which are the limiting factor for the
Herriott cell. The spectral background of the investigated White cell is thus much
better and below 10−5 (Fig. 5.11(b)), but with a lower optical pathlength than the
Herriott cell (l0 = 0.78 cm, l = 1.56 m, N = 9). Also, 3 instead of 2 mirrors are
utilized, which possibly increases the cost.
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Fig. 5.11: The spectral background H2,bg,cell of White cell (a) and Herriott cell (b).
The laser current corresponds to wavelength with a coefficient of 0.6 nm/mA. The
wavelength is around 763 nm. The origin of the high background of the Herriott
cell is found to be a reflection between the parallel surface between laser and
lens (distance: 1.5 cm, interference type 1C in Fig. 5.2(c)). The lens is needed
for collimation, which is required for the Herriott cell to operate correctly. The
White cell has a background with peak to peak less than 10−5.

In general, for multipass cell, the cell background, cell output power and optical path
length are very dependent on careful alignment. Long term stability and robustness
in harsh conditions is very hard to achieve because of the possible misalignment and
high sensitivity to contamination on the mirrors. The cell transmission T0,cell is R2N
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5.6 Photonic crystal fiber based cells

with R being the reflectivity of one mirror. It is clear, that the transmission is strongly
decreasing even if contamination only slightly reduces the mirror reflectivity. Therefore,
another possibility of optical cell - fibers is investigated here. It provides long optical
path length, and has the potential for sensitive and robust gas sensing. Compared to
multipass cell, the fiber-based sensor should provide superior properties except for the
contamination issue where the fiber is also expected to be sensitive to.

5.6 Photonic crystal fiber based cells

Telecommunication single-mode fiber can be used for gas sensing via evanescent field
when the fiber cladding is removed. However, the power fraction of light in air (evanes-
cent field) is very tiny and sensitive to the fiber conditions e.g. bending and is therefore
not well defined. It is expected that a single-mode fiber has theoretically no spectral
background, because no interference between different fiber modes can occur. Photonic
crystal fibers (PCFs) are fibers with a periodic array of microscopic air holes that run
along the entire fiber length [74]. The PCFs can be designed single-mode and the laser
light is then confined in the air holes, so that certain interaction between gas and light
mode in the air holes exist.

There are three types of photonic crystal fibers investigated in this section: single-
mode suspended-core PCF [75], single-mode hollow-core PCF (HC-PCF) [74] and the
multi-mode Kagome fiber. Silica suspended-core PCF (’Mercedes fiber’) (Fig. 5.12) is
preferred for this application because of their simple design compared to traditional
hollow core PCFs. Furthermore, it is easier to implement lateral gas inlets on it without
destroying the microscopic structure of the fiber.

Parts of this section have been published in [76].

5.6.1 Fiber properties

The SEM figure of the suspended-core fiber is shown in Fig. 5.12, the tiny solid silica
core is supported by three silica sheets. The light mode not only propagates in the silica
core, but also extends to the air holes, with evanescent field. The fiber is fabricated
by the conventional stack and draw process [75]. Three thin-walled capillaries drawn
from silica tubes were stacked to put into a preform, which is then subsequently drawn
directly into the final fiber.

air

SiO2

Solid core with
1 µm diameter

sheets2

SiO2

Fig. 5.12: SEM figure of ’Mercedes’ PCF cross-section (fabricated and image taken by
Max-Planck Institute in Erlangen). The silica core with a diameter of approx.
1 µm is supported by three silica sheets. The light mode not only propagates in
the silica core, but also in the air holes, with evanescent field, which allows for
gas-sensing.
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Existing gas measurements with ’Mercedes’ was only done for demonstration purpose
e.g. 100 % acetylene is filled in the fiber [77]. No characterization of the sensor
sensitivitity is done in literature so far. The effective interaction length l is the product
of the physical fiber length l0 and power fraction of light in the air holes Φ: l = l0 Φ.
Both Φ and the fiber spectral background are determined in the following.

5.6.2 Optical setup

Because of the small divergence of VCSELs (FWHM: 10-20 degrees), they are very
attractive candidates for direct coupling with fiber. Optical coupling elements are also
eliminated, allowing for robust and miniaturized gas sensing and simultaneously elim-
inating possible sources of additional cell background. Light emitted by the VCSELs

Fig. 5.13: The image of incoupling between laser chip and fiber. The SEM of the fiber
cross section is also shown, with a circle indicating the aperture size of VCSEL. The
core to aperture area ratio basically determines the incoupling efficiency, which is
around 10 %.

was launched directly into the core of the PCF, which is placed at < 10 µm distance
from the VCSEL. Typical launch efficiencies were 13 % (763 nm) and 15 % (1674 nm),
which are in good agreement with surface area ratio between VCSEL and fibre core
(Fig. 5.13). The laser has no window and is placed in front of the fiber with a distance
of less than 10 µm. The detector is tilted and placed in a distance < 1 mm, both to
avoid interference type 1C (see Fig. 5.2(c)).

5.6.3 Cell interaction length

The measured mode intensity profile of the fiber (Fig. 5.14) shows an increase of the
extension of the mode with increasing wavelength. But it is difficult to determine the
power fraction of the light in the air hole because the positions of the legs are not
accurately known from the measured intensity profile. However, if the gas concentra-
tion and fiber length (2 m) are exactly known, the power fraction of light in the air
can be obtained by comparing the measured and theoretical (HITRAN) line strength
(Fig. 5.15). Different gas at different wavelengths are measured and Φ is determined
to be 7 % (763 nm, 100 % oxygen), 17 % (1674 nm, 10 % methane), 27 % (2004 nm,
10 % carbon dioxide), which is increasing with wavelength as expected. The compari-
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1µm

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5.14: (a) SEM of the air-suspended solid-core PCF with core diameter of 1 µm.
(b) Measured mode intensity profile at the output of the fiber for 1674 nm and
(c) for 2004 nm, recorded with a CCD camera. The scale of (b) and (c) is roughly
equal to the scale of SEM plot. It can be seen that the power fraction of light in
the air increases with wavelength. However, the images do not allow for precise
determination of the field overlap. This is thus determined with a different method
shown in Fig. 5.15.

Fig. 5.15: Second harmonic spectra for different gases at different wavelength: (a)
100 % O2 at 763 nm; (b) 10 % CH4 at 1674 nm; (c) 10 % CO2 at 2004 nm. Solid
curves represent measurement data and dash curves the corresponding curve fit
with HITRAN data. The comparison between measurement data and theoretial
HITRAN data gives the power fraction of light in air holes Φ (summarized in
Fig. 5.16).
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son with simulation given in Fig. 5.16 is taken from [75]. This indicates that the light
with shorter wavelength is more confined in the solid core. The simulation was done
for fibers with slightly different core diameter (deviation 1-10 %), which could be the
reason for the deviation between measurement and simulation.
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Fig. 5.16: The measured light power fraction in air Φ (from Fig. 5.15) as a function of
wavelength (cross), which is compared with simulation [75]. It is clearly visible,
that Φ can reach reasonable values well above 10 %, which is much larger than
evanescent field of a standard single mode fiber.

5.6.4 Cell spectral background

The spectral background was found to have a peak-to-peak amplitude of less than
2× 10−3 (Fig. 5.17) at three wavelengths, 763 nm, 1674 nm, 2004 nm. Since there are
no coupling elements, it is obvious that the fiber itself is guiding multiple modes. The
possibility of reflections from the starting surface of the fiber striking back to the laser
is also excluded, because the interference periodicity does not change with distance
between fiber and laser, the same is examined for the photodiode and the end of the
fiber. The next question is where the multi-mode propagation comes from, i.e. is it
transversal multimode or longitudinal multimode. In case of the second, is there an
unwanted cladding mode? Transversal mode i.e. polarization mode and cladding mode
could be easily filtered by using a polarization filter or immersing the fiber into index
matching liquid. Experiment showed that the spectral background:

� has no polarization dependency: polarization filter was put next to the laser to
select certain polarization mode with no considerable effort.

� is not caused by outer cladding mode interfering to core mode: the fiber was
immersed into index-matching liquid with the purpose that the jacket mode is
coupled out while the core mode is kept to propagate in the fiber. However, the
spectral background level did not change.

� is dependent on the coupling condition: if the laser chip is coupled non-centrally
to the fiber, the spectral background increases.
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Fig. 5.17: The spectral background H2,bg,cell of the suspended-core photonic crystal
fibers, with an amplitude in the order of 10−3. The background level is approx-
imately the same for wavelengths between 763 nm and 2004 nm. Its origin was
determined to be mode beating between the fundamental core mode and weak
core modes. This case corresponds to interference type 3, Fig. 5.3(b).

� has dependency on fiber length: if the fiber length increases, the dominant FSR
decreases as well.

It is therefore concluded that two or more transversal modes are guided in the tiny
core and interfere with each other results in the high spectral background. For com-
parison: the standard telecommunication single mode fiber has also modal noise on
the transmission function in the order of approx. 10−4 due to interfering with other
polarization mode [78]. The modal noise will increase if the fiber is stressed or tightly
wound. For telecommunication fibers, methods for compensating the unwanted distor-
tions, including the fiber background, exist, to achieve a resolution of absorbance of
5× 10−6, however, a reference channel is needed [79, 80].

5.6.5 Maximum interaction length and gas exchanging time

As introduced before, the interaction length provided by the fiber is a very essential
factor to tell the detection limitation. The maximum interaction length is limited by
three aspects: fabrication, fiber attenuation and gas exchanging time. According to the
coupling efficiency and minimum required cell transmission T0,cell (see section 5.1), the
maximal attenuation by the fiber is around 20 dB (assuming the laser output power to
be 1 mW and sufficient photodetector power to be 1 µW, incoupling efficiency approx.
10 %). The fiber length can therefore be up to 10 m or 100 m depending on the
wavelength (763 nm: 0.2 dB/m, 1670 nm: 2 dB/m). The fiber can be fabricated with
several kilometers [81], like the standard glass fiber, so the maximal fiber length is not
limited by manufacturing. Because of the very small radius of the capillary, the gas
exchange time gives a limitation of the maximum interaction length. The flow rate for
ideal gas in the isothermal case in a capillary is covered by the law of Hagen-Poiseuille
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and the gas exchanging time τ is approximately given by:

τ = 16 η

(
l0

r

)2 pi

p2
i − p2

o

(5.15)

Where η is viscosity of the gas medium, typically: 17.8 µPa· s for most gases in air.
pi the input pressure and po the output pressure, l0 is the fiber length and r is the
radius of the capillary. Applying 1 bar pressure difference (input: 2 bar, output:
1 bar), the gas exchanging time for a 2 m PCF fiber with 12.5 µm diameter is ∼1 min,
but this increases quadratically with the fiber length with constant pressure difference
between both ends. The exchanging time can be lowered quadratically by extending
the hole diameter or be lowered by implementing lateral gas inlets on the fiber. The gas
exchange time decreases then proportionally to the hole number on the fiber. Therefore,
to achieve minute gas exchanging time, at least 2 holes are to be implemented for 10 m
fiber.
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Fig. 5.18: The gas exchanging time in PCF (l0 = 2 m, r = 12.5 µm ) in comparison to
hollow fiber (l0 = 2 m, r = 375 µm), determined with the law of Hagen-Poiseuille
(Eq. (5.15)). The exchange time has a quadratical dependency on fiber length
and can reach very long times for the PCF due to the small holes. The time does
not depend much on the substance, as all gases have a similar viscosity. The gas
exchanging time may, however, be lowered if appropriate holes are implemented
along the fiber.

5.6.6 Results on other PCFs

Other types of PCF such as the bandgap hollow-core PCF (HC-PCF) (Fig. 5.19)
and Kagome fiber (Fig. 5.20(a)) are also investigated to provide a comparison to the
’Mercedes’ fiber. HC-PCF is the traditional single-mode photonic crystal fiber and it is
commercially available. Kagome fiber is a multi-mode fiber with its structure similar to
the HC-PCF, except for the triangle hollow structures between hexagonal structures,
where other light modes are also able to propagate in. Both of them provide a nearly
100 % overlap between gas and light, which is therefore interesting for gas sensing
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applications.

Recorded mode intensity profile at the fiber end is shown in Fig. 5.20(b). However,
random modulations in the order of 10−2 occur in the transmission of both fibers
(Fig. 5.21 on next page). The HC-PCF is thus also not strictly single mode. At least
two modes interfering resulting in the spectral features with a periodicity determined to
be anti-proportional to the fiber length. The envelope of the interference is due to the
filtering effect of WMS (see Fig. 5.4) and the slightly varying wavelength modulation
amplitude λa during scanning caused by the nonlinear tuning behavior of the laser.

Fig. 5.19: SEM figure of bandgap hollow-core photonic-crystal fiber (HC-PCF)[82]. It
consists of many small and hollow hexagonal structures surrounding by silica.
There is a big air hole in the middle of HC-PCF (diamater ≈ 8 µm), where most
of the light is propagating. The holes are however smaller than for the ’Mercedes’
fiber, giving a longer gas exchange time and it is also technically more difficult to
drill lateral holes on the fiber.

Fig. 5.20: (a) SEM figure [83] and (b) measured mode intensity profile of the multi-
mode Kagome fiber (core diameter ≈ 20 µm). It is evident that the fiber supports
many modes by observing the guided light in the modes at the triangular silica
junctions between the hexagons.

5.7 Hollow capillary fiber based cell

In previous section it was shown, that ’single-mode’ photonic crystal fibers are presently
not strictly ’single mode’ for gas sensing application. The beating of the fundamental
mode and other weak core modes results in a fiber background in the order of 10−3

for the ’Mercedes’ fiber and is even higher for the HC-PCF and the Kagome fiber.
It is questionable if the background can be lowered to 10−5, because even standard
single mode fibers for communication applications exhibit a spectral background in
the order of 10−4, due to beating of the two polarization modes [78]. Therefore, the
utilization of a highly multimode fiber is considered, with the idea that the interference
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Fig. 5.21: The fiber background H2,bg,cell of 50 cm and 1 m HC-PCF. The laser wave-
length is around 1680 nm and the tuning coefficient 0.4 mm/mA. The amplitude
of the fiber background is the % range. The spectral features have a periodicity
determined to be inversly-proportional to the fiber length. The envelope is caused
by the WMS filtering, because the laser wavelength modulation amplitude slightly
changes during wavelength scanning.

of thousands of modes may cancel out statistically and result in a rather smooth
transmission function.

The most significant content of this section was published within the frame of this
work in [84].

The hollow capillary fiber/ hollow glass waveguide (HGW) [85] was originally devel-
oped for transmitting CO2 laser power in the 10.6 µm range [86] and YAG laser power
at 2.94 µm [87]. It has an inner diameter of a few 100 µm to 1 mm. Recently, few
gas/liquid sensing experiments with hollow glass waveguides have been reported in the
literature: with quantum cascade lasers (QCL) for mid-infrared (MIR) sensing using
coupling-elements like objective or off axis parabolic mirror [88, 89]; experiments show
the concentration resolution achievable for Ethylene at 10.4 µm [88, 90, 91], but not at
all clarify the nature of the limiting factors. Relevant aspects are missing in literature:
no characterization of the fiber spectral background and its origin was done and no
NIR laser based measurement was carried out so far.

5.7.1 Fiber properties

The hollow capillary fiber is an air or gas filled hollow waveguide, where the light is
guided in the core by reflections on the AgI/Ag coating on the inner surface of the
fiber. These fibers with inner diameters from 200 µm to 1000 µm as well as lengths
up to 13 m are commercially available [85]. Here a fiber with 750 µm inner diameter
(Polymicro, HWEA7501200) is used. Its structure is shown in Fig. 5.22(a) [86, 93]. The
AgI coating has an optimized thickness of 0.3 µm for a minimal loss at a wavelength
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5.7 Hollow capillary fiber based cell

(a) The HGW with an inner diameter of 750 µm has
a silica cladding and a thin metallic layer of Ag with
a single dielectric film of AgI, both deposited inside
the cladding to achieve a high reflectivity. The HGW
is a highly multimode step-index fiber.

(b) The attenuation of light in hollow cap-
illary fiber designed for transmitting of
Er:YAG laser light (2.94 µm) and CO2 laser
light (10.4 µm) (taken from [92]).

Fig. 5.22: Schematic figure and attenuation of the HGW.

of 2.94 µm, which is closest to the desired wavelength range in our investigations [85].
The fiber shows an attenuation of 2 to 4 dB/m at 2 to 3 µm wavelength (Fig. 5.22(b)).
This hollow glass structure has a very smooth inner surface compared to other hollow
structures [85]. Its volume per optical interaction length is 400 µLiter/m, which is
very small compared to conventional sample cells, e.g. a Herriott cell with a volume of
0.27 Liter for an optical path length of 36 m [94], but larger against the PCF volume for
the same optical pathlength. The properties are summarized in Tab. 5.1 in section 5.8.

5.7.2 Maximum interaction length

The maximum interaction length given by a fiber can be limited by fabrication technol-
ogy, fiber attenuation or gas exchanging time. Up to 13 m meter HGW is commercially
available. Additionally, up to 24 dB attenuation is allowed for the HGW fiber, which
is approx. 8 m in the near infrared range (assuming attenuation 3 dB/m, Fig. 5.22(b),
assumed laser output power: 1 mW, and an in-coupling efficiency of 25 %. The incou-
pling efficiency is determined by the FWHM of the VCSEL and fiber (laser FWHM:
10 to 20 degrees, fiber FWHM ∼10 degrees), The gas exchanging time is no limiting
factor for the HGW: for 10 m fiber the gas exchanging time is in second range applying
1 bar pressure difference between fiber input and output (see Fig. 5.18). Therefore,
the maximal fiber length is limited by the allowed attenuation. The situation is ex-
pected to improve significantly, if the fiber is optimized for the NIR or gas sensing is
carried out at the wavelength the fiber is optimized for. Then fibers with the maximum
manufacturing length can be used.

5.7.3 Cell spectral background

Because many physical effects such as backscattering at the end of the fiber, absorption
in the coating or scattering inside the fiber are mode-dependent, the superposition of
many fiber modes at the end of the fiber result in random modulation of the fiber
transmission function (modal noise).
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5 Optical gas cell

The cell background of HGW shows a tiny structure in the order of 10−4 (Fig. 5.23).
The standard deviation σ(H2,bg,cell) is 6×10−5. This structure consists of many
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Fig. 5.23: The spectral background H2,bg,cell of a 3 m long bent HGW fiber (peak to
peak 2×10−4, standard deviation σ(H2,bg,cell) is 6×10−5). Spectral background is
caused by interfering of different modes. The most dominant periodicity is 10 GHz,
corresponding to the frequency least attenuated by second harmonic detection and
also most disturbing the measurement (this case corresponds to interference type
3, Fig. 5.3(b)).

frequency components with a most dominant periodicity of approximately 10 GHz
(0.1 nm @ 1.68 µm). This is also observed at λ = 2.36 µm. Structure with 10 GHz
periodicity can be produced by an 1.5 cm long etalon. However, there are no par-
allel surfaces with a distance in this range that could form an etalon in our optical
measurement system. The possibility of reflections from the start surface of the fiber
striking back to the laser is also excluded, because the interference periodicity does
not change with distance between fiber and laser. This excludes other sources of the
spectral background except for the fiber itself causing the background: the fiber ’modal
noise’ on the transmission are broadband, while the WMS performs a selection of the
10 GHz interference due to its bandpass filtering characteristic (Fig. 5.4).

5.7.4 Analysis of spectral background and its improvement

Farfield observations and analysis

Since the spectral features are most likely resulting from the multimode character
of the fiber, it is essential to know how many fiber modes are excited and also the
corresponding amplitude and phase distribution at the fiber end. For this, the far-field
under different conditions was investigated:

� straight fiber (20 cm) with centrally coupled VCSEL (Fig. 5.24(a)).

� straight fiber (20 cm) with non-centrally coupled VCSEL with 100 µm lateral
displacement (Fig. 5.24(b)).
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5.7 Hollow capillary fiber based cell

� bent fiber (3 m) with bend radius of approx. 15 cm (Fig. 5.24(c)).

The distance between fiber end to camera CCD chip is approx. 3 cm.
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Fig. 5.24: The farfield of hollow fibers directly coupled with VCSELs. For central
coupling only the modes with Bessel function order 0 are excited. For the non-
centrally coupled straight fiber and the bent fiber (any coupling) a speckle pattern
is observed, indicating the propagation of all kinds of cylindrical waveguide modes.

Number of excited modes

In the case of the straight fiber with center coupled VCSEL, the farfield shows a ring
structure, which indicates that only circularly symmetric modes are exited, i.e. only
modes with Bessel function of order 0. For the straight fiber with laterally displaced
coupling and for a bent fiber, a speckle pattern is obtained. It is a spatial intensity
pattern, i.e. a spatially varying superposition of many modes - including higher order
azimuthal modes [65, 95]. According to W. Freude [95], the maximum number of
excited modes in a multi-mode fiber is theoretically determined by:

M =

(
2π

λ
tan(θ) · r

)2

(5.16)

with r and λ denoting the radius of the hollow waveguide and the wavelength of the
emitted light, respectively. According to Fig. 5.24(c) we determined the acceptance
angle of the fiber θ to be approximately 6◦ (HWHM), which gives a maximum of 10000
modes propagating in the bent fiber and coupled out of it. Modes corresponding to
angles much higher than the acceptance angle have very high losses and thus light in
these modes does not propagate over the length of the fiber.

Statistic of modes distribution The spatial intensity distribution of speckle pattern
caused by diffuse reflection is theoretically an exponential distribution [96]:

P (I) =
1

〈I〉
exp

(
−

I

〈I〉

)
, (5.17)

with 〈I〉 being the spatial mean value of the intensity and P the probability density
function. After diffuse reflections, different light modes are uncorrelated to each other
and the E-field strength of each light mode is orthogonal to each other, which results
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5 Optical gas cell

in the Gaussian-distribution of the overall E-field. Intensity is the sum of squared
real and imaginary part of the E-field and therefore, its distribution is an exponen-
tial distribution. The spatial intensity distribution of the recorded far-field of a 3 m
bent fiber is plotted in Fig. 5.25 (red solid curve), which clearly shows an exponential
behavior (blue dashed curve in Fig. 5.25). This gives an indication that the different
fiber modes in the bent hollow waveguide are uncorrelated to each other and add with
statistical phase and amplitude. This knowledge was employed for the simulation of
the fiber farfield. The spatial intensity distribution of the far-field of a straight fiber
with noncentral incoupling (Fig. 5.24(b)) was also found to be exponential.
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Fig. 5.25: The plot shows the probability density function P of the normalized intensity
I/Imean of the observed farfield of 3 m bent fiber (red solid curve) and the theo-
retical exponential intensity distribution of a speckle pattern (blue dashed line).
The examined area is marked with a circle. The exponential distribution indicates
independent fiber modes with similar amplitude and uniformly distributed phase
shift. This causes a smoother fiber transmission than the beating of one strong
and several weak modes as the case for PCF (Fig. 5.17).

Farfield during wavelength scanning If the integrated speckle intensity stays the same
during the wavelength scan, the fiber transmission function should be smooth, i.e.
σ(H2,bg,cell) = 0. During the wavelength tuning, the fiber mode compositions change
and therefore also their constructive or destructive superposition at a certain spot of
the photodetector, i.e. the speckle pattern changes. The recorded speckle pattern
changed slightly when the laser wavelength was tuned for several nm. The change
at the perimeter is clearly observable, whereas in the center it is hardly noticeable.
The possible reason is the following: speckle points at the perimeter are caused by
interfering of light modes with very different propagation constants, leading to etalon
fringes with small frequency spectral range (FSR). In the middle, the FSR of etalon
fringes are relatively large - much larger than the wavelength range being tuned.

According to the law of energy conservation, the spectral features can appear if the
photodetector does not collect all the light coming from the fiber end and/or mode-
dependent losses exist. So the next step is to investigate the contribution of different
in/outcoupling to the fiber spectral background, i.e. the dependence on the radial
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5.7 Hollow capillary fiber based cell

incoupling position and dependence on partial integration of the fiber far-field.

Spectral background and incoupling

In the experiments shown in this section, we used a slightly tilted Ge photodiode (di-
ameter: 3 mm) and a 1.68 µm VCSEL tuned to a wavelength range, where absorption
due to ambient gases in the fiber with 3 m optical path length is less than 2 × 10−6.
Therefore, for the spectral background characterization there is no need to fill the fiber
with nitrogen. The dependency of spectral features to the incoupling using the ex-
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Fig. 5.26: Incoupling experiment with 20 cm straight fiber, where the lateral displace-
ment between VCSEL and fiber center ∆r is varied between 0 µm and 150 µm in
50 µm step.
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Fig. 5.27: σ(H2,bg,cell) versus ∆r (lateral laser displacement, see. Fig. 5.26). The
insets show the fiber far-fields for ∆r = 0 µm and 100 µm. This proves that the
spectral background is essentially independent on the in-coupling.

perimental setup shown in Fig. 5.26 was investigated, with the photodetector directly
coupled to the end of the 20 cm straight fiber. The lateral displacement of the VCSEL
from the fiber center ∆r is varied.∆r = 0 gives a ring structure as far-field and the
resulting spectral feature has similar period but slightly higher standard deviation as
in the case for sideways coupling (∆r 6= 0), in which a speckle pattern is observed
(Fig. 5.27). The far-field of a bent fiber is always a speckle pattern independent of
incoupling. Therefore, regarding to the fiber spectral background, precise incoupling
is not an issue for gas sensing with hollow capillary fibers.
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5 Optical gas cell

Spectral background and outcoupling

To determine the influence of partial collection of the light coming from the fiber
end on the fiber background, the distance between the fiber end and the photodiode
∆z is varied between 1 mm and 12 cm (Fig. 5.28). The standard deviation of the

Dz
LD PD

Dz
LD PD

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.28: Out-coupling experiment with (a) straight and (b) bent hollow fiber with
and without vibration: the area of the integrated farfield by photodiode is varied
by changing ∆z. The resulting spectral background is shown in Fig. 5.29 and
Fig. 5.30

spectral features against ∆z is shown in Fig. 5.29. σ(H2,bg,cell) increases linearly
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Fig. 5.29: The cell background σ(H2,bg,cell) against the diameter ratio between de-
tector and the integrated speckle pattern, which is varied by changing ∆z (see
Fig. 5.28(a)) At ∆z = 1 cm the speckle pattern diameter is approximately equal
to detector diameter and the background level goes to a threshold, indicating the
anti-proportional dependency of σ(H2,bg,cell) on the square root of the speckle
number N . It is concluded that the residual spectral background is caused by
mode-dependent losses.

with ∆z, indicating its anti-proportional dependency on the diameter of the integrated
farfield area, and thus the square root of N (the number of the integrated speckles),
i.e. σ(H2,bg,cell) ∝ 1/

√
N . Below a certain distance, however, the decrease of the
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5.7 Hollow capillary fiber based cell

fiber background level comes to a threshold, because N stays constant. Since the light
emitted from the fiber end is all collected by the photodiode, this residual spectral
background has to be caused by mode-dependent losses. These are constituted of the
following:

� backscattering at the end of the fiber;

� incoupling losses: backscattering at the input of the fiber;

� responsivity of the photodiode. The responsivity of the photodiode is depending
on the incident angle of the photons, which is mode-dependent.

The above effects are independent on fiber length and bent situation, whereas the
following ones depend on these parameters:

� scattering in the fiber because of the inhomogeneity of the fiber or particles in
the fiber;

� absorption in the coating (Ag/AgI), which increases when the fiber is bent.
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Fig. 5.30: The influence of integrated farfield on the fiber background for straight
and bent fibers with and without vibration. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 5.28(b).

To determine influences caused by the bending-specific loss mechanism, the previous
experiment is repeated for the bent fiber (experimental setup Fig. 5.28(b)). Addi-
tionally, vibration is applied to reduce the influence of all possible mode-dependent
effects on the fiber transmission. The results are shown in Fig. 5.30. The base value
for 3 m bent fiber (curve marked with diamond) gives the upper limit of the mode-
dependent effects. This value is lower for 20 cm straight fiber, because bending losses
do not exist and lower scattering effects are inside the shorter fiber (curve marked with
cross). Furthermore, there seems to be a constant improvement factor achievable by
fiber vibration compared to non-vibrating system (roughly constant distance between
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Fig. 5.31: (a) Second harmonic spectrum of the air-filled fiber at 2365 nm without
vibration. The laser current tuning coefficient is approx. 1 nm/mA. (b) Sec-
ond harmonic spectrum at 2365 nm with additional mechanical vibration. The
methane absorption in the ambient air is clearly resolvable due to the nearly 10
fold decrease of fiber background by vibration.

the curve marked with circles and diamonds in logarithmic scale). By vibrating the
fiber, the distribution of fiber modes is different in terms of amplitude and phase,
so other speckle patterns are produced. By averaging different speckle patterns, the
number of speckle points integrated by the photodiode is larger, which results in a
smooth fiber transmission. It can be seen that by vibration the incoupling of light
changes, which results in a spectral background same in amplitude but with a different
shape. The averaging of these gives a smooth fiber transmission, similar to ’dithering’
method in signal processing. As a result, a spectral background as low as 1× 10−5 is
achieved by vibrating the fiber and placing the photodiode very close to the fiber end.
1.5 ppm background level of methane absorption in the ambient air could be detected
at 2.365 µm with 3 m hollow capillary fiber (Fig. 5.31).

Optimization of the vibration

In Fig. 5.32, several possibilities for applying vibration to the fiber are shown. Vibrating
the laser diode requires more technical effort and laser diode could be destroyed by
careless operation, so this possibility is excluded. Vibrating the photodiode laterally
(3) or transversally (4) to fiber end does not produce significantly ’different’ speckle
patterns. The speckle pattern changes dramatically when the total fiber is vibrated (1)
or vibrating the fiber at the incoupling position (2). For the latter case, independent
speckle points are effectively generated and integrated by the photodiode with less
influence on the remaining sensor parts compared to total vibration of the fiber.

It turned out practically, that the smoothing effect of vibration does not depend
on the vibration frequency, as long as it is higher than the cutoff frequency of system
filters, e.g., an analog low-pass filter and higher than the measurement rate. It will be
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Fig. 5.32: The different possibilities applying vibration: 1) vibrating the whole fiber
2) vibrating the fiber at the in-coupling 3) vibrating the photodiode laterally 4)
varying the distance between photodiode and fiber. The best performance was
given by (1) or (2), as experimentally determined. Furthermore, (2) is technically
easiest to realize.
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Fig. 5.33: Sensor baseline (output values without carbon monoxide) under different
vibration conditions. With optimized vibration amplitude (37 %, in the order of
100 µm vibration) the sensor baseline has low noise and almost no offset due to
low fiber spectral background. Other conditions give a strong and time dependent
offset (0 % and 40 %), where the smoothing effect of vibration is too low, or high
noise (60 %), where incoupled power varies strongly introducing new intensity
fluctuations. The percentage values give the relative vibration strength.
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shown in an example of carbon monoxide sensor (section 7.4), that 200 Hz is sufficient
for 10 Hz concentration measurement rate and can probably be chosen even lower. The
fiber background and sensor baseline is very sensitive to the vibration amplitude with
its influence shown in Fig. 5.33. If the vibration amplitude is too high (e.g. in the
range of the inner fiber diameter), the coupled light intensity is fluctuating as well, due
to strongly variable coupling efficiency, and distorts the measurement. If the vibration
amplitude is too low, the spectral background is not improved resulting in a unstable
and inaccurate sensor baseline. The optimal value corresponds to several 100 µm.

Diffuse laser beam

Alternative methods instead of vibration to reduce the fiber spectral background is
discussed here: one idea of this is to diffuse the laser beam so that the incoupling
coefficients for different fiber modes are more or less equal. To realize it, a diffuse
window sheet is put between the laser diode and fiber end. It turned out that the
necessary fiber vibration amplitude is lower than without the diffuse window, but the
fiber spectral background is not lowered further. It could be an indication that the
fiber background is caused by effects inside the fiber or at the fiber output.

5.8 Comparison and conclusion

In this chapter, it was shown that the gas cell influences sensor sensitivity by the
interaction length and cell background. The cells are compared below.

Single/multi-reflection cells For harsh conditions, for example in a gas or oil furnace,
an optical cell is needed which is robust against thermal cycling and condensation.
It turned out that a diffuse reflector-based cell has superior properties, namely easy
alignment and robust behavior against thermal cycles and condensation in the combus-
tion environment. Furthermore, such a reflector is less susceptible to the development
of interference fringes, with the only trade off that the detector power is lower com-
pared to a spherical mirror based cell. The intensity noise caused by the movement of
waterdrops on the condensing surfaces is found to have a lowpass first order charac-
teristic with the cutoff frequency of 5 Hz. Hence the utilized spectroscopic method is
not susceptible to condensation noise. The limiting factor for the spectral background
(peak to peak: 10−5) is not the speckle noise given by diffuse reflections, but the
surface reflection between laser and its window. On the other hand, single-reflective
cells, despite their advantages, only offer a small optical path length, which is some-
times insufficient for sensitive gas sensing applications. Compact multipass cells (for
example the White cell and the Herriott cell which have extent < 10 cm × 10 cm)
are investigated, which provide ∼ 10 times longer optical pathlength than the single
reflective cell without enlarging the cell volume. It was determined that the White cell
has a spectral background comparable to a single-reflective cell, so the advantage of
longer optical pathlength can be fully exploited. The Herriott cell background is 10
times larger, attributable to the necessary laser light collimating lens placed before the
light enters the cell. Generally, the multipass cell requires precise alignment which is
likely to change in harsh environments, and which has extremely high sensitivity to
dirt and condensation. Furthermore, the sample volume of multipass cells is still high
(sub-liter range), which is unsuitable for applications like breath analysis.
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5 Optical gas cell

Fiber-based cells TDLS-based gas sensors using gas permeable fibers as both gas ’pipe’
and optical waveguide turned out to be very attractive, because fibers greatly extend
the optical path length compared to conventional single-reflective gas cells. Compared
to multi-pass cells, the sample volume is reduced by several orders of magnitude and the
alignment is greatly simplified. A single-mode fiber such as the photonic crystal fiber
would traditionally have been preferred for gas sensing since no spectral modal noise
theoretically exists. However, the fiber background turns out to have a fluctuation in
the order of 10−3, which was found to be caused by a beating of the fundamental mode
with additional weak core modes. The hollow capillary fiber is on the contrary highly
multi-mode, but surprisingly exhibits a 10 times lower spectral background compared
to the single-mode PCF. This is because the fringes with different FSR but similar
amplitude cancel out with each other. The farfield of the HGW is a speckle pattern
and it was found out that the spectral background is inversely-proportional to the
number of speckle points integrated by the photodiode. Therefore, a setup with a
large photodiode and with its distance to fiber end as short as possible, is insusceptible
to a high spectral background. The effective integrated number of speckle points is
even larger when mechanical vibration is applied to the fiber, resulting in a lower
spectral background of 10−5, which is comparable to a single-reflection cell. The gas
exchanging time for HGW can be in 100 ms range due to the relatively large diameter
of the fiber. A theoretical formula for the gas exchanging time (Eq. (5.15)) is also
provided.

Cell comparison In Tab. 5.1 different optical cells are compared for aspects of physical
properties. Even though small cell volume is desired, the cell volume is not the ultimate
factor that is of interest to the physics of the situation. ’Cross section’, or rather the
resolvable absorption coefficient αres,cell times cell volume V is more interesting. This
divided by the absorption cross section of a gas molecule gives the minimum number of
molecules that can be detected. In the literature, neither ’cross section’ of an optical cell
nor the minimum number of molecules that can be detected are investigated. Therefore,
two quality factors are defined and compared: first, the resolvable absorption coefficient
(unit: cm−1), marking the sensitivity achievable with the optical cell, and second
the ’cross section’ of the cell (unit: cm2), giving the minimum detectable number of
gas molecules inside the cell when divided by the absorption cross-section of the gas
molecule. In both aspects, HGW shows superior properties up to now. Compared
to conventional single/multi reflection cells, the resolvable absorption coefficient by
HGW is many orders of magnitude smaller, while the minimum resolvable number
of molecules is also several orders of magnitude smaller than for other cells. For CO
detection at 2.3 µm the minimum number of molecules detectable with a HGW based
cell is in the order of 1012, which corresponds to 40 pico-liter (34µm× 34µm× 34µm)
gas volume. Therefore, we determine that a highly multi-mode waveguide HGW in
combination with vibration is the best solution for sensitive gas sensing. Nevertheless,
the suspended-core PCF may have some potential for improvement - the high spectral
background may be lowered by improving the fiber design.
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

Signal processing is to extract the desired information e.g. gas concentration or gas
pressure from the measured spectrum. Several requirements for sensors underline the
need for an advanced signal processing: sensitive, fast (response time typically below
1 s), calibration-free and fail-save operation. Fail-save operation means the system and
laser parameters are monitored continuously during operation, which is conventionally
guaranteed by using a separate reference cell or reference etalon. Since a miniaturized
and low-cost sensor is to be developed within the scope of this work, no separate
reference etalon can be afforded. Instead, efficient signal processing methods have to
enable a low-complex and fail-save sensor concept. For this, VCSEL-based gas sensing
offers two advantageous aspects: less effect of the laser amplitude modulation on the
second-harmonic spectrum and a large current tuning range. The first aspect simplifies
the signal model for the measured WMS signal, while the second aspect offers a solution
for inherent monitoring of laser parameters. A schematic overview of the sensor system

LD PD
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wavelength scanning

(large signal, Hz range)

Lock-In

DC
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D
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Heuristic + Fit

(Ch. 6.2)
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(Ch. 6.3.2)
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Optical cell
(Ch. 5):

Signal processing (Ch. 6):

Laser diode
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I

c~

ĉ

ref

Fig. 6.1: Schematic overview of the sensor system. This chapter is describing the signal
processing with the focus on the three components marked in red.

is given in Fig. 6.1. This chapter deals mainly with the following questions:

How to extract the gas parameters from the measured spectrum and what is the signal
model for it (section 6.2)? For a moderate cost sensor, evaluation algorithm with
low-complexity are required because of the small computing capacity given by the
existing micro-controllers (e.g. processor Hitachi H8, clock frequency: 24 MHz, no
floating point support). However, there is usually a trade-off between the simpleness
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

and reliability of the sensor. The simplest variant of signal processing is detection of
the peak absorbance [97]. However, this method is only accurate if the spectral baseline
is known a priori or measured permanently with a separate reference cell, which adds
complexity to the sensor design. The second variant of signal processing is to use a
measured reference curve for fitting of the measured spectrum using linear curve fit.
The reference spectra can be measured once, in which case no separate reference cell
is necessary [98], or on-line with a separate reference cell containing a precisely known
gas concentration [99, 100]. In the first case, reference spectra at all occurring gas
pressures and temperatures have to be stored. In the latter case, the gas pressure and
temperature of the measured gas and the gas in the reference cell have to be regulated
to be exactly the same, which also adds enormous sensor complexity [5]. Curve fit with
an analytical model function is much more flexible and possibly more exact compared
to using a measured reference curve, which also contains noise. An analytical model
for recorded WMS harmonic signals was recently developed by Kluczynski [15], which
includes the effect of laser residual amplitude modulation (RAM) in the measured
spectra. This effect is especially strong for DFB lasers. The signal model for a second
harmonic spectrum measured with a VCSEL is much simpler than in the case of a
DFB laser, because a VCSEL has a lower amplitude modulation at the same frequency
modulation.

How to monitor the laser parameters e.g. wavelength with as low as possible sensor
complexity, so that calibration-free operation is obtained (section 6.2.2)? Laser wave-
length is an important parameter because the absorption strongly depends on wave-
length. For trace gas detection, the necessary laser current to match the laser emission
wavelength to the gas absorption line is unknown. For non-trace gas detection, the
laser wavelength can be identified from the absorption features in the measured spec-
trum. For the wavelength stabilization, a common method is to apply line-locking by

reference cell
with CO gas

LD

peak detector

measurement
cell

signal
processing

conc.

pressure

tracking
peak current

(a) line locking, target gas = reference gas: a sep-
arate reference path is used for the determination
of the laser current to scan the gas absorption
lines of interest.

optionally
filled with
reference
gas

LD

measurement
cell

signal
processing

conc.

pressure

tracking

laser parameterl

(b) line identification, target gas 6= ref-
erence gas: laser parameters are ex-
tracted from the measured spectrum.

Fig. 6.2: Schematic plot of line locking and the line identification concept introduced
in this dissertation.

using a separate reference path and peak detection (Fig. 6.2(a)). The laser current to
match the peak of absorption line is determined by this [100, 5]. But with this method
the absolute wavelength variation and the laser tuning coefficient remain unknown.
In cases when this is problematic, reference etalons are used [12, 101, 102]. However,
etalons alone do not allow for determination of the absolute wavelength (parameter
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λ0), only the wavelength shift during a spectral scan can be determined. Furthermore,
the reference etalon method and - for trace gas applications - the line locking method
require the use of a separate reference cell, beam splitters and a second photodetector.
When a cuvette with the target gas or an etalon is placed in the main absorption path,
reliable and calibration-free gas detection is no longer possible.

The disadvantages of line-locking and reference etalon can be overcome, when a
cuvette with a second absorbing gas is placed in the main absorption path and several
absorption lines of the second gas serve as wavelength markers (Fig. 6.2(b)). This allows
for determination of the absolute wavelength scale, including wavelength offset λ0,
linear and nonlinear tuning coefficients of the laser k and k2. Since the reference gas is
not the target gas, limited outdiffusion during the lifetime of the reference gas does not
affect the sensor baseline of the target gas. Due to their wide current tunablity, vertical-
cavity surface-emitting lasers are predestined for this application. The photodetector
housing can be used as a reference gas cell (section 7.3.3). The comparison between
this technique and conventional technique is given in Tab. 6.1.

Wavelength sta-
bilization princi-
ple

Need separate
optics?

Absolute wave-
length offset?

Absolute wave-
length variation

Line locking yes (reference
cell)

yes, known from
absorption line

No, spectral
width unknown

Reference etalon yes (etalon) no yes, known from
etalon thickness

This work: in-
line reference cell

no (reference
cell integrated in
main cell )

yes, known from
absorption line

yes, because sev-
eral lines used

Tab. 6.1: Summary of possible methods for wavelength stabilization or determination.

What is the theoretically lowest possible sensor noise (section 6.3)? The sensor noise
is given by the sensor system including laser diode, photodiode and the resulted signal
fluctuation that passes through the signal processing. This noise is inherent to system
components and caused by basic physical principles like the discrete electron charge
or thermal agitation. The generated noise is filtered by the curve-fit or other filters.
The effect of the curve-fit depends on the shape of the data, i.e. also the procedure
how data is recorded. In this chapter, the following two aspects are to be examined in
terms of optimal measurement procedure and signal processing:

� Sample ’which’ wavelength point ’how often’. Target is the optimal data record-
ing way so that the linear least square curve fitting gives the lowest noise in
terms of signal to noise ratio. At a given sensor bandwidth linear least squares
curve fitting is the best linear method to filter the measurement noise. It gives
the smallest variance on the fitted concentration values among all linear digital
filtering methods, e.g. lowpass/highpass or Wiener filtering [103, 104]. However,
the performance of curve fitting depends on the signal model for the measured
data, which in turn depends on the spectra data that are recorded. Hence, the
sensor performance can be improved, if the spectrum is recorded/’observed’ in
an optimal way. A special case of nonlinear scanning is applied in [105]. The
wavelength scanning jumps over the spectral range where no absorption line is
present and therefore optimizes scanning of two separate absorption lines. In this
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

chapter this approach is generalized and the optimum scanning method and cor-
responding signal to noise ratio (SNR) improvement is determined (section 6.3).

� What is the gain of applying time-variant/adaptive filter e.g. Kalman filtering
for laser spectroscopic application and how to adjust the filter bandwidth over
time properly? Conventionally, a time-invariant filter is used for filtering of resid-
ual noise on the concentration values e.g. lowpass/highpass or Wiener filtering
[103, 104]. However, these filters result in a high time constant if a concentra-
tion fluctuation occurs. Time-variant filters like Kalman filtering theoretically
overcome this disadvantage. For this the noise variances of all signals have to be
exactly known over time, which constitutes the practical difficulty of this method.
For laser spectroscopy application, Kalman filtering was applied in the literature
[106, 107, 108], but the noise variance determination was based on very unreal-
istic assumptions. This is a significant limitation, because the filtering is then
either too low or too high depending on the situation. In this work, a method is
developed to estimate the signal variances over time properly.

6.1 Signal model and curve fit

The signal model gives an approximate mathematical description of the signal to be
analyzed. It consists of the model function for deterministic signal components and in-
deterministic components like noise. The signal model has unknown parameters, some
of which are of interest and the noise is described with certain statistical properties. A
signal model is required for a curve fit, which is used to extract unknown parameters
from a measured signal. The signal to be analyzed consists of N samples yi. A typical
signal model looks like

yi = f(xi,u) + εi i = 1, . . . , N (6.1)

with f(x,u) being the model function, εi random variables modeling noise, u the
vector of unknown parameters and xi the independent and known variable, which is
swept during the measurement. The model function distinguishes between linear and
nonlinear model function. This distinction is important because the methods to solve
these models are significantly different.

6.1.1 Linear and nonlinear model function

A linear model function f takes the form [109]:

f(x,u) = u1 ψ1(x) + u2 ψ2(x) + ....+ uM ψM (x), (6.2)

x is the independent variable, and u = [u1, ..., uM ] is the unknown parameter vec-
tor. ψ1(x), ....,ψM (x) are component functions, which can be polynomials, sinusoidal,
logarithms, spectral components, etc... M is defined as the number of parameters in
parameter vector. In our model, the variable x is laser current I, but generally can
be also laser temperature. Data of N samples is available. λ is not chosen as x vari-
able, because the relationship between laser current and emitting wavelength is not
exactly known. The relationship should be considered in the model. u contains gas
concentration, pressure, wavelength offset, etc... . For example:

f(x,u) = u1 x+ u2x
2 + ....+ uM log x, (6.3)
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6.1 Signal model and curve fit

is a linear model with ψ1(x) = x, ψ2(x) = x2 and ψM (x) = log x. In contrary,

f(x,u) = u1 x+ u2e
xu3 (6.4)

is a nonlinear model because its relationship to parameter u3 is nonlinear. The task
of a least squares curve fit is to find the parameter solutions û, defined by:

û = û(y) = argmin
u
||y − f(x,u)||2. (6.5)

The ansatz is equivalent to σ(û) → min for a linear model [110]. A linear model for
measurement data y can be written as:

y = Ψ u + ε, (6.6)

with Ψ being the observation matrix:

Ψ =

ψ1(x1) · · · ψM (x1)
...

...
ψ1(xN ) · · · ψM (xN )

 (6.7)

The optimum solution for the parameter vector û is given by [111]:

û = (ΨTΨ)−1ΨTy (6.8)

Furthermore, the noise variance of the estimated parameter is derived from Eq. (6.8)
as [111]:

cov(û) = (ΨTΨ)−1cov(y) (6.9)

with the variance of the i-th estimated parameter ui given by:

σ2(ûi) = cov(û)ii (6.10)

σ2 stands for variance and σ stands for standard deviation. cov(û) is the covariance
matrix of the vector u.

In case of a nonlinear model, closed form expression exist neither for û like Eq. (6.8),
nor for the noise variance on the estimated parameters like Eq. (6.9). However, the non-
linear model can be linearized at good approximate values of the solution parameters.
If the vector u symbolizes a set of good approximate values, then

y1 − f(x1,u)
y2 − f(x2,u)

...
yN − f(xN ,u)

 =


∂f(x1,u)
∂u1

· · · ∂f(x1,u)
∂uM

...
...

∂f(xN ,u)
∂u1

· · · ∂f(xN ,u)
∂uM


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Jacobian


u1 − u1

u2 − u2

...
uM − uM

 (6.11)

is a linear equation in u1, ..., uM , that is to be solved in a least squares sense. The
Jacobian matrix is the derivative of the model function f(x,u), with respect to u. The
linearization will be only useful if good approximate values for the parameters i.e. u
exist. This is at least the case for the nonlinear parameters i.e. the parameters the
Jacobian matrix depends on.

If linearization can not be carried out, traditional nonlinear curvefit methods like
the Gauss - Newton or Marquardt - Levenberg method for local minimum search [112]
or statistical methods like genetic algorithm [113] for global minimum search, have to
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

be applied. These methods operate iteratively and provide a numerical solution to the
problem of minimizing the error function Eq. (6.5). The solution of nonlinear curve fit
for local minimum i.e. Marquardt Levenberg algorithm may not converge or converge
to a local minimum if the initial values are too far away from the solution. For the type
of problem here, the computing complexity with statistic algorithms is typically higher
than for local minimum search methods. According to the investigations in this work,
using genetic algorithm, 20 population, 5 generation are needed for fitting data to a
single line model (see section 6.2) with the same precision as local minimum search.
It corresponds to 100N times evaluation of model function, which is unsuitable for
microcontroller programming. For comparison, local minimum search with numerical
approximation of Jacobian matrix corresponds to 24 N evaluations of model function
and with analytical calculation of the Jacobian matrix corresponds to 4 N evaluations
of model function (assuming 4 iterations). With a linear curve fit, only N evaluations
are needed.

Therefore, it is advantageous to find a method to eliminate the nonlinear parameters:
if these are estimated separately with heuristic methods, a linear curve fit can be
utilized for a nonlinear model. In this case, the set of good approximate values can be
used to linearize the nonlinear model or can be used as initial values for nonlinear curve
fit, which then needs less iterations and has improved convergence. Alternatively, the
linear curve fit is applied directly and the nonlinear parameters are replaced by the
good approximate value. Thus heuristic methods with subsequent curve fit may achieve
the same exactness like a standard curve fit, but with less iteration or no iteration at
all, and it is more likely to find the global minimum. These methods are introduced in
section 6.2. A comparison between linear and nonlinear curvefit is given in Tab. 6.2.

linear least
squares (LLS)

nonlinear least
square

Implementation scalar product iterative numeri-
cal minimization

Convergence of algorithm yes uncertain
Computing speed fast low
Closed expression for solution yes (Eq. (6.8)) no
Closed expression for noise vari-
ance

yes (Eq. (6.9)) no

Tab. 6.2: Summary of the main difference between the linear and nonlinear curve
fitting.

6.1.2 Signal model for wavelength modulation spectroscopy based
system

In this work, no measured reference spectra are used for curve fitting, but an analytical
signal model. This is easier adapted to other gases by simply replacing the spectral
data available from databases like HITRAN. In addition to this flexibility, pressure
and temperature influences are also easily modeled. The signal model for wavelength
modulation spectroscopy utilizing VCSEL is developed here. It is an analytical ex-
pression considering the influence of laser nonlinear P -I-characteristic, using a theory
developed by Hangauer [114]. The models for gas and laser behavior are given at first
and then combined for the WMS measured signal. These are schematically displayed
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6.1 Signal model and curve fit

in Fig. 6.3, Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5, respectively. The noise on the WMS signal is modeled
as well.

Laser behavior

In WMS the current of the laser diode IL is sinusoidally modulated around a bias
current I with a modulation frequency fm and a current modulation amplitude Ia.
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Fig. 6.3: Laser behavior: the sinusoidally modulated injection current IL(t) causes laser
amplitude modulation (AM) PL(t) and frequency modulation (FM) λL(t).

IL(t) = I + Ia cos(2πfmt) (6.12)

The current causes a wavelength variation of λL(t):

λL(t) = λ+ λa cos(2πfmt+ φ), (6.13)

where λa = λa(I, fm) is the modulation amplitude in wavelength and φ = φ(fm)
the phase shift between wavelength and current variation. It was shown in [49] that
the current-to-wavelength tuning behavior of VCSELs can be described with a second
order polynomial. This is because the internal laser temperature, which is linear to
emitted wavelength, increases quadratically with the laser current.

λ(I) = k2 I
2 + k I + λ0 (6.14)

k2 is the nonlinear coefficient, k is the linear coefficient for laser tuning behavior, λ0 is
the wavelength offset. For small current variations around a bias point, the differential
current to wavelength tuning behavior is linear (see section 4.2.2):

λa = Ia
dλ

dI
H(fm) = Ia (2 k2 I + k) H(fm) (6.15)

H(fm) is the FM response and has a low pass behavior, with the 3 dB cutoff fre-
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

quency in the range of 10 to 100 kHz for VCSELs (section 4.2) [46, 41, 42]. λa increases
with bias current I because k2 is usually positive, and drops with increasing tuning
frequency fm. The laser amplitude modulation PL(t) is modeled as following:

PL(t) = P0 + |P1| cos(2π fm t+ ∠P1) + |P2| cos(4π fm t+ ∠P2) + . . . (6.16)

with the complex harmonic coefficients Pn. The nonlinearity of the laser P -I-character-
istic causes the nonzero higher harmonics P2, P3, . . ., which are responsible for the laser
induced offset and slope on the measured harmonic spectra.

Gas behavior

The gas transmission Tgas = Tgas(λ, c, p, T ) is described by Beer-Lambert law Eq. (3.8)
as shown in section 3.1.2. c, p, T are the gas concentration, pressure and temperature,
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Fig. 6.4: Gas behavior: the Lorentzian shaped gas absorptions are described with line
width γL, peak line absorbance αc c l and line center wavelength λc

respectively. At ambient pressure and temperature, the absorption line is Lorentzian-
shaped as shown in section 3.1.3. For unsaturated Lorentzian shaped lines, gas trans-
mission Tgas can be written as:

Tgas(λ, c, p, T ) = 1−
∑
j

αc,j(T ) c l

1 +
(

λ−λc,j

γL,j(p,T )

)2
(6.17)

with l is the interaction length between gas and light, αc,j the peak absorption coef-
ficient (unit: (ppm m)−1) Eq. (3.11), λc,j the absorption line center (unit: µm) and
γL,j the HWHM of the j-th absorption line (Fig. 6.4). The latter is temperature and
pressure dependent (see Eq. (3.20)), i.e.

γL(p, T ) = p γair

(
T

296K

)ζ
(6.18)

The remaining coefficients γair, ζj , λc,j and Sj(296K), EL,j , Q(T ) for the peak absorp-
tion coefficient are taken from HITRAN [10]. According to Eq. (3.20) and Eq. (3.23),
we have:

γL(T )

γL(296K)
=

(
T

296K

)ζ
, (6.19)
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6.1 Signal model and curve fit

with absorption line dependent ζ in the range of 0.5...1, and

αc(T )

αc(296K)
=

296K

T

Q(296K)

Q(T )

exp
(
− EL
kB T

)
exp

(
− EL
kB 296K

) (296K

T

)ζ
. (6.20)

Q(T ) is the total internal partition sum [10], EL is the lower state energy of the
transition corresponding to the absorption line. Both are gas molecule parameters. kB
is the Boltzmann constant.

WMS signal

The intensity arriving at the photodetector creates the photodetector current DL(t)
(unit: A), which is given as the product of gas transmission signal T (λL(t), c, p, T ), the
laser intensity modulation signal PL(t) and the responsivity r of the detector (unit:
W/A) (Fig. 6.5). Since the tuning range of the lasers is very narrowband compared
to the sensitivity range of the detector, the responsivity is assumed to be wavelength
independent.
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Fig. 6.5: Model for the demodulation with a Lock-in amplifier used in WMS.

DL(t) =
1

r
T (λL(t), c, p, T )PL(t) (6.21)

The total transmission T (λ, c, p, T ) is given by gas transmission Tgas(λ, c, p, T ) super-
imposed with cell background Abg,cell(λ) and attenuated with cell transmission T0,cell

(Eq. (5.2)).

The detector signal is not sinusoidal because the gas transmission is nonlinear and
has many harmonic components. These harmonic components Dn(I,u) are determined
via Lock-In amplifier/Fourier analysis.

Dn(I,u) =
εn

2π

∫ π

−π
DL (θ/2πfm) e−jnθdθ (6.22)

=
εn

2π

1

r

∫ π

−π
T (λL (θ/2πfm) , c, p, T )PL (θ/2πfm) e−jnθdθ (6.23)

with θ = 2πfmt. εn equals to one for n = 0 and equals to two for n > 0. The
Fourier coefficients of the gas transmission Tgas(λL(t), c, p, T ) and laser power intensity
function PL(t) are denoted as harmonic spectra Hn,gas and Pn:

Pn(I) =
εn

2π

∫ π

−π
PL (θ/2πfm) e−j n θdθ (6.24)

Hn,gas(I,u) =
εn

2π

∫ π

−π
Tgas (λL (θ/2πfm) , c, p, T ) e−j n θdθ (6.25)
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

According to Hangauer [114] and Kluczynski [52], the normalized harmonic signal
Dn (Fourier coefficient of photodetector current DL(t)) is approximately composed of
the influence of gas transmission Hn and influence of laser Pn. Hn contains the wanted
information. Pn and T0,cell give unwanted influence and are removed by normalization
with detector DC signal D0 in this work:

Dn(I,u)

D0(I,u)
≈
Hn,gas(I,u)

H0,gas(I,u)
+
Pn(I)

P0(I)
(6.26)

Here the additive optical cell background Abg,cell(λ) is neglected. As described in
Chap. 5, it has a random structure, but is rather time-invariant compared to white
noise. Due to the complicated and random structure no deterministic model for the cell
background can be given. Therefore, the cell background is required to be very small,
i.e. 10−5 in absorbance, so that the usual sensor resolution can be obtained. However,
it could be modeled with a polynomial, if the interference has a large frequency spectral
range, or, alternatively, by white noise if vibration is applied to the cell, which makes
the spectral background random with respect to time, i.e., ’noise like’. Furthermore,
for small absorbance H0,gas is approximately 1.

Empirically it was found that Pn/P0 can be approximated by superposition of poly-
nomials, i.e. offset, slope, ...:

Pn(I)

P0(I)
=

nPI−n∑
k=0

bk I
k (6.27)

nPI is the order of the polynomial of the laser P -I-characteristic. It is found out
in our experiments that nPI = 3 is sufficient for the sensors realized in this work.
The higher harmonic signals (i.e. Dn with n > 3) have therefore no influence from the
laser amplitude modulation and Dn/D0 directly represents the harmonic gas spectrum
Hn,gas.

For unsaturated Lorentzian profile, Hn,gas has a closed analytical expression based
on Arndt’s formula Sn(x,m) as given in Eq. (3.2.2) in section 3.2.2. The appropriate
normalized wavelength x and modulation amplitude m for a single line read

x =
λ− λc
γL(p, T )

=
k2 · I2 + k · I + λ0 − λc

p γair(T/296K)ζ
(6.28)

m =
λa

γL(p, T )
=
Ia (2 k2 I + k) H(fm)

p γair(T/296K)ζ
(6.29)

Using harmonic detection with n > 0, the signal model for measurement data y is
therefore:

f(I,u) =
Dn(I,u)

D0(I,u)
= c l

∑
j

αc,j(T ) Sn(xj ,mj) +

nPI−n∑
k=0

bkI
k (6.30)

with xj and mj being the normalized wavelength and normalized modulation am-
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6.1 Signal model and curve fit

plitude for jth line (see Eq. (6.14) and Eq. (6.18)):

xj =
k2 I2 + k I + λ0 − λc,j
p γair,j (T/296K)ζj

mj =
Ia (2 k2 I + k)H(fm)

p γair,j (T/296K)ζj

(6.31)

For second harmonic detection, i.e. n = 2, the parameter vector is u = [c, p, T, k2,
k, λ0, H(fm), b0, b1]. b0 and b1 are linear parameters of the model and the rest are
nonlinear parameters. Here only one gas is considered, whereas the number of gas
absorption lines is unlimited. j is the index of the absorption line being considered in
the spectrum.

In summary, we have an closed analytical model for WMS second-harmonic signal
including the residual amplitude modulation influence from the laser. The latter simply
modeled as slope and offset on the second harmonic spectrum.

Noise model

The signal model for the measured data vector y is given as the sum of model function
f(I,u) with noise vector ε:

yi = f(Ii,u) + εi i = 1, . . . , N (6.32)

cov(ε) = cov(y) = RN SyyI E(ε) = 0, (6.33)

I is the identity matrix and E stands for expectation value. ε is a vector of uncorrelated
white noise [110]. This is because thermal noise and shot noise are white noise, and the
1/f noise component of the pre-amplifier and laser noise is suppressed by the modulation
spectroscopy. cov(y) can be expressed by the product of noise power density Syy on
measured data y and the noise bandwidth RN . N is the number of sampling points
per spectrum (unit: 1) and R is the concentration or spectrum measurement rate. Syy
(unit: 1/Hz) is a function of detector DC current D0 [115] (see Fig. 6.6):

Syy(D0) = RIN +
2 (D0 + Idark) e

D2
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

PD shot noise

+
4 kB TPA

Rv D2
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

thermal noise

(6.34)

RIN is the laser relative intensity noise (typically 10−12, . . . , 10−14 Hz−1); Idark is
the dark current of the photodetector; Rv is the transimpedance gain of the pre-
amplifier; kB is Boltzmann constant and TPA is the temperature of the pre-amplifier.
An example is given in Fig. 6.6, where the noise components and the total noise are
plotted in a doubly logarithmic scale. It is evident, that in this typical case well above
3 µA photocurrent, the laser noise is dominating and the noise level Syy stays constant.

6.1.3 Linear form of the signal model and its closed form solution

The signal model Eq. (6.30) can be considered as a linear model if nonlinear parameters
e.g. λ0, k, k2 and H(fm) are known. This is important because the linear curve-fit
has significant advantages over the nonlinear curve-fit as summarized in Tab. 6.2 in
section 6.1.1. In this case, the measurement vector y is expressed with the following
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model: 
y1

y2

...
yN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

=


ψ1(I1) 1 I1
ψ1(I2) 1 I2

...
...

...
ψ1(IN ) 1 IN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ψ

·

c · αc · lb0
b1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

+

 ε1
.
..
εN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ε

(6.35)

Ψ is the observation matrix with each column representing the components ψi forming
the measured spectrum:

ψ1(Ii) =
1

αc

∑
j

αc,j(T )Sn(xj ,mj) (6.36)

ψ2(Ii) = 1 (6.37)

ψ3(Ii) = Ii (6.38)

αc is defined as the peak absorption coefficient in the measured spectrum and b0 and b1
are the slope and offset in the background given by laser AM (Eq. (6.30)). Sn(xj ,mj)
is the Arndt formula with xj = xj(Ii, p, T ) and mj = mj(Ii, p, T ) being the normalized
wavelength and normalized modulation amplitude for the j-th absorption line given in
Eq. (6.28) and Eq. (6.29).

The first parameter is u1 = c αc l, so ĉ has the closed solution according to Eq. (6.8):

ĉ =
1

αc l

(
(ΨTΨ)−1ΨT

)
1

y (6.39)

which is simply a scalarproduct. While
(
(ΨTΨ)−1ΨT

)
1

denotes the first row of

(ΨTΨ)−1ΨT . The scalar product is simple and efficient, only products and sums are
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6.2 Heuristic parameter estimation

to be calculated. This is suitable for programming in microcontroller. According to
Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10), the variance of ĉ then takes the form:

σ(ĉ) =
1

αc l

√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 N · Syy ·R

= σ0

√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 N

(6.40)

with σ0 being the smallest concentration noise that can be obtained:

σ0 =

√
Syy R

αc l
(6.41)

and (ΨTΨ)−1
11 is the left top element of the inverse matrix of ΨTΨ. Note that√

(ΨTΨ)−1
11 N is a factor depending on the shape of the observed spectra. It is also

denoted as ’observation factor’ in this work. Smaller values are better and indicate
that the observed spectrum has a high information content of the gas concentration.
The ’observation factor’ has a minimum value of 1 when only the peak value of the
absorption line is sampled. Since (ΨTΨ)−1

11 is asymptotically inversely proportional
to N , the whole factor achieves a steady value for N → ∞, which also represents the
continuous situation without sampling.

As given by Eq. (6.34), Syy depends on the laser and detector parameters and the
DC photocurrent: the lower the noise induced by laser and detector, the better the
sensing sensitivity. αc and l are gas parameters depending on the gas absorption line
to be detected. Probing a strong absorption line and/or increasing optical pathlength,
the sensor sensitivity improves. If the measurement rate R is higher, the sensor noise
also increases. σ0 represents the smallest standard deviation of noise on measured con-
centration that can be achieved when sensor system, measurement rate and absorption
line to be detected is fixed. The observation matrix Ψ can be optimized by adjusting
the way of recording of the spectral data. By scanning the wavelength nonlinearly or
modifying the WMS modulation index m or varying the scanned wavelength range,
the spectral components ψi change, which results in the variation of the ’observation
factor’ and possibly lower values of σ(ĉ). This concept is introduced in section 6.3.

The analytical closed expression of σ(ĉ) enables the systematical minimization of
the sensor noise and is also advantageous for using time-variant filtering e.g. Kalman
filtering (section 6.4), because the time-variant filter coefficients depend on the noise
variance, which is also time-variant. However, in order to apply the theories introduced
in this section, a linear model is required. For a nonlinear model, the nonlinear param-
eters would have to be known. The estimation of nonlinear parameters is a challenging
task, which is introduced in the following section with two cases discussed: isolated
and multi-line model.

6.2 Heuristic parameter estimation

In Tab. 6.2, a comparison between linear and nonlinear least squares curve fit was
given. The signal model for the sensor system is a nonlinear signal model contain-
ing the nonlinear parameters e.g. gas temperature, gas pressure, spectral wavelength
offset, etc... . Although the gas concentration - the parameter of interest - has lin-
ear influence in the model, other nonlinear parameters have to be exactly determined
for the determination of gas concentration. Furthermore, nonlinear parameters like
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

pressure or laser tuning coefficients can also be of interest. An additional pressure sen-
sor would increase the sensor cost, and monitoring of laser tuning parameter enables
calibration-free operation. Therefore, we estimated the nonlinear parameters using
heuristic methods and combine it with linear curve fit for gas concentration estimation
or employ a nonlinear fit which needs then only one to two iterations.

Most parts of this section was published within the frame of this work in [116, 68].

6.2.1 Isolated line model: heuristic parameter determination

For an isolated single line, the signal model (Eq. (6.30)) is simplified to a single gas
absorption line, i.e. jmax = 1, background polynomial of zeroth order, i.e. b1 = 0
and only linear tuning (k2 = 0). Because of the small tuning range, the background
is modeled with an offset b0 only and higher order terms like a slope b1 are omitted,
which is however not a limitation and can be extended. Also, the nonlinear laser tuning
coefficient k2 is eliminated because of the small wavelength range that is scanned (less
than 1 nm):

y = αc(T ) c l Sn(x,m) + b0 + ε (6.42)

where Arndt’s formula Sn(x,m) is given in Eq. (3.2.2), with the normalized wavelength
x and normalized modulation amplitude m:

x =
k

γL
(I − Iofs) Iofs =

λc − λ0

k
(6.43)

m =
λa

γL
=

k

γL
IaH(fm) γL = p γair(T/296K)ζ (6.44)

The variation of line width γL has the same effect as the changing of the linear

Fig. 6.7: Schematical description for measurement signal and its parameters m
(Eq. (6.44)), Iofs and b0. The scaling parameter between y and S2(x,m) is the
peak absorbance αc c l .

tuning coefficient k. Therefore, it is expected that only the the ratio of k to γL can
be estimated, i.e. normalized tuning coefficient. The same argument holds also for
the normalized wavelength offset λc−λ0

k
. Without the knowledge of αc, c can not be

determined and without the knowledge of γair(T/296K)ζ , the pressure p can not be
determined. For known normalized tuning coefficient k

γL
, the estimation of H(fm) is
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6.2 Heuristic parameter estimation

equivalent to the estimation of m, because Ia is known. c, p and T cannot be estimated
at the same time with a single line model. Both c and T scale the linestrength and
both p and T influence γL. Usually, the gas temperature is easily measured with
a separate sensor, so this is not really a limitation. The unknown parameters are
u = [αc c l, k/γL, Iofs, H(fm), b0]. They are explained in Tab. 6.3 and schematically
shown in Fig. 6.7.

Model Pa-
rameter

Definition and explana-
tions

Spectrum characteristic
values applied for initial
value determination

Iofs current offset (unit: mA) the position of max/mins
b0 y offset (unit: absorbance) mean value of the whole spec-

trum
m or equiva-
lently H(fm)

m: normalized modulation
amplitude, H(fm): FM re-
sponse at modulation fre-
quency fm

max to min ratio R

k
γL

normalized laser tuning coeffi-
cient

max to min ratio R and dis-
tance between zero crossings
Iz

αc c l gas absorbance at center wave-
length (unit: 1)

maximum value

Tab. 6.3: The linear/nonlinear parameters of the model as well as the methods to
determine their initial values.

Besides baseline offset b0, the other parameters are nonlinear to the signal model.
Now a heuristic method is developed to get good approximation/start values for the
parameters. The procedure is shown in Fig. 6.8, and explained in the following steps
as well as in Tab. 6.3.

� Step 1: the maximum and the adjacent two minima of the measured data are
determined. The average of the minima positions as well as the position of the
maximum give the current offset Îofs (Fig. 6.8(a)).

� Step 2: the spectrum is averaged in a symmetrical manner around the maximum
to determine y-offset b̂0, because the second harmonic spectrum theoretically has
a mean of zero (Fig. 6.8(b)) according to Hangauer [16].

� Step 3: once the y-offset b0 is known, the maximum-to-minimum ratio R can
be computed and m̂ is obtained by applying the m(R) relationship numeri-
cally determined from the Arndt formula (shown in Fig. 6.8(c)). R is defined
as R(m) := max(S2(x,m))/-min(S2(x,m)).

� Step 4: the initial value of the normalized laser tuning coefficient k/γL is deter-
mined by the distance between the two zero crossings. For this, the difference
between zeros in current Iz and its theoretical value xz is divided, which gives

k̂/γL = xz(R)/Iz . The xz(R) relationship is numerically determined from the
Arndt formula. Iz is determined from the measured spectrum (see Fig. 6.8(d)).

� Step 5: the initial value of αc l c is determined by using maximum point of the
measured spectrum divided by S2(0,m).
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters
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Fig. 6.8: The procedure of pre-calculation: different steps to determine the initial values
for different parameters
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6.2 Heuristic parameter estimation

If the slope b1 is included in the model, it can be also easily determined by inter-
polating the two minima. The pre-calculation gives good start values for linearization
of the nonlinear model, so that linear curve fits can be carried out. Alternatively, the
nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt curve fit routine is carried out iteratively, with the Ja-
cobian matrix Eq. (6.11) containing the derivatives of the model function with respect
to estimated parameter set in the last iteration [117]. To save computing time and ca-
pacity in the microcontroller, the Jacobian matrix is programmed analytically instead
of estimating it numerically. The operating time is at least two times less compared to
numerical estimation of the Jacobian matrix.

In this algorithm, gas temperature is assumed to be known and the temperature
correction is applied after the curve fit. m is inversely proportional to gas pressure p
with proportionality factor λa

γair
and has a temperature correction term Eq. (6.19).

p̂ =
1

m̂

λa

γair

(
296K

T

)ζ
(6.45)

For pressure, λa
γair

and ζ are calibration parameters. The same holds for concentra-

tion, which is obtained by dividing the parameter û1 by αc l and corrected with the
temperature correction term Eq. (6.20):

ĉ =
û1

αc(296K) l

αc(296K)

αc(T )
(6.46)

6.2.2 Multi-line model: heuristic pattern recognition

When the scanned spectrum is consisting of multi-absorption lines, the absorption fea-
tures can be used for determination of the absolute wavelength scale including nonlinear
laser tuning coefficient k2.

In the spectrum scan, at least three gas absorption lines (either reference gas and/or
target gas) are used to determine the linear/nonlinear current to wavelength tuning
coefficient k, k2 and wavelength offset λ0 from Eq. (6.14). It is advantageous to use
an integrated reference cell as shown in Fig. 6.2(b) so that always gas absorption lines
are present in the scanned spectrum. An example for wavelength scale identification
at 2.3 µm using methane as reference gas is shown in Fig. 6.9. A variation of the coef-
ficients (λ0, k, k2) is caused by the laser aging, heat sink (Ts) or ambient temperature
(Tamb) changes, i.e. λ0 = λ0(Tamb, Ts, t). Although the laser heat sink temperature
(Ts) is controlled by the TEC to be a constant with a precision of 10 mK, there is still
an influence of the air temperature (Tamb) on the laser chip, because the temperature
sensor, which gives a feedback to the TEC, measures the laser chip temperature not
directly, but the submount temperature next to the laser chip as shown in Fig. 3.9.

The pattern recognition method for extraction of the wavelength information from a
broad second harmonic spectrum (several nm) is briefly outlined here for CO detection
at 2.3 µm with CH4 as reference gas. A detailed description of the developed wave-
length identification from the complex spectrum fingerprint was published in [118].
The following steps are taken:

� Estimation of the spectral baseline of the spectrum: Symmetric averaging around
each line i.e. red marked area in Fig. 6.9 is used to determine the local baseline
offset. This uses the fact that the second harmonic spectrum always has a mean
value of zero regardless of the physical line shape (see section 6.2). Then spectral
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Fig. 6.9: Wide scan (duration: 640 ms, N = 512 samples): measured second harmonic
spectrum of CO and CH4 absorption lines at 2.365 µm. The wavelength scale is
evaluated by the known wavelength positions of the two strong methane lines (1),
(5) and either (3) or (4), depending on which is larger. The resulting wavelength
is shown in Fig. 6.10(a) and Fig. 6.10(b)

baseline in the whole scan range is interpolated with a polynomial using the five
average values for local areas.

� Determination of the nonlinear current to wavelength tuning behavior λ(I): apply
a threshold in the measured spectrum (dotted line in Fig. 6.9). Detect the peak
values above the threshold. The maxima (’crosses’ in Fig. 6.9) are assigned to
CO line or methane line peak and the position in current are determined. Then
a second order polynomial fit with the found maxima positions in current and
the theoretically known center wavelengths of the absorption lines is done to
interpolate the parameters λ0, k and k2. The measured results are shown in
Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11.

� Determination of the bias-current dependent modulation amplitude: the value λa
(Eq. (6.15)) increases with bias current I as shown in Fig. 6.10(b) and typically
decreases with modulation frequency fm. dλ/dI can be derived from the known
relationship between λ and current I (Fig. 6.10(b)). H(fm) can not assumed
to be one, especially if the modulation frequency fm is above or near the 3 dB
cutoff frequency of the thermal tuning. For VCSELs the relevant cutoff frequency
is several kHz to 100 kHz. fm is set to 6 kHz, in which case, we determine λa
additionally from the distance between the zero crossings (’Diamonds’ in Fig. 6.9)
of the measured second harmonic spectrum λz . This is similar as for the single
line model except that the absolute wavelength scale is known. By comparing
these values and the value given by Eq. (6.15), H(fm) can be calculated. When
calculating the reference spectra for the linear curve fit, λa is interpolated from
Fig. 6.10(b) and scaled with H(fm).

Practically, the presented method is used periodically (every few seconds) to recal-
ibrate the wavelength scale, whereas the actual concentration measurement is done
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Fig. 6.10: The static laser tuning behavior determined from the absorption features in
the ’wide scan’ Fig. 6.9
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Fig. 6.11: Experimentally determined wavelength offset λ0, k and k2 in variation of
time for an 2.3 µm InP-based laser. A 40 pm wavelength shift in about half an
hour is observed. It corresponds to the HWHM of the absorption line of CO at
2.3 µm.
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

with narrow spectral scans that only cover the absorption line of the gas of interest.
In Fig. 6.11 the measured variation of λ0, k and k2 using the heuristic pattern recog-
nition from Fig. 6.9 in half a hour is shown. Laser emission wavelength drift λ0 is
detected with precision < 0.01 nm, which is sufficient for spectral curve fitting. The
wavelength drift is due to slight ambient temperature changes that influence the laser
chip temperature. No short-term drift is observed for linear and quadratic coefficients.
(Might be observable at timescales > 1 year, when laser aging happens). This method
is universal and is also used at other wavelengths, e.g. for CO2 and H2O detection at
2.004 µm. This was published in [119].

With this method, the absolute wavelength offset, the absolute linear/nonlinear
wavelength tuning coefficient can be determined without using an extern reference
cell. Furthermore, the dependency on bias-current of modulation amplitude λa is also
determined, which enables an advantageous linear curve fit, as only the linear param-
eters c, b0 and b1 remain.

6.2.3 Comparison of signal evaluation for the multi-line and the
single-line model

parameter single-line multi-line
laser wave-
length offset

relative value: (λ0 − λc)/γL,
determined by peak position
in spectrum

absolute value: λ0, deter-
mined by line identification

laser wave-
length tuning
coeff.

relative value: k
γL

, nonlin-

ear tuning k2 neglected, de-
termined by distance of zero
crossings

absolute values: k (linear),
k2 (nonlinear), determined by
line identification

laser FM re-
sponse H(fm)

estimated with max-to-min
ratio R

estimated with R or better λz

modulation
amplitude

relative value m = λa
γL

, deter-

mined by R

absolute value λa, determined
by λz

background
caused by laser
AM

only offset b0 is estimated, de-
termined by averaging whole
spectrum

offset b0 and slope b1, de-
termined by averaging around
each line and interpolation

Tab. 6.4: Comparison between the parameters of single-line and multi-line model.

Here a comparison between the isolated line model and the multi-line model is given
(see Tab. 6.4). The isolated line model is applied when the laser tuning range is small or
tuning in the spectral range where only single isolated line exist e.g. methane molecule
at 1.6 µm or oxygen at 763 nm. In other cases, the multi-line model is applied. For
the isolated-line model, estimation of relative parameters is sufficient for the curve fit,
neither absolute wavelength scale, nor absolute wavelength difference between two mea-
surement points is needed for concentration determination. Furthermore, in the single
line model a curve fit is carried out without knowledge of any molecule parameters
and is thus universal to all gases if once calibration with one known gas concentration
is performed. Molecule parameters enter the computation only as a calibration factor
after the curve fit. The same is true for the temperature correction which is applied
to the determined parameter values after the curve fit, with either a theoretical or a
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6.3 Optimum spectral sampling

measured correction. For the multi-line model, absolute wavelength scale information
including nonlinear tuning parameters are determined periodically, which are used for
system monitoring to achieve fail-save operation.

6.3 Optimum spectral sampling

Now the question arises - how to achieve the highest possible sensing sensitivity? This
investigation was published in the frame of this work in [120].

According to Eq. (6.40), the analytical expression for the noise variance for a linear
curve-fit is:

σ(ĉ) = σ0

√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 N (6.47)

σ(ĉ) can be minimized by changing the observation matrix Ψ, which is varied by
optimizing the sampled wavelength points λ1, . . . , λN .

Usually the laser wavelength/laser current is linearly ramped with respect to time to
scan the absorption, so a linear wavelength scanning function 1 as shown in Fig. 6.12(a)
is used, i.e.:

λi = λc + ∆λ (i−N/2) i = 1, . . . , N (6.48)

The recorded spectrum waveform 2 is equal to gas absorption spectrum. An example
is shown in Fig. 6.12 (b) for direct spectroscopy [121], and (c) for WMS second harmonic
[14], respectively. After each spectral scan, a curve fit is applied to determine the gas
concentration, which is then an output value of the sensor.

However, with linear laser wavelength scanning the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on
the estimated gas concentration σ(ĉ) may not be optimal. Basically, if a single line
is probed, the gas absorption at center wavelength carries the highest information
content of the gas concentration and thus should be sampled more often than the other
spectral ranges. This requires nonlinear wavelength sampling. An example is shown
in Fig. 6.12 (d), the resulting spectrum waveform is shown in Fig. 6.12 (e) and (f) for
direct spectroscopy and WMS, which are more flat at the center wavelength, because
more time is spent to sample the center wavelength. An interesting approach was
described in [105], which can also be considered as nonlinear scanning. The wavelength
scanning jumps over the spectral range where no absorption line is present and therefore
optimizes scanning of two separate absorption lines. In the following this approach is
generalized and the optimum scanning method and corresponding signal to noise ratio
(SNR) improvement is determined.

Here only the white noise contribution of sensor noise is considered, which is the
dominating noise source for sensors whose averaging time is well below minimum of
the Allan plot. The aim here is to analyze the optimum case, i.e. to determine
the upper limit of improvement that is possible to achieve by nonlinear scanning.
This method may reduce the optimum averaging time (minimum of the Allan plot),
because the white noise suppression is improved. For white noise limited systems (high
measurement rate) the concentration resolution is enhanced. The nonlinear scanning
method thus either improves sensor response time (for drift or 1/f noise limited systems)
or concentration resolution (for white noise limited systems).

1The wavelength scanning function is the function describing the laser emission wavelength over
time. The wavelength scanning function is applied to scan the gas absorption spectrum.

2The spectrum waveform is the signal obtained by scanning the gas absorption spectrum over time
with a given wavelength scanning function.
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters
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Fig. 6.12: Schematic illustration of the wavelength scanning: conventional (linear) (a)
and optimized (nonlinear) (d). The resulting spectrum waveform is shown for
direct spectroscopy in (b) for linear scanning and (e) for nonlinear scanning as
well as for WMS (second harmonic detection) in (c) and (f).

At first, a simple example is given demonstrating the influence of scan width on the
concentration noise. Here, the experiments agree very well with the theory. After that,
three different signal models are examined and optimal solutions for optimal scanning
waveform are given.

6.3.1 Optimum linear scanning width

A very simple example of this optimum scanning method can be utilized to find out
the optimum scanning width of the spectrum in terms of low sensor noise.

For different scanning width, i.e. λN−λ1, the ψ vectors are different. The normalized

standard deviation σ(ĉ)/σ0 =
√

(ΨTΨ)−1
11 N , i.e. the observation factor versus the

width of the narrow scan is shown in Fig. 6.13. The signal model used here is a linear
model consisting of four components: target gas spectrum, interfering gas spectrum,
slope and offset. 3

Theory and experiment agree that optimal sampling width in this case is 9 times
HWHM of the absorption line. The improvement over a scan with width of 20 times

3A low pass filter is utilized before the curve fit to filter the measurement noise of y. Then the
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Fig. 6.13: Standard deviation σ(ĉ) versus spectrum scanning width for CO detection
at 2.3 µm. 9 × γL is the optimum value. 100 times scan width (Fig. 6.9) is too
broad for optimum curve fit because the information content of CO absorption
in the outside range is low. Scanning of a too small spectral range dismisses the
information of baseline, so that the estimation of c and baseline b0 and b1 becomes
difficult.

HWHM is about 33 % . The good agreement of experiment and theory proves the
applicability of the theory, so it can also be applied for other spectral regions as well.

In the following, an universal criterion to determine the optimum spectrum waveform
and thus also the corresponding wavelength scanning function is given. This includes
how broad the scanned spectral range should be and - if WMS is applied - the optimum
modulation index m.

6.3.2 Optimal nonlinear wavelength scanning and spectrum waveform

The optimal spectral waveform depends on the signal model. The more components are
included in the signal model and more parameters are fitted, the less gain in SNR on the
estimated target gas concentration value by the curve fit is achieved. Degradation in
signal to noise ratio is only avoided if the additional components are orthogonal to the
existing ones. Different signal models for the measurement data can be distinguished
by the a-priori information which is available in the specific situation. The ’value’
of the a-priori information can be determined, because different models give different
SNR improvement in the curve fit. For example, it turns out that by knowing the

normalized standard deviation of gas concentration noise can be written as:

σ(ĉ) = σ0
√
N
∣∣∣((ΨT

Ψ)
−1

Ψ
T

)1 ∗ h
∣∣∣ (6.49)

The * denotes the convolution operator. (X)1 specifies the first row of a matrix X. h is the
impulse response of the low pass filter with its mean square value |h| normalized to one.
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

spectral baseline the sensor resolution can theoretically be a factor of 2 better than
without the knowledge of spectral baseline (see Tab. 6.5).

Here three linear signal models are discussed: (I) only the gas concentration is fitted
(spectral baseline and spectral components and concentration of interfering gases are
known) (II) target gas concentration and linear baseline are fitted and (III) concentra-
tion of target gas and interfering gas, spectral baselines and the amplitude and phase of
etalon fringes with known period length are fitted. We derive the optimum wavelength
scanning function analytically for model (I) and (II) and numerically for model (III).

Signal model I: only target gas concentration is unknown

If the spectral baseline is known, and there is no interfering gas or the concentration
and spectrum of the interfering gas is known, the model is written as:

y = (ψ1) (αc c l) + ε (6.50)

where y is the measured data with baseline and interfering gas spectrum removed.

Substituting the model in Eq. (6.40) gives:

σ(ĉ) =
σ0

|ψ1|/
√
N

(6.51)

It is evident that Eq. (6.51) is minimized, if the root mean square (RMS) |ψ1|/
√
N

of the vector ψ1 is maximized. This is achieved by sampling the absorption spectrum
only at its absorption maximum (peak) value. This gives

ψ1,opt = (ψ1(λc), ..., ψ1(λc))
T , (6.52)

with

λi,opt = λc = argmax
λ

(ψ1(λ)), (6.53)

which results in:

σ(ĉ)opt =
σ0

ψ1(λc)
(6.54)

The corresponding spectrum waveform carries the constant value ψ1(λc), which is 1
for direct spectroscopy and 0.343 for second harmonic detection, with the modulation
index m = 2.2. m is chosen for a maximum signal peak height. For this model with
known baseline and known interfering gas spectrum, if there is any, it is thus optimal to
sample only the maximum value of the gas absorption spectrum or the WMS harmonic
spectrum.

Signal model II: target gas concentration and baseline (slope, offset) are unknown

In this case the signal model is consisting of the spectral component belonging to the
target gas and spectral baseline consisting of a slope and offset.

y = (ψ1|ψ2|ψ3)

αc c lb1
b0

+ ε (6.55)
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6.3 Optimum spectral sampling

with the new baseline components for offset and slope:

ψ2(λi) = (1, ..., 1)T (offset) (6.56)

ψ3(λi) = (−1, ..., 1)T (slope) (6.57)

Note that the slope component of the spectral baseline also changes in a nonlinear
fashion when the wavelength is scanned nonlinearly. Under the assumption that ψ1(λ)
is symmetric, σ(ĉ) is given by :

σ(ĉ) =
σ0√

|ψ1|2/N − ψ
2
1

(6.58)

ψ1 denotes the average value of the elements of vector ψ1. Note

√
|ψ1|2/N − ψ

2
1

gives the standard deviation of the values of vector ψ1. By maximizing this value,
σ(ĉ) is minimized. It is evident that N also has almost no influence on the optimal
case. It follows that this requires sampling the minimum and maximum points of the
spectrum only. Knowing this, it follows by a simple calculation that the optimum is
achieved by sampling the maximum and minimum of the spectrum equally often and
in a symmetrical manner as required by the assumption:

ψ1,opt = (ψ1(λm)...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N/4

ψ1(λc)...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N/2

ψ1(λm)...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N/4

)T , (6.59)

with

λc = argmax
λ

(ψ1(λ)) λm = argmin
λ

(ψ1(λ)) (6.60)

The minimized noise variance then has the expression:

σ(ĉ)opt =
2σ0

|ψ1,max − ψ1,min|
(6.61)

For direct spectroscopy we have ψ1(λc) = 1, ψ1(λm) ≈ 0, and σ(ĉ)opt = 2σ0. For
second harmonic detection, the peak to peak amplitude of the second harmonic spec-
trum is maximum when m is set to 3 [67], which gives ψ1(λc) = 0.33, ψ1(λm) ≈ −0.22
and σ(ĉ)opt = 3.6σ0. The optimum spectral waveforms for target gas ψ1 and the
wavelength scanning function are shown in Fig. 6.14.

Signal Model III: target gas, baseline, interfering gases and etalon fringes are unknown

In this section, also an interfering gas spectrum and etalon fringes are included in the
model.
σ(ĉ) can be only minimized numerically. The optimization problem is:

minimize(ΨTΨ)−1
11 (6.62)

subject to λmin ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λN ≤ λmax (6.63)

The algorithms for constraint optimization problem [122] is described in [123, 124],
and implemented in the MATLAB function ’fmincon’. We demonstrate the numerical
optimization for CO detection at 2.365 µm with the interfering gas methane. For this
case, the spectral compositions ψi are shown in Fig. 6.15. The results obtained are
shown in Fig. 6.16(a) and Fig. 6.16(b) for direct spectroscopy and second harmonic
detection, respectively. It is remarkable that also in the numerically optimized case
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6.3 Optimum spectral sampling

the optimum wavelength scanning function has a cascade structure. The maximum
is more often sampled than in the linear scanning case. The algorithm determines
the modulation index m to 3, so the peak to peak amplitude of the second harmonic
spectrum is maximized as in model II theoretically derived. On the other hand, the
transitions from minimum to maximum are also sampled to obtain the information of
the methane spectrum and to average over one period of the etalon fringes.
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Fig. 6.16: Numerically determined optimum wavelength scanning for model III

One interesting thing to note is that, sampling at K discrete wavelength points
appears to be sufficient for the estimation of K unknown parameters. The results for
Model I and II approve this theory: i.e. if only the target gas concentration is to be
estimated, sampling only at maximum is sufficient; if gas concentration, slope and offset
are to be estimated, maximum and two minima are to be sampled. This theory gives
additionally the fraction of the total time these points should be sampled. Another
knowledge is that once the spectral baseline is unknown, the modulation index m for
WMS is optimally chosen to maximize the peak to peak value of the signal (m = 3),
not the maximum value (m = 2.2), which is however usually applied in the literature
[14].

To use this method, knowledge of wavelength and the laser current-to-wavelength
relationship is essential. To obtain the laser current to wavelength relationship λ(I), an
inherent wavelength calibration technique is needed as in section 6.2.2. Ii = λ−1(λi)
can be thus computed. Furthermore, exact knowledge on λa is necessary, because it
strongly influence the position of the minimum.

6.3.3 Comparison between linear and nonlinear wavelength scanning

The observation factor
√

(ΨT Ψ)−1
11 N is a figure of merit for spectral scanning. It

is used for comparison of linear scanning and nonlinear wavelength scanning applying
direct spectroscopy (section 3.2.1) or WMS (Tab. 6.5). This value is independent of
the absorption coefficient (given by αc), optical path length l, sensor time resolution
R and noise power density on measured spectra Syy . The lower values are better.
Different models represent different levels of available a-priori information. For model
I the spectral baseline is known, for model II, it is unknown and model III additionally
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

handles interfering gases and interference fringes section 6.3.2).

σ(ĉ)αc l√
Syy R

=
√

(ΨTΨ)−1
11 N direct spectroscopy WMS (2nd harm.)

optimum
nonlinear
scanning

linear
scanning 1

optimum
nonlinear
scanning

linear
scanning 1

I 1 2.8 2.9 2 5.9
II 2 3.6 3.6 3 5.9
III 2.2 4.2 4.2 3 7.6
1 The width of the linear wavelength scanning is chosen as 12 × HWHM of gas

absorption line for model I and II, and 20 × HWHM of gas absorption line for
model III.

2 Modulation index adjusted to maximize spectrum waveform peak (mopt ≈ 2.2)
3 Modulation index adjusted to maximize spectrum waveform amplitude (peak to

peak) (mopt ≈ 3)

Tab. 6.5: List of
σ(ĉ)αc l√
Syy R

values for the comparison of linear scanning and nonlin-

ear wavelength scanning applying direct spectroscopy or WMS. Lower values are
better.

The width of the linear wavelength scanning is chosen as 12× HWHM of gas ab-
sorption line for model I and II, and 20× HWHM of gas absorption line for model III
because of the involvement of interfering gas. According to the Tab. 6.5, the standard
deviation of concentration noise/ sensor detection sensitivity can be improved by a fac-
tor ∼2 by applying nonlinear wavelength scanning instead of linear scanning for direct
spectroscopy and WMS. Furthermore, an additional factor of ∼2 lower standard devi-
ation can be achieved theoretically if direct spectroscopy instead of second harmonic
detection is applied. This can be explained by the two times larger peak to peak value
of the direct spectroscopy spectrum compared to the second-harmonic spectrum.

Using the data of CO sensor (section 7.3.3), the sensor sensitivity is calculated as
2.1 ppm, and measured as 2 ppm. This can theoretically be improved by a factor of 1.8
(1.2 ppm), if nonlinear wavelength scanning with second harmonic detection is applied
or by a factor of 3.3 (0.6 ppm) using direct spectroscopy with optimum nonlinear
wavelength scanning.

6.4 Post curve fit Kalman filtering

The linear curve fit with optimal scan width is the best of any linear time-invariant
filtering. The performance can be further improved, if time invariant filter e.g. Kalman
filtering is applied to separate the system noise from the real concentration variation.

Kalman filter is initially utilized for tracking of the position of objects. It combines
and weights two noisy information to give a better estimation. The weighting factor is
’Kalman gain’ and changes iteratively depending on the actual situation. Therefore,
unlike conventional linear filter e.g. Wiener-filter [103], Kalman filter [106] is time-
variant. It is a least squares estimator in the context of time-variant models. Its
’bandwidth’ changes over time depending on the actual situation of the sensor and
gas, i.e. the variance of system noise introduced by the sensor itself and real gas
concentration fluctuation.
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6.4 Post curve fit Kalman filtering

Signal Model for Kalman filtering

The block diagram of Kalman filter employed for gas sensing is shown in Fig. 6.17.
The input and output of Kalman filter are ĉ(k) and c̃(k), respectively. The index k is a
discrete time and denotes the k-th measurement. To employ the Kalman filter, models
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Fig. 6.17: The block diagram of the functionality of Kalman filter. c̃(k) is the con-
centration value estimated with utilization of Kalman filtering. ĉ(k) is estimated
concentration value after the curve fit, without utilization of Kalman filter. The
physical model depicting the real concentration fluctuation c(k) is a random walk
model described by Riris (Eq. (6.64)); the detected value by the sensor ĉ(k) is the
real concentration value overlapped with white noise w(k). Kalman filtering gives
an estimation c̃(k) of the real concentration using the Kalman gain K(k), which
is calculated by knowing the variances of the measurement noise and the variance
of the real concentration fluctuation.

are needed for the two informations required by the Kalman filter: a dynamical signal
model to describe the real gas concentration fluctuation and a model of the sensor
systems induced noise. Here the random walk model given by Riris [107] to describe
the real gas concentration variation is applied, because during the investigations, it
turned out to give the best results.

Physical model: c(k + 1) = c(k) + v(k) (6.64)

The gas concentration is modeled to change randomly. v(k) is assumed to have white
noise character, i.e. its noise power density is constant.

The detected concentration value of the sensor without Kalman filter is the real
concentration superimposed with w(k), which is the measurement noise introduced by
the sensor system. This also assumed to have white noise character:

Sensor model: ĉ(k) = c(k) + w(k) (6.65)

Both v(k) and w(k) are time-variant processes, i.e. their statistical properties change
with time. To adjust its filter bandwidth, Kalman gain K(k) is determined by knowing
the time-variant σ2(v(k)) and σ2(w(k)). The difficulty for applying Kalman filter in
gas spectroscopy lies in the real time estimation of the noise variances. The Kalman
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

filter output is given by:

c̃(k) = c̃(k − 1) +K(k) (ĉ(k)− c̃(k − 1)) (6.66)

K(k) =
σ2(w(k − 1))K(k − 1) + σ2(v(k))

σ2(w(k)) + σ2(v(k)) + σ2(w(k − 1))K(k − 1)
(6.67)

Determination of σ2(v(k)) and σ2(w(k))

The determination of both variances is usually a difficult task for employing Kalman
filtering, inaccurate estimation of the variances will result in time delay (estimation of
σ2(w(k)) is too large) or less filtering effect (estimation of σ(w2(k)) is too small). In
literature for laser spectroscopic application, it is assumed that σ(v2(k)) and σ(w2(k))
have a certain ratio to each other [108]. This is usually not the case in a real physical
environment, because real concentration fluctuations and the sensor system noise are
two independent processes and their variations are independent.

To overcome this limitation, a new method to determine both variances is devel-
oped and applied for the first time: w(k) is the noise of the measurement system and
σ2(w(k)) has a linear relationship to Syy (Eq. (6.40)) with the proportional factor√

(ΨT Ψ)−1
11 N specifying the signal-model used for curve-fitting. Syy can be theo-

retically calculated by knowing the DC photocurrent D0, laser RIN and preamplifier
resistance Rv (see Eq. (6.34)). Practically, additional noise from the electronics may

be present. Also for a nonlinear curve fit, the ’observation factor’
√

(ΨT Ψ)−1
11 N has

a value that is not known a-priori. Therefore, an optional calibration for the Syy as a

function of detector current D0 and a one-time calibration for
√

(ΨT Ψ)−1
11 N can be

carried out.

Tab. 6.6: The variances needed for Kalman filtering and their determination methods

Variance Determination Method
σ2(w(k)) Using Eq. (6.40) with Syy(D0) determined by Eq. (6.34) or

by a one-time calibration.
σ2(v(k)) σ2(v(k)) = σ2(ĉ(k)) − σ2(w(k)), σ2(ĉ(k)) is determined by

estimating the variance of the past 20 concentration values

v(k) and w(k) are assumed to be uncorrelated to each other, this is reasonable be-
cause the real concentration fluctuation has no influence on the measurement noise
introduced by the sensor. Therefore, the variance of their sum, which is the vari-
ance of the measured concentration, equals the sum of their variances. Deriving from
Eq. (6.65), it is obtained:

σ2(ĉ(k)) = σ2(c(k)) + σ2(v(k)) (6.68)

= σ2(w(k)) + σ2(v(k)) (6.69)

σ2(ĉ) is determined by evaluating several previously estimated concentration values
(Eq. (6.70)).

σ2(ĉ(k)) ≈
1

W

W−1∑
i=0

ĉ(k − i)2 −
(

1

W

W−1∑
i=0

ĉ(k − i)
)2

(6.70)
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6.5 Conclusion

W is the number of the values being used. There is a trade off between the accuracy
of the estimated variance and the system time response. In our case, W = 20 values
are taken with concentration measurement rate R = 1 Hz, which is an empirical value
given a good compromise with respect to system time response and estimation accuracy
of the variance. An overview of the determination of σ2(v(k)) and σ2(w(k)) is shown
in Tab. 6.6.
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Fig. 6.18: Simulated comparison of Kalman filtering and time-invariant low pass filter-
ing. It is clearly visible that the first order lowpass has a certain delay, when a
sudden concentration change occurs. This is not the case for the Kalman filter.

A comparison of Kalman filtering and a time-invariant low pass is shown in Fig. 6.4.
For the time-invariant lowpass filter (i.e. bandwidth fixed), there is a trade-off between
filter bandwidth and real time operation. Using a small bandwidth to filter the overall
noise, a certain delay is given when a sudden concentration change occurs like the
case shown in the Figure. In contrary, the bandwidth of Kalman filter is adjusted to
the measurement data, i.e. gas concentration. For low fluctuations in the real gas
concentration, low bandwidth is applied, whereas when the real concentration strongly
varies, the bandwidth is set high. Four times sensitivity improvement was achieved
with Kalman filter applied in an oxygen sensor for combustion optimization in a gas
furnace (section 7.2).

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, signal processing methods with low-complexity were developed, aiming
at high-sensitivity and fail-save operation. No separate reference cells or etalons are
used.

Heuristic algorithm and linear curve fit All laser parameters are extracted from the
measured spectra. These consist of DC current to wavelength tuning parameters k,
k2, λ0 and the FM response H(fm). For detection of trace gases, the spectral features
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6 Signal processing: extraction of gas parameters

are provided by a reference gas that is a non-target gas integrated into the absorption
path, for example within the photodetector housing. Monitoring of laser operation and
wavelength stabilization is therefore possible, which enables fail-save operation without
using the extra optical components. For the curve fit, a VCSEL-specified signal model
for measured WMS signal is developed. To achieve fast and reliable operation, the
nonlinear parameters are estimated with heuristic methods at first. Then either a
nonlinear curve fit with very few iterations is carried out because of very good initial
values, or linear curve fit is directly implemented. Linear curve fit is non-iterative
and provides both a closed expression for the sensor output (Eq. (6.39)) as well as the
sensor noise variance (Eq. (6.40)). In this case even the entire sensor performance can
be predicted theoretically.

Optimum spectral sampling With respect to sensitive gas sensing, optimal wave-
length sampling is investigated based on the derived analytical formula for sensor noise
(Eq. (6.40)). Optimal wavelength scanning enables a more efficient curve fit than for
traditional linear wavelength scanning and therefore minimizes the influence of white
noise on the determined concentration values. The optimal scanning function depends
on signal models for curve fit. While for the simple models, analytical solutions for
minimal sensor noise are found, the more comprehensive cases like model including
interfering gas components, etalon fringes, were handled numerically. The optimum
spectrum waveforms have a cascade structure which means that the optimum scanning
only samples important points of the spectrum. The theory not only shows that sam-
pling at N discrete points for N unknown parameters is both necessary and sufficient
for the determination of minimum noise concentration, but also gives which points are
to be sampled and in which fraction of time. Maximum sampling is preferred if base-
line is known and otherwise, minima and maxima should be sampled equally often.
The normalized modulation amplitude m is set to 3 to give the maximal peak-to-peak
value of the WMS signal. This shows that the previous approach in literature with
setting m = 2.2 for maximum signal peak is not optimum. According to the figure

of merit for spectral scanning, the observation factor
√

(ΨT Ψ)−1
11 N , the new method

theoretically enables a factor of ∼2 improvement on concentration noise compared to
linear wavelength scanning. Furthermore, direct spectroscopy is theoretically superior
to second harmonic detection, because the concentration noise can be an additional
factor of ∼2 lower. The theoretical prediction of sensor noise in Eq. (6.40) is also
confirmed by the experimental results of a CO sensor shown in section 7.3.

Optimum filtering Kalman filtering is applied for real-time high sensitive gas sensing.
Fur this purpose, the variances of measurement noise and real concentration fluctuation
have to be estimated continuously. This work overcomes the limitation in the literature
that the variations are poorly determined and the filtering effect of the Kalman filter
is either too low or too high for the specific situation. The new method to determine
the variances is based on linear model system, by calculating the noise variance theo-
retically with Eq. (6.40) or by using an empirically determined dependence of sensor
noise on incident detector power. Kalman filtering shows promising result for noise
filtering of the oxygen concentration for application in gas furnaces (section 7.2.4).
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7 Practical sensor realization

7.1 Introduction

Within this work, three sensor prototypes were developed utilizing the components
and methods investigated in the previous sections:

� An oxygen sensor for combustion optimization. While complex and rather ex-
pensive TDLS sensor systems are already employed in process monitoring appli-
cations e.g. in power plants [125], they are not yet applied in medium or small
scale burners e.g. for domestic heating appliances because there compact and
low cost sensors are needed. Results were published within frame of this work in
[68, 69, 70].

� A carbon monoxide sensor for safety monitoring, e.g. threshold value (TLV)
monitoring in working places (TLV: 30 ppm), fire detection or industry applica-
tions e.g. optimization of burning process in gas/oil furnaces. Here operation at
medium sensitivity is required (ppm resolution). Results were published within
frame of this work in [116, 126, 127].

� A carbon monoxide sensor for medical applications e.g. breath analysis or fire
detection. Here operation at high sensitivity is required (100 ppb resolution).
Published within frame of this work in [128, 84].

7.2 Oxygen sensor using a diffuse reflector-based optical cell
and advanced signal processing

7.2.1 Motivation

For combustion applications in gas furnaces, optimization of the burning process is
very important for energy savings, reduction of pollutants emission and avoiding toxic
pollutants emission. Monitoring of the oxygen (O2) content of the exhaust gas allows
for an effective combustion control. For a large scale gas furnaces with several MW
power, the oxygen concentration is regulated to 1 vol% - 2 vol% with utilization of
an oxygen sensor and a control loop. Without using an oxygen sensor the burner
has to be adjusted in a way that with varying gas quality and varying air density
(summer/winter) the burning process is still complete, i.e. no high levels of carbon
monoxide are generated. In this case the O2 content in the exhaust can be 4 vol%
- 6 vol%. For wall-hanging gas-boilers in households the oxygen content is adjusted
to 4 vol% - 6 vol%, compared to 7 vol% - 8 vol% without regulation with an oxygen
sensor [129]. Deriving from Siegert’s formula [130], the following relationship between
the improvement of efficiency ∆qA and oxygen context change ∆cO2

is obtained:

∆qA = (Texh − Tair)A2
∆cO2(

21− cO2

) (
21− cO2

+ ∆cO2

) (7.1)
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7 Practical sensor realization

For natural gas, the constant A2 is 0.66 %/K. For gas furnace, the difference between
the temperature of exhaust Texh and the temperature of the ambient air Tair is 100
K. Therefore, by reducing the O2 content in the exhaust by ∆cO2

= 4.5 vol% from
cO2 = 6 vol% the efficiency of the furnace can be improved by approximately 1 %
because the energy used to heat up this oxygen is no longer lost (This is in agreement
with Ref. [131]).

An oxygen sensor thus enables optimum operation under different gas quality and
ambient temperature conditions and eliminates the need for manual adjustment. This
is especially important with a liberalized gas-market in the E.U. since the gas quality
(i.e. calorific value) can not be assumed to be constant.

The requirements for such oxygen sensors are fast time response (second range),
high accuracy (0.1 vol% resolution), selectivity, in-situ measurement capability, and
long term stable operation even under harsh conditions in an exhaust gas pipe. The
conventional technology - the ZrO2 based lambda probes [132] are widely used in cars
and also in medium or large scale heater appliances. Nevertheless, these sensors suffer
from several drawbacks:

� Despite the normal aging of the probe (up to three years are typically guaranteed
in a furnace application), these sensors can be poisoned with heavy metals (e.g.
Mn, Pb).

� Grids for flame protection or porous sinter metals as gas inlet are needed due
to the high operating temperature of the sensor, to prevent ignition of unburned
gas. This increases both complexity and response time of the sensor.

� The high operating temperature of ZrO2 sensor of above 600 °C has to be well
controlled, because any temperature variation will result in a change of the mea-
sured signal (Nernst potential). Furthermore, the high temperature operation
causes a high continuous power consumption and introduces a delay time of sev-
eral seconds until the sensor is ready to measure after switching-on.

Thus, a tunable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLS) based sensor is a very attractive alter-
native to the ZrO2 sensor for combustion optimization, since it has superior properties
with respect to all mentioned factors.

However, the challenges for the laser-optic oxygen sensor are:

� The sensor must be long-term stable, which means the sensor optics must with-
stand the temperature cycles in the exhaust gas and must not get misaligned
during the whole sensor lifetime (up to 10 years). And the sensor must also be
robust against condensation or contamination on the optical surfaces. These may
cause a certain decrease of the light power arriving on the photodiode. However,
TDLS based sensors are intrinsically insensitive to overall attenuation in the opti-
cal path because of the spectroscopic measurement. Just the resolution depends
on the absolute light intensity arriving at the photodetector (see Eq. (6.34)).

� The sensor must be compact (dimension: around 10 cm × 10 cm) and based on
computationally efficient algorithms. This is because for in-situ measurement, the
sensor optic must be compact enough, so that it can be mounted in the exhaust
gas pipe. Extractive gas measurement is too slow for real time operation.

The presented solution to these problems is the utilization of a diffuse reflector
(section 5.4) and a development of a microcontroller-suited on-line curvefit algorithm
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7.2 Oxygen sensor for combustion optimization in furnace

based on the single line model (section 6.2.1), combining the heuristic parameter pre-
calculation and nonlinear curve fit (Fig. 7.1). These are explained in section 7.2.2 and
section 7.2.3, respectively. Additionally, Kalman filtering (section 6.4) is applied to
further reduce the measurement noise of the concentration value without increasing
the sensor response time. Furthermore, gas pressure can be estimated simultaneously
using the on-line curve fit algorithm (section 7.2.4).

Fig. 7.1: The components of the O2 sensor: diffuse reflector based single-reflective cell
(section 5.4), 763 nm GaAs-based VCSEL, isolated single line model with heuristic
parameter pre-calculation (section 6.2.1) and nonlinear curve fit (VCSEL image
by O. Dier).
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Fig. 7.2: Layout of the oxygen sensor consisting of an optic cell with diffuse reflective
geometry and microcontroller-based electronics. C(n) and p(n) are the sensor
outputs, which represent the n-th estimated gas concentration and pressure value.

7.2.2 Design of sensor optics

The sensor probes an O2 absorption line at a wavelength of 763 nm, where low
cost VCSELs are available [53]. A structural diagram of the whole sensor is shown in
Fig. 7.2. The sensor has a reflective geometry with laser and photodetector side by side
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7 Practical sensor realization

and both directed at a reflector at 10 cm distance. A photograph of the sensor’s optic
cell is shown in Fig. 7.3(a). The laser beam passes through a window with Brewster
angle and is reflected at the rough surface of the diffuse reflector, which is made of
anodized aluminum with a surface roughness of 1-2 µm. The reflected light interferes
at different positions on the photodetector, which results in a laser speckle pattern,
i.e. a spatial distribution of interfering light modes on the surface of the detector. To
collect as much light as possible, the 3 mm diameter silicon photodetector is equipped
with a 2 cm diameter lens, which projects an image of the reflector onto the detector
(Fig. 7.3(b)). The spectral background of the cell was measured to be the order of
10−5 (Fig. 5.7), given by a reflection between laser chip and the Brewster window.
The back-reflection from the laser window to the laser chip is because the laser beam
has a certain divergence. The speckle noise is far below 10−5 as derived in section 5.4.
If the laser window is improved, the cell background would be even lower.

Laser

Detector with Lens

Reflector

Laser

Detector with Lens

Reflector

(a) Photograph of the sensor optic cell. The
VCSEL emitted light is reflected by the dif-
fuse reflector to a 2 cm diameter lens, which
collects the light and images the speckle pat-
tern to the 3 mm diameter silicon photodiode.
The optical path length is 2 × 10 cm.

(b) Schematic plot of the diffuse reflector
based optical cell [133] of the oxygen sensor.
The reflections between laser and window with
Brewster angle causes etalon with a FSR of
10 GHz. This is because the laser beam has
a divergence (FWHM: 15 degrees). The light,
that does not fulfill the Brewster condition,
will give rise to a parasitic etalon .

Fig. 7.3: The photograph and schematic figure of the optic cell of oxygen sensor

7.2.3 Design of spectral evaluation algorithm

The O2 A-band [134] (Fig. 7.4) at 763 nm consists of isolated lines, which do not
interfere with species present in the exhaust gas in significant amounts, like H2O, CO2,
CO, NOx [10]. The band corresponds to an magnetic dipole electronic transition with
rotational fine structure [10]. The gas absorption line at ambient pressure has a Voigt
profile with dominating Lorentzian halfwidth (pressure broadening) of ∼92 % of the
Voigt halfwidth, in the range of room temperature to 170 degrees (temperature range
in the exhaust of a gas furnace). Therefore, computation of line shape is simplified
by assuming a Lorentzian-based gas absorption line profile and the error caused by
neglecting the Gaussian broadening is accepted. Then the isolated single-line model
developed in section 6.2.1 can be applied. The VCSEL is tuned by current (Fig. 7.2),
which consists of a linear ramp signal superimposed with a fm = 6 kHz sinusoidal
modulation. The measurement rate R1 of one spectrum and gas concentration value is
5 Hz. The signal processing and control are done by a compact microcontroller-based
electronics (board dimensions: 10 cm × 6 cm).

1measurement rate is 1/(time span between two ramps)
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Fig. 7.4: Calculated absorption band spectrum of oxygen at 760 nm. The parameters
are c l = 5 vol% ×0.2 m, p = 1 Bar, T = 296 K.
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Fig. 7.5: Block diagram of signal processing chain for spectral evaluation: data record-
ing, signal normalization, pre-calculation (section 6.2.1), nonlinear least-square
curve fit, temperature correction and Kalman filtering.
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7 Practical sensor realization

The task of signal processing is to extract the gas concentration and pressure from the
recorded gas spectra, which is described with the following steps (Fig. 7.5): data record-
ing, signal normalization, pre-calculation, nonlinear least-square curve fit, temperature
correction and Kalman filtering. With initial values given by the heuristic estimation
method (section 6.2.1) only one to three iterations of the Levenberg-Marquardt fitting
routine [112] are required to obtain a good fit to the model given in Eq. (6.42). The
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm requires the knowledge of the Jacobian matrix, which
contains the derivatives of the model function with respect to each parameter [117]. To
save computing time and capacity in the microcontroller, the Jacobian matrix is pro-
grammed analytically instead of estimating it numerically, which reduces the operating
time by a factor of at least of two.

After the nonlinear curve fit, a temperature correction based on the signal of an
additional temperature sensor and according to theoretical calculations is carried out
to the concentration and/or pressure value (section 6.2).

After the curve fitting, time-variant noise is still superimposed on the concentration
values. To separate the system noise from the real concentration variation, time-variant
Kalman filtering is applied (section 6.4).

7.2.4 Sensor performance: O2 concentration and gas pressure
measurement

The sensor was mounted in the exhaust pipe of a wall-hanging condensing gas boiler
with 10-20 kW heat power. The oxygen concentration was measured when the gas
furnace was switched on and off for several times which is comparable to real operation.
During first switching on, the photo detector current decreases by a factor of ∼3 due
to condensing on the optical surfaces (Fig. 7.6(a)). Contamination on optic surfaces
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(a) The estimated concentration value during
burner on/off switching. The photodetector cur-
rent decreases by a factor of ∼3 due to conden-
sation in this measurement. A decrease of factor
5 is observed on a longer time scale (Tab. 5.1).
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(b) The measured O2 concentration (blue) and
filtered result (solid curve) with Kalman filter
(dashed curve). Unlike conventional lowpass fil-
ter, no detection delay is introduced additionally
by the Kalman filter compared to the unfiltered
sensor data.

Fig. 7.6: Concentration measurement results with the oxygen sensor

turned out to be no issue in a gas furnace because of the high purity of the natural gas
used for combustion. Reference measurements with electrochemical cell and lambda
probe were carried out by Siemens Building Technology, compared to which, TDLS-
based sensor shows a faster response time [70]. The fitting result is shown in Fig. 7.7.
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Fig. 7.7: Measured second harmonic spectrum (red, solid curve) of oxygen at 763 nm
and its minimal mean square curve fit with the model (Eq. (6.42)) (dashed curve).
The tuning range approximately 60 pm (tuning current ∼100 µA). The detected
photodetector power is 500 nW and the power of detected second harmonic is
about 500 pW. The O2 concentration is about 4 vol%.

The received detector power in this case is 500 nW and the detected power of second
harmonic component is 500 pW. The fit guarantees long term stability of the sensor.
The standard deviation of the measurement i.e. the O2 concentration uncertainty
during boiler operation for one constant concentration value is 930 ppm (1σ in 5 Hz)
without Kalman filter. For 1 Hz measurement, this value is converted to 417 ppm
by dividing by

√
5, which corresponds to an absorbance resolution of ares = 1.1 ×

10−5. With the utilization of Kalman filter, 250 ppm standard deviation with 5 Hz
is achieved (Fig. 7.6(b)). Additional to four times improvement of sensing sensitivity,
no additional detection delay is introduced by the Kalman filter compared to the
unfiltered sensor data, which is very important for measurements in a furnace, where
fast control loops are needed. For determination of the sensor noise σ2(w(k)) Eq. (6.40)
was used. There, however, Syy is higher than theoretically predicted in Eq. (6.34) as
experimentally identified in Fig. 7.8. A factor of ∼ 1.6 deviation is observed.Therefore,
a one-time calibration for sensor noise σ2(w(k)) is done and considered in the Kalman
filter algorithm.

The consistence of the noise measurement in furnace and laboratory (Fig. 7.8) is
again a confirmation that the condensation caused intensity noise has no influence on
the measurement.

The developed theory for the sensor sensitivity σ(ĉ) in Eq. (6.40) reads:

σ(ĉ) =
1

αc l

√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 N
√
Syy R (7.2)

Since the employed curve fit is nonlinear, prior to the application of the formula the

model has to be linearized. Then an observation factor
√

(ΨTΨ)−1
11 N = 7.0 is ob-

tained. By applying the oxygen line strength from HITRAN database [10] (αc =
0.00130 cm−1) and Syy = 2 × 10−13 Hz−1 (see Fig. 6.6, for 3 µW detector power),
σ(ĉ) ≈ 120 ppm is obtained for measurement repetition rate R of 1 Hz. The deviation
between theory and experiment is a factor of 3.5. This is partly attributed to the
noise given by the electronics. In an experiment with a recently developed improved
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√
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in doubly logarithmic scale. A factor ∼ 1.6 deviation to theory is observed. It can
further been seen, that condensation caused intensity noise has low/no influence
on the measurements. Differing to the other measurements a laser with RIN =
−140 dBc was used.

electronic, the standard deviation of the oxygen measurement is 283 ppm @ 1 Hz. The
electronics uses digital transmitter stage as compared to the old fully analog design,
which probably explains the better performance.
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Fig. 7.9: Laboratory pressure measurement in every 200 ms (blue) and the 20 s average
(red). The pressure values were set manually to 1000, 1030, 1000, 970, 962, 973,
1000, 1049 and 1000 mbar. The measurement is done with 100 % oxygen and at
ambient room temperature.

The utilization of the theoretical formula thus allows for an easy judgment of the
overall sensor realization and may help in identification of further design improvements.
However, even with the new electronics the performance is still a factor of 2.2 worse
than the theory predicts. This residual difference may be caused by the cell background,
which is 10−5 in absorbance (Fig. 5.7) or the nonlinear curvefit.

The laser spectroscopic overall gas pressure measurement is shown in Fig. 7.9,
wherein a non-linear response of the sensor to pressure values is observed. The devi-
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7.3 Carbon monoxide sensor

ation was traced back to the following reasons: the assumption of a Lorentzian-based
absorption line profile is probably too approximate for a pressure determination with
high precision; furthermore, the laser residual amplitude modulation (RAM) influence
[15] on the spectrum is only considered as an offset in the curve fit. Nevertheless, the
pressure output values are reproducible, so a nonlinear correction can be done if gas
pressure is to be estimated. The standard deviation of the estimated pressure measure-
ment is 6 mbar at 5 Hz measurement rate. After nonlinear correction, the standard
deviation would be approximately 9 mbar.

In Tab. 7.1, summary of laser parameters and characteristics of the O2 sensor is
shown.

Laser
Type 763 nm GaAs-based VCSEL
Current I0 ≈ 4 mA, Ia ≈ 80µA

Cell
Type diffuse, double-pass
Length 20 cm

Signal-Processing

Type single-line model
Recording N = 64 spectral points in 200 ms
Algorithm heuristic + nonlinear fitting + Kalman filter
Line Locking tracking of O2 line

Performance
Time res. 5 Hz
Conc. res. 250 ppm
Pressure res. 6 mbar

Tab. 7.1: Summary of the parameters and characteristics of the O2 sensor.

7.3 Calibration-free carbon monoxide sensor

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a toxic gas, which affects human health whenever present
in the ambient air. CO escaping from home burners is the most frequent cause for
unintentional death at home with a death toll of annually 400 persons in the USA
[135]. Moreover, it is the most prominent gas to be detected for gas sensor based fire
detection [136]. The requirements for such sensors are compactness, long term stability,
high sensitivity (ppm range) and selectivity, and highest possible reliability. Applying
the recently developed 2.3 µm VCSEL [7, 20], an absorption line in the first-overtone
band of CO is sampled, which is approximately 160 times stronger than its second
overtone band at 1.5 µm.

Diverse CO measurements were carried out by different groups either at environ-
mental condition [137, 138] or in combustion [125, 139, 140] applying TDLAS using
edge-emitting laser diodes. However, the measurement configurations are rather com-
plex. Since the tuning range of DFB lasers at 2.3 µm (<2.1 nm) is too small to cover
adjacent absorption lines for wavelength scale identification, traditional line locking or
reference etalon has to be utilized (Fig. 6.2(a)). In this section, a light-weight and small
sensor concept (optical cell: ≈ 7 cm overall extent feasible) capable of CO detection in
ppm range with 1 Hz bandwidth is presented (Fig. 7.10). It utilizes the wide tuning
capability of VCSELs. No separate gas reference cell was used. It marks an important
technological step in CO sensing providing a reliable, cost-efficient and mobile solution
for toxic gas monitoring.
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Fig. 7.10: The components of the carbon monoxide sensor: spherical-mirror based
single-reflective cell with in-line reference cell, 2.3 µm InP-based VCSEL, multi-
line model with heuristic pattern recognition (sec. 6.2.2) and linear curve fit
(section 6.1.3).

7.3.1 Design of sensor optics

Because CO is a trace gas, the measured gas absorption spectrum in ambient air gives
no indication of the CO absorption line position. Furthermore, the VCSEL current to
wavelength relationship and its dependency on modulation frequency are not exactly
known and can not assumed to be constant for long-term stable sensor operation.
The nonlinear current to wavelength tuning behavior may change when the laser ages.
Therefore, the laser current used to scan the CO absorption line can not be determined
a priori even though the wavelength position of the absorption line is known from the
HITRAN database [10]. Therefore, the concept of wavelength identification with in-line
reference cell containing methane (section 6.2.2) is utilized.

Fig. 7.11: Schematic design of the CO sensor: a compact absorption cell with 2× 5 cm
optical path length (reflective geometry) is used in combination with microproces-
sor controlled electronics (board dimensions: 10 cm×10 cm). 10 vol% reference
gas (CH4) is filled in the photodetector housing and therefore directly integrated
in the measurement optical path.

To accomplish a defined methane absorbance of 2.5×10−3, a reference gas containing
10 % CH4 is included in the cap of the photodetector forming an optical absorption
path of about 0.6 mm. Since methane is not the target gas, limited outdiffusion
during the lifetime of the methane does not affect the lower detection limit of CO.
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Fig. 7.12: Photograph of the absorption cell and the microprocessor controlled elec-
tronics of the CO sensor.

Moreover, leaking of methane can be detected in the wide spectrum scan. Recently
developed 2.3 µm InP-based VCSELs [7, 141] with a current tuning coefficient of
around 1.1 nm/mA (2.0 cm−1/mA) were used in this sensor. Single-mode GaSb-
based VCSELs at 2.3 µm [58] could be alternatively used. A spherical mirror based
cell is applied because there is no requirement for harsh condition for the CO sensor.
It could be easily replaced by a diffuse reflector. The laser can has no window and
the photodiode is tilted to avoid fringes. A compact, microcontroller-based electronics
(board dimensions: 10 cm × 10 cm) serves as sensor control, signal processing and data
evaluation. The current of the laser device is tuned periodically to scan the absorption
spectrum and the temperature of the laser chip is kept constant by a controlled thermo-
electric cooler (TEC).

7.3.2 Design of spectral evaluation algorithm: wide/narrow scan

Because of the large current to wavelength tuning range of the VCSEL, a broad wave-
length range can be scanned to cover the strong adjacent methane absorption lines from
the reference gas in the detector housing. These are used to identify the wavelength
scale, so that the required laser current for the CO line wavelength position is known
exactly. For the wavelength scale identification, the heuristic pattern recognition is
applied introduced in section 6.2.2 is applied. The wide scan covers about 3 nm every
6 seconds. A typical wavelength shift is shown in Fig. 6.11 (40 pm in 25 min).

More frequent narrow scans covering 0.7 nm around the absorption line P8 of the
first overtone vibrational band of CO at 2.3 µm are performed to determine the CO
concentration using a linear least-squares curve fit. The narrow scan is repeated every
0.1 s, so the measurement rate is R = 10 Hz.

The measured second harmonic spectrum y = (y1, ..., yN )T (Fig. 7.13(b)) consists
of N = 64 samples and is linearly composed by four components (Fig. 7.14): second
harmonic spectrum of CO, second harmonic spectrum of CH4, a slope and an offset.
The signal model described in section 6.1.3 (Eq. (6.35)) is utilized with the extension
to an additional interfering gas. An offset and a slope in the second harmonic spectrum
is caused by the second and third order polynomial components of the laser P -I curve
[15].

The wide scan could be in principle utilized both for the identification of the wave-
length scale, and also for the determination of the gas concentration value. In that
case, however, the noise on the estimated CO concentration is not minimized. This is
shown by the developed theory (section 6.3) for optimum wavelength scanning: there is
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(b) Narrow scan (scan duration: 100 ms,
64 samples): second harmonic spectrum of CO
and CH4 absorption lines (solid curve), and
the analytically computed and fitted reference
curve (dashed curve) using the model basically
described by Eq. (6.35) for a spectrum scan
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Fig. 7.13: The wide and narrow spectral scan
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Fig. 7.14: The components of the model for curve fitting: (a) ψ1, the second harmonic
spectrum of CO at 2.365 nm with (b) interfering gas methane ψ2 (second harmonic
spectrum of 20 methane lines) (c) ψ3 (offset) and (d) ψ4 (slope) are the spectral
baseline caused by the second and third order polynomial components of the laser
P -I curve.
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7.3 Carbon monoxide sensor

was concluded that also for linear scanning an optimum scan width exists. For this the
observation factor

√
(ΨTΨ)−1 N is minimized by changing the scanwidth. It turned

out, that a scanning width of 9 times HWHM is optimum (Fig. 6.13). Scanning of a too
broad range is thus not optimal because the information content of the CO absorption
line in the outside range is low. Scanning of a too small spectral range dismisses the
information of baseline, so that the simultaneous estimation of c and baseline b0 and
b1 becomes difficult.

For the CO concentration determination using the wide and narrow scan concept,
neither background measurement nor reference spectra measurements nor further cal-
ibration factors except for the line parameters from the HITRAN database and the
gain of the second harmonic signal path of the sensor electronics are required. With
this method a lifetime-stable self-calibration is within reach. This analytical approach
reduces the enormous complexity of storage of measured reference spectra, especially if
temperature dependence of spectra is involved, which is easily included in the analytical
model.

7.3.3 Sensor performance and application results

The sensor was characterized with an Allan variance plot and tested for fire detection
as well as for combustion optimization in the exhaust gas pipe of a gas furnace.

Laser
Type 2365 nm InP-based VCSEL
Current I0 = 7.5-10 mA, Ia ≈ 120 µA

Cell
Type spherical, double-pass
Length 10 cm

Signal-Processing

Type multi-line model
Recording N = 64 spectral points (1 ms each)
Algorithm heuristic pattern recognition + linear fitting
Line Locking tracking of CH4 lines

Performance
Time res. 10 Hz
Conc. res. 2 ppm

Tab. 7.2: Summary of the parameters and characteristics of the CO sensor.

Allan plot

Under controlled gas temperature (T = 30 °C) and gas pressure (p = 960 mbar), a one-
day measurement was carried out to characterize the system performance. By averaging
the CO concentration, the standard deviation decreases and the standard deviation is
2 ppm with 1 s time resolution. This corresponds to an absorbance resolution of
ares = 1 × 10−5. A calculation for the theoretical resolution is done, utilizing the
formula for sensing sensitivity (Eq. (6.40)):

σ(ĉ) =
1

αc l

√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 N
√
Syy R (7.3)

Inserting the value
√

(ΨTΨ)−1
11 N = 7.6 for linear scanning with scanning width of 12

HWHM applied in model III (Tab. 6.5), and Syy = RIN = 10−13 Hz−1, R = 10 Hz,
αc = 3.5714 × 10−5 ppm m−1 and l = 10 cm, the theoretical sensing resolution is
2.1 ppm, which agrees very well with the experiment.
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Fig. 7.15: The measured Allan standard deviation σallan as a function of the averaging
time τ (solid line). It consists of two components: τ−1 and τ1 (dashed lines),
which indicate the existence of the white noise and Brownian noise (1/f2 noise),
respectively.

The Allan variance plot [142] is shown in Fig. 7.15, which can be divided into two
parts: τ−1 and τ1, the latter term indicate the existence of the Brownian noise (1/f2

noise) [143]. The optimum integration time τopt, where the Allan variance curve is
minimum, is approximately 300 s.

It is not clear what the cause of the observed drift is, which leads to a rise of σallan
with averaging time τ . It could be an instability in the optical cell, which can be
handled by improving the optical set up. Alternatively, the accuracy of the wavelength
stabilization may be still too low. Since the repetition rate of the wavelength stabi-
lization of 6 s is far below the time constant of the wavelength drift (see Fig. 6.11),
averaging will substantially enhance the wavelength scale accuracy. Furthermore, back-
ground instabilities of the first available sample lasers may also have some impact on
the observed drift.

Fire detection and exhaust gas monitoring

To carry out fire detection tests according to the European Standard EN 54 [145],
an extractive set-up was used. The extraction inlet is mounted at the ceiling of a
test room on a 3 m radius circle around the test fire and the gas is fed via a 15 mm
diameter and 10 m long plastic tube with a flow rate of several liter pro minute to the
detector. The end of each individual fire by purging the room is visible in Fig. 7.16(a)
as a steep decrease in CO concentration. Since the room has a very high volume
(∼228 m3), the CO concentration stays below 120 ppm for the wood fire and the
pyrolysis (’smoldering’, e.g. wood on a hot plate). Smouldering is a very incomplete
burning with no flame and very high CO generation (up to vol % range). Therefore,
the CO concentration at Smouldering increases much faster than the CO concentration
produced by the wood fire. In case of open fires like n-heptane (Fig. 7.16(a)), much less
CO is generated. These kinds of fires are also typically more difficult ones to detect
for smoke detectors, due to less particle generation.

CO measurement in the exhaust gas of gas furnaces is relevant for the optimization
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7.4 Fiber-based carbon monoxide sensor

(a) Measurement results of different test fires
(TF) with one minute integration time. All of
the fires are detected via an increase of the CO
concentration. The steep concentration drop re-
sults from the ventilation of the room. (Details
in paper [144])

(b) A CO measurement in exhaust gas of a gas
furnace: the burner is turned on and off fre-
quently simulating the real operating condition.
The CO peak could be measured in this applica-
tion because of the very fast time resolution of
100 ms.

Fig. 7.16: Test results of the CO sensor

of the burning process. Usually detection of CO in the 10 ppm range is requested.
When the furnace is turned on, a CO concentration peak occurs for approximately 2 s
full-width at half-maximum (Fig. 7.16(b)), which demonstrates the advantage of the
high time resolution of the CO sensor.

7.4 Fiber-based carbon monoxide sensor

Utilizing a single-reflective cell with only 10 cm optical path length, a sensor resolution
of 3 ppm (1σ @ 1 Hz) is already achieved at 2.3 µm (section 7.3.3). Using a 3 m hollow
fiber, an additional sensitivity improvement of a factor of 30 is expected. Possible
applications are more sensitive fire detection, industrial process monitoring and breath
analysis, where sensitive measurements are needed.

7.4.1 Design of sensor optical cell

In Fig. 7.18(a) the design of the fiber-based CO sensor is shown. Due to the low
divergence of the VCSEL light emission (FWHM: 10-20 degrees), direct in- and out-
coupling to the fiber (measured FWHM: ∼10 degrees) could be employed. This enabled
a robust and miniaturized sensor design, because possible optical interferences caused
by parallel optical surfaces are eliminated. In contrast to multi-pass cells almost no
optical alignments have to be made. In-line reference cell concept is also employed here,
the wavelength scale is calibrated inherently without a need of an external reference
cell.

A 200 Hz vibration is employed to the fiber end used for incoupling with an optimized
vibration amplitude (∆r in the range of several 100 µm). As mentioned in section 5.7.4,
the smoothing effect of vibration does not depend on the vibration frequency, as long as
it is higher than cutoff frequency of system filters e.g. analog lowpass filter or curvefit.
200 Hz is therefore sufficient for 10 Hz concentration measurement rate and it can
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7 Practical sensor realization

Fig. 7.17: The components of the carbon monoxide sensor: 3 m hollow capillary fiber
(section 5.7), InP-based 2.3 µm VCSEL, multi-line model with heuristic pattern
recognition (section 6.2.2) and linear curve fit (section 6.1.3).
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Fig. 7.18: (a) Experimental setup of the fiber sensor. Mechanical vibration is employed
to the fiber at the incoupling end. A reference gas (10 vol% CH4) is filled in
the photodetector housing, which forms an integrated reference cell. A compact,
microcontroller-based electronics serve as sensor control, signal processing and
data evaluation. (b) Farfield of the fiber. A speckle pattern is observed indicating
highly multi-mode propagation of the light. The full-width half-maximum of the
far field emission is around 9◦.
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7.4 Fiber-based carbon monoxide sensor

probably be chosen even lower.

Laser
Type 2365 nm InP-based VCSEL
Current I0 ≈ 7.5-10 mA, Ia ≈ 120 µA

Cell
Type hollow fiber based cell
Length 3 m

Signal-Processing

Type multi-line model
Recording N = 64 spectral points (1 ms each)
Algorithm heuristic pattern recognition + linear fitting
Line Locking tracking of CH4 lines

Performance
Time res. 10 Hz
Conc. res. 180 ppb

Tab. 7.3: Summary of the parameters and characteristics of the fiber-based CO sensor.

7.4.2 Sensor performance and application results

Allan plot and comparison with theoretically expected performance

The Allan plot for the fiber sensor (3 m fiber length) is shown in Fig. 7.19. A 180 ppb
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Fig. 7.19: Allan variance σallan [142] versus the sensor integration time is shown for
the fiber sensor with 3 m optical path length (red curve). For comparison, the
Allan plot of the 40 cm single-reflective cell based sensor (green curve) as well
as the extrapolated performance of 3 m single-reflective cell based sensor (green
dotted curve) are shown as well.

concentration resolution (1σ) was obtained for 1 s averaging time. For comparison,
the sensor with a single-reflective cell (using the same laser and photodiode, 40 cm
optical path length) was also characterized and the expected performance of a 3 m
single-reflective cell is extrapolated by scaling with the path length ratio (Fig. 7.19).
In contrast to single-reflective cell, a drift of the fiber sensor is indicated by the increase
of the Allan standard deviation σAllan above 100 s. Therefore, the drift must be caused
by the fiber itself or the mechanical vibration. The optimal integration time of the fiber
sensor is given by the position of minimum (approx. 100 s). At this point, the resolution
of fiber sensor is two fold worse compared to the extrapolated performance of single-
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7 Practical sensor realization

reflective cell based sensor (section 7.3). It is possibly due to additional mechanical
noise given by vibration.

Utilizing the formula for sensing sensitivity Eq. (6.40):

σ(ĉ) =
1

αc l

√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 N
√
Syy R (7.4)

Inserting the value
√

(ΨTΨ)−1
11 N = 7.6 for linear scanning with scanning width of 12

HWHM applied in model III (Tab. 6.5), and Syy = RIN = 10−13 Hz−1, R = 10 Hz,
αc = 3.5714×10−5 ppm m−1 for CO absorption line at ambient temperature, l = 3 m,
the theoretical sensing resolution is 70 ppb, which is two times lower than the measured
value. Recalling, that the experimental and theoretical values for the spherical mirror
based CO sensor agree very well, it is concluded that the inconsistence comes probably
from the noise introduced by the mechanical vibration.

Breath analysis test

The sensor was tested by measuring the exhalation of a smoker. The cigarette smoke
contains high concentration of carbon monoxide, which is very easily taken up by the
blood. The affinity of hemoglobin to carbon monoxide is approx. 200 times higher
than to oxygen. Exhalation of a smoker was sampled into the fiber, where a CO
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Fig. 7.20: Measured carbon monoxide concentration in the exhaled air of a smoker
(red dashed curve) and non-smoker (blue solid curve) in 1 s time resolution. Each
measurement consists of 1) sampling of exhalation into the fiber 2) keeping the
gas in the fiber 3) purging with nitrogen.

concentration of 20 ppm is measured (Fig. 7.20). For comparison, the exhalation of
a non-smoker was sampled as well indicating a concentration of below 2 ppm in the
exhalation. The result is consistent with another study of over 100000 people in the
EU [146]: carbon monoxide concentration in exhalation rises by 1-2 ppm per cigarette
per day, whereas an average CO concentration of a non-smoker is 1-2 ppm.
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7.5 Conclusion

7.5 Conclusion

An oxygen sensor for combustion optimization in gas furnaces was developed, the
measurement was realized in the exhaust gas pipe of gas furnace. Utilizing a diffuse
reflector based cell, the problem of possible misalignment of the optics due to thermal
cycles, the condensation problem on optic surfaces and the problem of etalon fringes is
solved. A real-time least-squares curve fit algorithm is presented, which improves the
long term stability of the sensor compared to conventionally-utilized fixed detection at
the absorption line center [97], because the baseline drift is taken into account. Real-
time operation with a microcontroller is assured by determining good initial values
using characteristic values of the second harmonic spectra (less iterations) and by
programming the Jacobian matrix analytically (less computing complexity). There
the maximum to minimum ratio R of the second harmonic curve is a very important
characteristic value, it fully represents the curve shape, whereas the gas concentration
is only a y-scale factor of the curve once the curve shape is fixed. Neither absolute
wavelength scale, nor absolute wavelength difference between two measurement points
are needed for a concentration determination. Kalman filtering improves the detection
sensitivity with factor of four at R = 5 Hz, without losing the reliability and the time
response of the sensor operation. Both concentration and pressure measurements are
carried out in the gas furnace and the detection limit of concentration is 250 ppm in
5 Hz measurement rate. The sensing resolution can be however improved by reducing
the electronic noise to further lower Syy . The diffuse reflector-based optical cell and
the signal processing method described above are not limited to oxygen sensing, but
can be applied also for the sensing of other gas molecules.

A compact and calibration-free carbon monoxide sensor approach utilizing the wide
current-tunability of 2.3 µm VCSELs is reported. A separate reference cell is avoided
by filling the photodetector housing with a reference gas (methane). By applying
a bandwidth optimized wide/narrow wavelength scan concept, inherent wavelength
scale calibration and self-monitoring of the sensor are realized, with which the laser
aging process is also under control. An efficient linear least-squares curve fit using an
analytic signal model in the narrow spectrum scan is done, utilizing knowledge of the
absolute wavelength scale, and the estimated WMS modulation amplitude obtained
from the wide scan. The scan width of the narrow spectrum is optimized aiming at
the maximum signal to noise ratio on the determined CO concentration. The sensor
was tested under diverse applications e.g. fire detection and combustion optimization.
The concepts allow for the realization of compact gas sensors and demonstrate how the
specific properties of VCSELs can be used to improve laser optical gas sensors. Neither
background measurement nor reference spectra measurements nor further calibration
factors except for the line parameters from the HITRAN database are required.

As a further improvement to the CO sensor, a fiber-based low volume and low
level optical carbon monoxide sensor (1σ: 180 ppb @ 1 Hz) was developed. The
utilization of a surface-emitting laser directly coupled to a hollow capillary fiber as gas
cell, is proven to be a compact, sensitive and cost-efficient gas sensing concept, which
is demonstrated for the first time. By applying vibration to the fiber with a moderate
frequency of 200 Hz and an amplitude of several 100 µm, the fiber transmission function
becomes smooth, so that absorbance in the order of 10−5 is resolvable with the sensor,
which is comparable to conventional cells. Compared to a single-reflective cell based
sensor (section 7.3.3), the fiber sensor has a 16 fold improvement in concentration
resolution with a 30 times enhancement of the optical pathlength, while the needed
sample volume is simultaneously lowered by several orders of magnitude to 1.3 ml. This
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7 Practical sensor realization

clearly demonstrates the potential of laser spectroscopic hollow capillary fiber based
sensors. An additional several fold sensitivity improvement is expected using longer
fibers, for which no technical difficulty is anticipated.

The sensing resolutions of all three sensors demonstrated are compared with the

theory given in Eq. (6.40), using the observation factor
√

(ΨTΨ)−1
11 N values given

in Tab. 6.5. For the oxygen sensor the sensing resolution is 3.5 times worse than
the theoretical value. The deviation is partly due to the noise caused by the analog
electronics proved by the experiment with an improved electronic. In contrast, the
theory shows good agreement with the experiments for CO sensor with single-reflective
cell, which is also based on the new electronic. Apparently, the additional noise given
by the analog electronics does not exist for the improved digital electronics. The sensor
performance has reached the theoretical value and can be only improved by nonlinear
scanning (section 6.3) and/or Kalman-filtering (section 6.4) and/or the use of direct
spectroscopy. The fiber-based CO sensor using vibration exhibits 2 times lower sensing
resolution than the theory, which is probably given by the distortion of vibration.
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8 Conclusion and Outlook

The main achievements of this thesis are here discussed. Firstly the results of general
nature are itemized:

� The FM response of VCSELs shows a square root law behavior (section 4.2.2),
which is caused by the infinitely thin heat generation, i.e. the two-dimensional
heat conduction in a three-dimensional space. A closed analytical expression
for the FM response was found (Eq. (4.12)), derived from a simplified analytical
thermal model (section 4.2.3). Here also an accurate method for the FM response
using a gas absorption line is developed (section 4.2.1).

� The spectral background of a hollow capillary fiber is inversely proportional to
the number of the speckle points integrated by the photodiode, both spatially
and over time. Therefore, the novel concept for a low-background in-fiber based
cell was discovered: namely the close placing of photodiode to fiber end, and
the mechanical vibration at fiber incoupling. For the vibration it was found that
there is an optimal vibration amplitude, but vibration frequency turned out not
to be critical, as long as it is higher than the spectral scan rate (section 5.7).

� A formula for prediction of sensor noise was found (Eq. (6.40)), which also agrees
with experiments. For this, the newly defined ’observation factor’ describes the
influence of the shape of the recorded spectra on the sensor noise. Not only a
closed form expression for this factor is given, but also explicit values for dif-
ferent spectral models and spectroscopic methods are shown. Using this factor,
the optimum method for sampling the spectrum could be found. It shows that
sampling at N different discrete spectral points for N unknown parameters is
both necessary and also sufficient for minimum noise concentration determina-
tion. Furthermore, it gives which points are to be sampled and in which fraction
of the total measuring time. As a special case, the optimized spectrum scan
width for linear sweeping is also found, where theory again agrees well with ex-
periments (section 6.3.1). Theoretically, direct spectroscopy is superior to second
harmonic detection, because the concentration noise can be an additional factor
of ∼2 lower (section 6.3). Using the formula for sensor noise, also the determi-
nation of signal variances is possible, which enables proper utilization of Kalman
filtering (section 6.4).

Other results of general nature include the finding that single mode lasers could have
kinks in the P -I-characteristic and generate a high spectral background in the mea-
sured harmonic spectrum. Two possible reasons for kinks on the laser P -I charac-
teristic of the examined laser are excluded: mode flips and transversal mode rotation
(section 4.3.2). Furthermore, a new figure of merit definition for gas cells, enables
comparison of resolvable number of gas molecules (Tab. 5.1 and Chap. 5). A truly un-
expected finding is that the supposed single mode photonic crystal fiber is not strictly
single mode by observing a high spectral background of fiber (10−3). It is caused by
interfering of fundamental mode and several weak core modes (section 5.6). Speckle
noise caused by the diffuse reflector is significantly lower than spectral background
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8 Conclusion and Outlook

caused by the laser, which is usually 10−5 (section 5.4.2). The intensity noise caused
by condensation is found to have a lowpass first order characteristic with a cutoff
frequency in Hz range (section 5.4.3).

Using the scientific results shown above, the following successes in applications and
sensors are achieved:

� Development of an oxygen sensor for combustion optimization in gas furnaces,
including a real-time least-squares curve fit algorithm with Kalman filtering.
Demonstration of a diffuse reflector as a superior candidate for harsh conditions
because of its low speckle noise, its robustness against thermal cycles and con-
densation (section 5.4 and section 7.2).

� Development of a fiber-based sensor for carbon monoxide in sub-ppm range (1
σ: 180 ppb) and compact size (10 cm × 10 cm) capable for detection of pico-
Liter carbon monoxide at 2.3 µm (section 7.3). This corresponds to a minimum
resolvable number of molecules in the order of 1012 (Tab. 5.1). The sensor has a
low gas exchanging time, which is in the 100 ms range for a 3 m long fiber at a
pressure difference of one bar according to a theoretical calculation (Fig. 5.18).

� Development of a VCSEL-suitable signal model for WMS (Eq. (6.30)) and heuris-
tic methods for parameters extraction out of measured gas spectrum with low
computing complexity (section 6.2, Fig. 6.8). Development of heuristic pattern
recognition algorithms: identification of wavelength scale from measured spec-
tra. For this, a non-target gas as reference gas is integrated in the photodiode
for compact sensor designs and self-monitored operation. This is also a method
for monitoring the laser aging process (section 6.2.2).

All these findings can be used for a multitude of gas sensing applications.

Outlook

Based on the knowledge discovered in this work, there appear to be several logical next
steps:

For the oxygen sensor, line identification could be developed. Then the absorption
line looked for can be identified, and the line parameters can be read from the HITRAN
database. The one-time calibration would then no longer be necessary, or the laser
selection for an appropriate wavelength could be less strict. The same concept with
the diffuse reflector can also be utilized for detection of water vapor at 950 µm, where
cost-efficient GaAs VCSELs are available, due to the widespread application of VCSEL
mice. An application for this could be regulation of humidity in professional cooking
appliances.

A crucial issue for application in the field which has not yet been completely solved,
is the contamination problem. Heating of optical surfaces may be a possible solution
for this contamination, and further investigation has to be carried out. Further applica-
tions such as flame-on monitoring in furnaces, may also be possible with TDLS-based
O2 sensors because of their fast response time and intrinsic self-checking capability.
This would give the laser spectroscopic oxygen sensor an additional advantage, and
partly compensate for the higher cost because the conventional flame-on monitoring
within furnaces can be simplified.

The wide/narrow scan concept is universal and can also be used for sensing of other
gases, for example NO/H2O and CO2/H2O using VCSELs at 1.8 µm and 2.0 µm,
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respectively. When the 2.7 µm GaSb VCSEL are realized, the concept could be also
implemented with a highly compact air quality sensor with optical path length of 1
mm.

For the fiber sensor, first, the vibration unit has to be made small and compact.
It could be implemented using piezos or inductors. Second, holes could be utilized in
the fiber to enable a faster gas exchange time or distributed gas sensing. Furthermore,
simulation of the wave propagation inside the fiber can be done to find out the reason
for the residual spectral background. The influence of scattering at the fiber ends
or inside the fiber, or mode-mixing, could be separated with possible suggestions for
reduction of the background.
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Abbreviations and Symbols

Abbreviations

HWHM Half-width at half-maximum
FWHM Full-width at half-maximum
UV Ultra-violet
NIR Near-infrared
MIR Mid-infrared
WMS Wavelength modulation spectroscopy
VCSEL Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser
DFB Distributed feed-back
HITRAN High resolution transmission (molecular absorption line

database)
FSR Free spectral range
HGW Hollow glass waveguide
TLV Threshold limit value (maximum allowed concentration in work-

place environments)

Symbols

Name Unit Definition
ares 1 absorbance resolution
ares,cell 1 absorbance resolution due to cell background
ares,laser 1 absorbance resolution due to laser background
ares,noise 1 absorbance resolution due to noise
Abg,cell(λ) 1 cell background (’one minus transmission’)
b0 1 offset of the spectral background
b1 1/mA slope of the spectral background
c 1 (or ppm) gas concentration
ĉ 1 (or ppm) sensor output value of estimated gas concentra-

tion
CCO ppm gas concentration of CO
CCH4

ppm gas concentration of methane
cres 1 (or ppm) concentration resolution
cov(y) - covariance matrix of y
d 1 VCSEL form factor
D µm or m distance between active region and heatsink of

VCSEL or thickness of optical elements
Dn A n-th harmonic component of detector signal
DL(t) A detector signal
EL J lower state energy of a transition
f , fm Hz modulation frequency
f0 Hz thermal frequency scale parameter
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8 Conclusion and Outlook

fc Hz 3 dB cutoff frequency
F (z) 1 correction function for zero crossings of the

second-harmonic spectrum
h Js or m Planck constant or surface roughness of a diffuse

surface
H(f) 1 laser FM response
Hn(ν),Hn(λ) 1 n-th harmonic transmission spectrum
Hn,bg,cell(λ) 1 cell background (n-th harmonic spectrum)
Hn,bg,speckle(λ) 1 cell background due to speckle noise (n-th har-

monic spectrum)
Hn,gas(λ) 1 n-th harmonic spectrum of the gas
i 1 imaginary unit
I mA or W laser bias current or light intensity
I 1 the identity matrix
Ia mA laser current modulation amplitude
Idark A dark current of the photodetector
Ii mA laser bias current at the i-th spectral sample
Iofs mA laser current that corresponds to the absorption

line center

Îofs mA estimated laser current that corresponds to the
absorption line center

IL(t) mA laser current signal
j 1 rotational quantum number
k nm/mA linear current tuning coefficient
k2 nm/mA2 quadratic current tuning coefficient
K(k) 1 Kalman gain at time step k
l m optical interaction path length
l0 m physical cell length
m 1 or kg normalized modulation amplitude or reduced

mass
m̂ 1 estimated normalized modulation amplitude
M 1 number of unknown parameters
n cm−3 or 1 molecule number density, refractive index, index

of the n-th harmonic spectrum, order of lowpass
or discrete time step

N 1 number of points per spectrum scan (dimension of
ψi), number of speckle points or number of light
spots

OPD m optical path length difference
p bar gas pressure
p̂ bar sensor pressure output value
Pn(I) W n-th harmonic component of laser intensity mod-

ulation signal
P0(I) W DC component of laser intensity
PL(t) W laser intensity modulation signal
qA 1 Burner efficiency
Q(T ) 1 total internal partition sum for a molecule
r A/W or m detector responsivity or radius
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R Hz or 1 measurement rate or the max to min ratio of the
second harmonic spectrum

R0, R1 µm radius of current aperture and light mode
Rv V/A gain of the pre-amplifier
Sn(x,m) 1 n-th harmonic spectrum for Lorentzian line

(Arndt’s formula)
Syy 1/Hz the noise power density on y
T (ν), T 1 or K transmission spectrum or gas temperature
T0,cell 1 empty cell attenuation factor
Tcell(λ) 1 the transmission spectrum of the empty gas cell
Tg(x, y, z, t) K transient thermal response (spatial)

T g(t) K transient thermal response (average temperature)

T̂g(f) K thermal frequency response (average tempera-
ture)

Tgas(λ) 1 transmission spectrum of the gas
u various vector of unknown parameters u = (u1, . . . , uM )
V cm3 cell volume
v(k) 1 (or ppm) random process modeling the gas concentration

fluctuation at time step k
w(k) 1 (or ppm) random process modeling the sensor noise at time

step k
x 1 normalized wavelength or independent variable in

the signal model
y 1 measured second harmonic spectrum vector y =

(y1, . . . , yN )
α(ν) cm−1 absorption coefficient
αc cm−1 absorption coefficient at absorption line center or

peak absorption coefficient
β nm/s speed of spectral scanning
∆f Hz interference periodicity in frequency scale
∆r cm distance between laser and center of fiber cross-

section
∆z cm distance between detector and fiber end
γ cm−1/bar pressure broadening coefficient
γair cm−1/bar pressure air-broadening coefficient
γself cm−1/bar pressure self-broadening coefficient
γG cm−1 Doppler broadened linewidth (HWHM)
γL cm−1 pressure broadened linewidth (HWHM)
γL,nat cm−1 natural linewidth (HWHM)
γV cm−1 Voigt linewidth (HWHM)
ε 1 noise vector ε = (ε1, . . . , εN )
ζ 1 exponent of temperature dependence for pressure

broadening coefficient
θ deg far-field acceptance angle
κ s/cm2 thermal diffusivity
λ nm wavelength
λ0 nm laser emission wavelength extrapolated to I = 0
λa nm laser wavelength modulation amplitude
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λi nm laser emission wavelength at the i-th spectral
sample

λi,opt nm laser emission wavelength at the i-th spectral
sample for optimum spectral sampling

λm nm wavelength of the minimum of the second har-
monic spectrum

λz nm distance of zero crossings of H2(λ)
λ(I) nm laser bias wavelength at current I
λL(t) nm laser wavelength modulation signal
ν cm−1 or 1 wavenumber or vibrational quantum number
νc, λc cm−1, nm center wavenumber or wavelength of an absorp-

tion line
σ0 ppm normalization factor for the noise on the mea-

sured gas concentration σ(ĉ)
σ(ν), σ(X) cm2 or [X] absorption cross-section at wavenumber ν or stan-

dard deviation of X
σ(ĉ) 1 (or ppm) standard deviation of sensor output values
σ(ĉ)opt 1 (or ppm) standard deviation of sensor output values for op-

timum spectral sampling
τ s time constant, upper state lifetime or gas ex-

changing time
φ(f) rad laser FM phase shift response
Φ 1 light power fraction in air
ΦL,ΦG,ΦV cm Lorentzian, Gaussian and Voigt absorption line

profile
Φ(ν) cm normalized absorption line profile
Ψ 1 observation matrix (columns ψi), for linear model
ψi 1 spectral component vectors
ψi,opt 1 spectral component vectors for optimum spectral

sampling√
(ΨTΨ)−1

11 N 1 ’observation factor’ for spectral scan
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